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Assessment #5 - Candidate Effect on Student Learning 


(Unit Plan: Impact on Student Learning Assignment) 


 


a. Description 


 


Each candidate will design, implement, assess, and reflect on two developmentally appropriate 


unit plans (one for their Junior High placement and the other for their Senior High placement) 


consisting of from 5 to 8 learning experience lesson plans as part of their student teaching 


experience. Teacher candidates are responsible for assessing the impact of their instruction on 


student learning.  In order to do this, candidates will design learning experiences based on the 


student’s current knowledge of the topic and assess the effectiveness of planned instruction for 


each student.  Candidates collaborate with their cooperating teacher to decide on a topic for the 


unit/assignment lessons. Candidates will then pre-assess to determine the students’ prior/current 


knowledge on the overall unit plan topic.  Using the pre-assessment information, candidates will 


design a unit plan with a minimum of five learning experiences including goals, objectives, 


standards, procedures, and assessments for the students.  After the students have engaged in the 


unit plan learning experiences, candidates will perform an assessment to determine the impact of 


their instruction via the learning experiences.  As the unit plan is implemented, candidates write 


a reflection on each lesson, and at the end of the unit include a written discussion of the 


statistical results of their students’ understanding and how they would make improvements to 


advance their instruction.  


b. Alignment of NCTM/CAEP Standards 


 


Please see the Scoring Guide in part f for a more detailed alignment.  


 


Program Standard Elements Addressed 


Standard 2: Mathematical Practices 2a, 2b 


Standard 3: Content Pedagogy 3a, 3c, 3d, 3e, 3f, 3g  


Standard 4: Mathematical Learning Environment 4a, 4b, 4d, 4e 


Standard 5: Impact on Student Learning 5a, 5b, 5c 


Standard 6: Professional Knowledge and Skills 6c 


Standard 7: Secondary Mathematics Field Experiences 


and Clinical Practice 


7b, 7c 


 


c. Analysis of Data  


The one program completer demonstrated a proficiency in the NCTM/CAEP standards.  The 


rubrics connected to this assessment were revised making the scoring and analysis have more 


clarity. With only one candidate, the analysis was more qualitative in nature.  Since there was 


only one candidate, the professor assessed the unit plan with the candidate as the rubric was used 


to evaluate the work.  The candidate needed more clarity on how to evaluate the pre-post test 


data. The candidate expressed having difficulty choosing high level tasks at the beginning of the 


candidate’s placement, but found the addition of the tasks took her unit plan to a more advanced 


level.   







 


d. Interpretation of how data provides evidence for meeting standards 


 


This assessment was directly aligned to NCTM/CAEP standards.  The findings suggest that the 


students of the candidate showed a significant positive difference between pre-test and post-test 


evaluation. This in turn suggests that the candidate’s students gained a better understanding of 


the mathematics concepts. The candidate was determined to develop ways to challenge the  high 


school students. Designing a unit plan over an extended amount of time along with formative and 


summative assessment provides evidence of the candidates’ ability both to assess learners’ 


mathematical understanding and effectively plan and provide appropriate and engaging 


instruction. The scores on the second unit plan for the candidate’s second placement were not 


assessed at the time of this report.  Additionally, there is evidence that the candidate was 


successful in creating and implementing developmentally appropriate instruction in the senior-


high experiences.  The junior high placement unit plan will be assessed within the next month. 


 


e. Rich Description 


 


ED 424/425: Student Teaching Unit Plan 


Impact on Student Learning Assignment 


 


Part I: (Directions, explanation, and general requirements) 


 


As part of their student teaching experience, teacher candidates are responsible for assessing the 


impact of their instruction on student learning.  In order to do this, candidates will design 


learning experiences based on the student’s current knowledge of the topic and assess the 


effectiveness of planned instruction for each student.  Candidates will, with their cooperating 


teacher, decide on a topic for the unit plan lessons.  Candidates will then pre-assess to determine 


the students’ prior/current knowledge on the topic.  Using the pre-assessment information, 


candidates will design a unit plan with a minimum of five learning experiences including goals, 


objectives, standards, procedures, and assessments for the students.  After the students have 


engaged in the unit plan learning experiences, candidates will perform an assessment to 


determine the impact of their instruction via the learning experiences.  


 


Teacher candidates will submit the following to the university supervisor:  


1. One copy of the pre-assessment with attached data analysis regarding the students’ 


prior/current topic knowledge. 


2. A copy of the unit/project learning experience plans (minimum of five) using the unit 


plan and lesson plan template used previously in ED 339 Methods Teaching & 


Evaluation Mathematics course.   


3. One copy of the post-assessment with attached data analysis spreadsheet regarding the 


effectiveness of instruction via the learning experiences.  


4. A 3-part reflection summary that includes: (a) most effective outcomes of instruction via 


learning experiences, (b) what the candidates would change or do differently to improve 


the instruction and student achievement, and (c) what the candidate plans to do next to 


enhance student learning in the content area. 


 







The unit plans are then assessed by the university supervisor.  Candidates must obtain a 


minimum overall average of 2 on the criteria in order to successfully complete student teaching.  


Candidates who do not meet the minimum overall average will have their work sample returned 


to them with feedback for improvement and will need to revise their work in order to meet the 


minimum overall average.   


One unit plan is to be completed during the first placement and one during the second placement 


of student teaching.  One unit plan would be at the junior high grade level and the other at the 


senior high level.   


 


General Requirements for the Unit Plan 


 


The Unit Plan should consist of a series of 5 to 8 lessons in which a particular topic is covered.  


It may correspond to a chapter in a text, or may develop a topic in detail from a broader 


perspective.  The development of the unit involves a spiral process; they may find, for example, 


while outlining lesson 3, they need to include additional material in lesson 2, or decide to 


interchange activities that they’re including.  It is unlikely that they will write a unit-plan straight 


through from beginning to end without continually revising prior lessons. 


 


Within the Unit Plan, they bring together concepts they have learned from the discussions, the 


readings, the activities, the assessment ideas, and all components of the ED 339 methods course.  


They need to use the Understanding by Design Unit Plan template and the Principles and 


Standards for School Mathematics as a reference.  The lessons they write should reflect the view 


of mathematics as reasoning, communicating, connecting, and problem solving. They are 


encouraged to use the course textbook, Taking Action: Implementing Effective Mathematic 


Teaching Practices in Grades 9 – 12 as a resource for selecting high level tasks, guiding 


mathematical discussions, identifying key mathematical ideas, identifying and addressing student 


misconceptions, and employing a range of questioning strategies.  Likewise, their NCTM 


membership provides access to research ideas in Mathematics Teacher and Mathematics 


Teaching in the Middle School journals.  They may use the Internet as a resource for ideas, such 


as, Illustrative Mathematics, Achieve the Core, or NCTM illuminations, and must reference the 


site from which the material was obtained, so they are discouraged from using one textbook and 


followed it section by section. 


 


The university supervisor and cooperating teacher must pre-approve the unit plan topic. The 


candidates are advised that as they look for supplementary materials, each mentor can provide 


feedback and suggestions for advancing their unit plan.   


 


Part II: Unit Plan Template 


 


Secondary Mathematics Education Unit Plan Template 


Name: 


Course/Section: 


Unit Topic: 


Subject: 


Grade Level(s): 


Submission Date: 







Student Population 
A. Description of the School, Student Population, Cultural & Language Diversity, Economics: 


B. Age/Grade Level(s): 


C. Ability Levels (High, Average, Below) and Students With Special Needs: 


D. Number of Students by Gender: 


E. Prior Knowledge (Background Skills and Knowledge) to be Successful with the Expectations for This Unit: 


 


Unit Rationale 


A. Why and How the Unit Topic Was Chosen: 


B. Explanation of How It Fits into the Curriculum: 


C. Projected Student Interest: 


(Incorporate knowledge of individual differences and the cultural and language diversity that exists within the 


classrooms and include culturally relevant perspectives as a means to motivate and engage students) 


D.  Technology Rationale 


(Simply using technology is not enough.  Technology is a tool, a means rather than an end, for the mathematics 


teacher. How is the technology advancing the students’ mathematical thinking?)     


Bibliography 
 (APA: At least five entries) (Utilize resources from professional mathematics organizations (MAA, NCTM, 


Illustrative Mathematics, Achieve the Core) such as print, digital, and virtual resources/collections) 


1. 


2. 


3. 


4. 


5. 


 


Appendix 


Appendix (All hard copy unit materials and resources)  List the entries by day and place all the actual 


appendix items AFTER EACH LESSON PLAN) 


 
Day One 


Day Two 


Day Three 


Day Four  


Day Five 


 


Backwards Design Unit Plan Template 


STAGE ONE (Desired Results) 


Academic Standards 


PA Common Core Academic Content Standards, and Assessment Anchors (where applicable): 


PA Common Core Practice Standards: 


NCTM Standards: 
 


Enduring Understandings  
(In-depth statements (generalizations) that capture the 


big ideas of the unit) 


 


(The students will understand that…) 


 


 


 


 


 


Essential Questions  


(Open-Ended questions that encourage the students to think 


in-depth about the big ideas) 


 







STAGE TWO (Assessment Evidence) 


Content 


(Include WHAT you will teach.) 


Day One 


Day Two 


Day Three 


Day Four  


Day Five 


Objectives 


(The students will [verb and content]) 


Day One 


Day Two 


Day Three 


Day Four  


Day Five 


 


Formative Assessment 


 


Day One 


Day Two 


Day Three 


Day Four 


Day Five 


 


SUMMATIVE Assessment  
Two (2) (Summative Assessments: Each unit MUST have at least one performance assessment. Align and CODE the 


performance assessment(s) to the Enduring Understandings). The performance assessment(s) must address all the 


Enduring Understandings 


1. 


2.  


The Lesson Plan Template 
STAGE THREE (Learning Experiences: Daily Lesson Plan) 


Learning Experiences:  


What learning experiences and instruction will enable students to achieve the desired results? 


How will the design: 


W = Help the students know WHERE the unit is going and WHAT is expected? Help the teacher know 


where the students are coming from (prior knowledge, interests, and ability)? 


H = HOOK all the students and HOLD their interests to engage in the lesson? 


E = EQUIP students, help them EXPERIENCE the mathematical ideas and EXPLORE? 


R = Provide opportunities to RETHINK and REVISE their understanding and work? 


E = Allow students to EVALUATE their work and its implications? 


T = Be TAILORED (personalized) to the different needs, interests, and abilities of the students? 


O = Be ORGANIZED to maximize initial and sustained engagement as well as productive struggle? 
 


Title of Lesson: 


Grade Level(s): 


 


PA Common Core Academic Content Standards, and Assessment Anchors (where applicable): 


PA Common Core Practice Standards: 


NCTM Standards: 


 


Enduring Understanding(s): 


Essential Question(s): 


Content (Code) Objectives (Code) Formative Assessments (Code)  


 


Procedures (Include and Label ALL Components: DETAILED: 


   Lesson Beginning (Motivation, Review, Overview) 


   Lesson Development  


   Lesson Ending (Review, Preview, Closure) 


 


Meaningful Student Involvement (Indicate how the students will be meaningfully engaged in the lesson): 


Special Adaptations/Modifications: 


Anticipated Difficulties AND Modifications (Student Misconceptions with Mathematical Concepts): 


Physical Structure: 


Materials: 


References (2 minimum per lesson) 







Reflection and Analysis 
1. One copy of the pre-assessment with attached data analysis regarding the students’ prior/current topic 


knowledge. 


2. One copy of the post-assessment with attached data analysis spreadsheet regarding the effectiveness of 


instruction via the learning experiences.  


3. A 3-part reflection summary that includes: (a) most effective outcomes of instruction via learning 


experiences, (b) what the candidates would change or do differently to improve the instruction and student 


achievement, and (c) what the candidate plans to do next to enhance student learning and achievement. 


 


 


f. Scoring Guide/Rubric 


 
             3 – Target                                 2 – Acceptable                            1 – Developing                            0 - Unacceptable


  


      Consistently & Extensively           Usually & Substantially               Sometimes & Basically             Rarely or Superficially 


    meets the criteria as defined          meets the criteria as defined        meets the criteria as defined      meets the criteria as defined 


Unit Plan Scoring Guide 


Criteria 3 - Target 2 - Acceptable 1 - Developing 0 - Unacceptable 


 


Student 


Population 


Expectations 


(Element 4d) 


Provides a high 


degree of evidence of 


equitable and ethical 


treatment of and high 


expectations for all 


students.  


Provides an acceptable 


degree of evidence of 


equitable and ethical 


treatment of and high 


expectations for all 


students. 


Provides a superficial 


degree of evidence of 


equitable and ethical 


treatment of and high 


expectations for all 


students. 


Lacks evidence of an 


acceptable degree of 


evidence of equitable and 


ethical treatment of and 


high expectations for all 


students. 


Student 


Population 


Prior Experiences 


(Element 4b) 


Provides a high 


degree of evidence of 


planning and creating 


developmentally 


appropriate, 


sequential and 


challenging learning 


opportunities 


building new 


knowledge from 


prior knowledge and 


experiences. 


Provides an acceptable 


degree of evidence of 


planning and creating 


developmentally 


appropriate, sequential 


and challenging 


learning opportunities 


building new 


knowledge from prior 


knowledge and 


experiences. 


Provides a superficial 


degree of evidence of 


planning and creating 


developmentally 


appropriate, sequential 


and challenging 


learning opportunities 


building new 


knowledge from prior 


knowledge and 


experiences. 


Lacks evidence of an 


acceptable degree of 


evidence of planning and 


creating developmentally 


appropriate, sequential 


and challenging learning 


opportunities building 


new knowledge from 


prior knowledge and 


experiences. 


Goals, Rationale 


and Objectives 


(Element 4a) 


Goals, rationale and 


objectives are highly 


appropriate and 


demonstrate a high 


degree of evidence of 


understanding the 


intellectual, physical, 


social, emotional, 


and moral 


development of 


learners. 


Goals, rationale and 


objectives are 


acceptable and 


demonstrate an 


acceptable degree of 


evidence of 


understanding the 


intellectual, physical, 


social, emotional, and 


moral development of 


learners. 


Goals, rationale and 


objectives are 


superficial and 


demonstrate minimal 


evidence of 


understanding the 


intellectual, physical, 


social, emotion, and 


moral development of 


learners.  


Lacks evidence of 


appropriateness and an 


acceptable degree of 


evidence of understanding 


the intellectual, physical, 


social, emotional, and 


moral development of 


learners. 


Academic 


Content 


Standards 


(Element 3a) 


Provides a high 


degree of evidence of 


applying knowledge 


of content, practice 


and NCTM standards 


for secondary 


mathematics and the 


relationship to 


student learning 


within and across 


Provides an acceptable 


degree of evidence 


applying knowledge of 


content, practice and 


NCTM standards for 


secondary mathematics 


and the relationship to 


student learning within 


and across 


mathematical domains. 


Provides a superficial 


of evidence of 


applying knowledge of 


content, practice and 


NCTM standards for 


secondary 


mathematics and the 


relationship to student 


learning within and 


Lacks evidence of an 


acceptable degree of 


applying knowledge of 


content, practice and 


NCTM standards for 


secondary mathematics 


and the relationship to 


student learning within 


and across mathematical 


domains. 







mathematical 


domains. 


across mathematical 


domains. 


 
 


Criteria 


 


3 - Target 


 


2 - Acceptable 


 


1 - Developing 


 


0 - Unacceptable 


Content 


Knowledge 


Problem Solving 


(Element 2a) 


Demonstrates a high 


degree of evidence of 


depth and breadth of 


content knowledge in 


the use of problem 


solving to develop 


conceptual 


understanding that 


maximize student 


learning. 


Demonstrates an 


acceptable degree of 


evidence of depth and 


breadth of content 


knowledge in the use of 


problem solving to 


develop conceptual 


understanding that 


maximize student 


learning. 


Demonstrates a 


developing degree of 


evidence of depth and 


breadth of content 


knowledge in the use 


of problem solving to 


develop conceptual 


understanding s that 


maximize student 


learning. 


Lacks evidence of an 


acceptable degree of 


depth and breadth of 


content knowledge in the 


use of problem solving to 


develop conceptual 


understanding that 


maximize student 


learning. 


Content 


Knowledge 


Practices 


(Element 2b) 


Demonstrates a high 


degree of evidence of 


depth and breadth of 


content knowledge in 


reasoning abstractly, 


reflectively, and 


quantitatively, 


recognizing structure, 


and using multiple 


mathematical 


representations. 


Demonstrates an 


acceptable degree of 


evidence of depth       


and breadth of content 


knowledge in reasoning 


abstractly, reflectively, 


and quantitatively, 


recognizing structure, 


and using multiple 


mathematical 


representations. 


Demonstrates a 


developing degree of 


evidence of depth and 


breadth of content 


knowledge in 


reasoning abstractly, 


reflectively, and 


quantitatively, 


recognizing structure, 


and using multiple 


mathematical 


representations. 


Lacks evidence of an 


acceptable degree of 


evidence of depth and 


breadth of content 


knowledge in reasoning 


abstractly, reflectively, 


and quantitatively, 


recognizing structure, and 


using multiple 


mathematical 


representations. 


Content-specific 


Teaching 


Strategies 


(Element 3c) 


Supplies a high 


degree of evidences 


of effective content-


specific teaching 


strategies appropriate 


for all students’ 


conceptual 


understanding and 


procedural 


proficiency. 


Supplies an adequate 


degree of evidence of 


effective content- 


specific teaching 


strategies appropriate 


for all students’ 


conceptual 


understanding and 


procedural proficiency. 


Supplies a minimal 


degree of evidence of 


effective content- 


specific teaching 


strategies appropriate 


for all students’ 


conceptual 


understanding and 


procedural 


proficiency. 


Lacks evidence to an 


acceptable degree of 


planning effective 


content-specific teaching 


strategies appropriate for 


all students’ conceptual 


understanding and 


procedural proficiency. 


Meaningful 


Learning 


Experiences 


(Elements 3d, 3e) 


Presents evidence to 


a high degree of 


meaningful learning 


experiences, such as, 


engaging in high 


level tasks, 


mathematical 


discussions, and 


responding to range 


of questions designed 


to provide students 


with opportunities to 


communicate 


mathematical 


understanding, 


reasoning and 


connections. 


Presents evidence to an 


adequate degree of 


meaningful learning 


experiences, such as, 


engaging in high level 


tasks, mathematical 


discussions, and 


responding to range of 


questions designed to 


provide students with 


opportunities to 


communicate 


mathematical 


understanding, 


reasoning and 


connections. 


Presents evidence to a 


developing degree of 


meaningful learning 


experiences, such as, 


engaging in high level 


tasks, mathematical 


discussions, and 


responding to range of 


questions designed to 


provide students with 


opportunities to 


communicate 


mathematical 


understanding, 


reasoning and 


connections. 


Lacks evidence of 


planning to an acceptable 


degree of meaningful 


learning experiences, such 


as, engaging in high level 


tasks, mathematical 


discussions, and 


responding to range of 


questions designed to 


provide students with 


opportunities to 


communicate 


mathematical 


understanding, reasoning 


and connections. 


 


 


 







 


Criteria 


 


3 - Target 


 


2 - Acceptable 


 


1 - Developing 


 


0 - Unacceptable 


Use of 


Technology 


(Elements 4e, 5b) 


Offers evidence to a 


high degree of 


integration of 


mathematics-specific 


technologies that 


engage students in 


developmentally 


appropriate 


mathematical activities 


and investigations.  


Offers evidence to an 


adequate degree of 


integration of 


mathematics-specific 


technologies that 


engage students in 


developmentally 


appropriate 


mathematical activities 


and investigations. 


Offers evidence to a 


minimal degree of 


integration of 


mathematics-specific 


technologies that 


engage students in 


developmentally 


appropriate 


mathematical activities 


and investigations. 


Lacks evidence to an 


acceptable degree of 


integration of 


mathematics-specific 


technologies that 


engage students in 


developmentally 


appropriate 


mathematical activities 


and investigations. 


Formative and 


Summative 


Assessments 


(Planning) 


(Element 3f) 


Suggests evidence to a 


high degree of 


planning, selecting, 


implementing, 


interpreting, and using 


formative and 


summative assessment 


to inform instructions 


by reflecting on 


mathematical 


proficiencies essential 


for all students. 


Suggests evidence to an 


adequate degree of 


planning, selecting, 


implementing, 


interpreting, and using 


formative and 


summative assessment 


to inform instructions 


by reflecting on 


mathematical 


proficiencies essential 


for all students. 


 


Suggests evidence to a 


minimal degree of 


planning, selecting, 


implementing, 


interpreting, and using 


formative and 


summative assessment 


to inform instructions 


by reflecting on 


mathematical 


proficiencies essential 


for all students. 


 


Lacks evidence of 


planning, selecting, 


implementing, 


interpreting, and using 


formative and 


summative assessment 


to inform instructions 


by reflecting on 


mathematical 


proficiencies essential 


for all students. 


 


 


 


Formative and 


Summative 


Assessments  


(Continual 


Reflection) 


(Element 3g) 


 


Suggests evidence to a 


high degree of 


monitoring students’ 


progress, making 


instructional decisions, 


and measuring 


students’ mathematical 


understanding and 


ability using formative 


and summative 


assessments. 


Suggests evidence to an 


adequate degree of 


monitoring students’ 


progress, making 


instructional decisions, 


and measuring students’ 


mathematical 


understanding and 


ability using formative 


and summative 


assessments. 


Suggests evidence to a 


minimal degree of 


monitoring students’ 


progress, making 


instructional decisions, 


and measuring 


students’ mathematical 


understanding and 


ability using formative 


and summative 


assessments. 


Lacks evidence of 


monitoring students’ 


progress, making 


instructional decisions, 


and measuring students’ 


mathematical 


understanding and 


ability using formative 


and summative 


assessments. 


Accommodations/ 


Differentiation 


(Element 3c) 


Anticipates and 


provides 


accommodations that 


demonstrate, to a high 


degree of evidence, 


understanding of the 


development of all 


learners. 


Provides 


accommodations that 


demonstrate, to an 


adequate degree of 


evidence, understanding 


of the development of 


all learners. 


Provides vague 


modifications that 


demonstrate, to a 


minimal degree of 


evidence, 


understanding of the 


development of all 


learners. 


Lacks evidence of 


accommodations/ 


modifications. 


Resources 


(Element 6c) 


Evidences an extensive 


and varied list of 


resources, including 


but not limited to print, 


digital, and virtual 


resources/collections 


and community 


resources, to foster 


student learning. 


Evidences an adequate 


list of resources, 


including but not 


limited to print, digital, 


and virtual 


resources/collections 


and community 


resources, to foster 


student learning. 


Evidences a minimal 


list of resources, 


including but not 


limited to print, 


digital, and virtual 


resources/collections 


and community 


resources, to foster 


student learning. 


Lacks evidence of an 


adequate list of 


resources, including but 


not limited to print, 


digital, and virtual 


resources/collections 


and community 


resources, to foster 


student learning. 


 


 


 


 







 


 


Criteria 


 


3 - Target 


 


2 - Acceptable 


 


1 - Developing 


 


0 - Unacceptable 


Pre-assessment  


(Element 5c) 


Develops extensive 


and appropriate pre-


assessment to collect 


specific data to 


determine prior 


knowledge of the 


topic.  


Develops an appropriate 


pre-assessment to 


collect specific data to 


determine prior 


knowledge of the topic.    


Pre-assessment is 


superficial & provides 


minimal information 


about prior 


knowledge.   


Lacks evidence of pre-


assessment to determine 


prior knowledge. 


Post-assessment 


(Element 5c) 


Develops extensive 


and appropriate post-


assessment to collect 


specific data to 


determine the 


effectiveness of 


instruction. 


Develops appropriate 


post-assessment to 


collect specific data to 


determine the 


effectiveness of 


instruction 


Post-assessment is 


superficial & provides 


minimal information 


about the effectiveness 


of instruction. 


Lacks evidence of post-


assessment to determine 


effective instruction. 


Data Analysis 


(Element 5a) 


Extensively analyzes 


pre- and post-


assessments to 


determine 


effectiveness of 


instruction via the 


learning experiences.   


Substantially analyzes 


pre- and post-


assessments to 


determine effectiveness 


of instruction via the 


learning experiences.   


Superficially analyzes 


pre- and post-


assessments. 


Lacks evidence of data 


analysis. 


Implications for 


Future Teaching 


(Element 7b, 7c) 


 


Extensively describes 


effectiveness of 


instruction based on 


analysis, what 


candidate would do 


differently, and 


differentiation that is 


linked to individual 


learner characteristics.   


Substantially describes 


effectiveness of 


instruction based on 


analysis, what candidate 


would do differently, 


and differentiation that 


is linked to individual 


learner characteristics.   


Reflection is basic and 


minimally describes 


effectiveness of 


instruction, what 


candidate would do 


differently, or 


differentiation that is 


linked to individual 


learner characteristics.   


Lacks evidence of 


reflection. 


 


g. Charts 


 


Chart 1: Data for Candidate Unit Plan Scores 


 
Criteria Candidate 


Score 


Student Population Expectations 


(Element 4d) 


3 


Student Population Prior Experiences 


(Element 4b) 


3 


Goals, Rationale and Objectives 


(Element 4a) 


3 


Academic Content Standards 


(Element 3a) 


3 


Content Knowledge Problem Solving 


(Element 2a) 


2 


Content Knowledge Practices 


(Element 2b) 


2 


Content-specific Teaching Strategies 


(Element 3c) 


3 







Meaningful Learning Experiences 


(Elements 3d, 3e) 


2 


Use of Technology 


(Elements 4e, 5b) 


3 


Formative and Summative Assessments (Planning) 


(Element 3f) 


3 


Formative and Summative Assessments (Continual Reflection) 


(Element 3g) 


3 


Accommodations/ Differentiation 


(Element 3c) 


3 


Resources 


(Element 6c) 


3 


 


 


Criteria 


 


Candidate 


Score 


Pre-assessment  


(Element 5c) 


3 


Post-assessment 


(Element 5c) 


3 


Data Analysis 


(Element 5a) 


3 


Implications for Future Teaching 


(Element 7b, 7c) 


3 


 


Chart 2: Data for Candidates Unit Plan Topics and Grade Level 


 


 Candidate First Placement 


Courses 


(Grade Level) 


First Placement 


Unit Plan Title 


Impact on Student Learning 


2017-2018     


 1 Transitions to 


College 


Mathematics, 


Algebra 2, Advanced 


Algebra 2 


(Grades 9 – 12) 


Solving Quadratic 


Equations 


The class average on the unit plan 


exam score for the pre-test was 1.9 


out of 54, while the average score 


on the post test was 47.2. With a p-


score of less than 0.00001, it is 


easy to reject the null hypothesis 


that the increase in scores were due 


to random chance. 


  Second Placement 


Courses 


(Grade Level) 


Second Placement      


Unit Plan Title 


Impact on Student Learning 


  Pre-Algebra,  


Basic Math 7 


(Grades 7 and 8) 


Due April 2018  


 


 


 


 


 







Charts 3: Data for NAEP/CAEP alignment 


2017-2018 


Data Table A 


Unit Plan Rubric 


Undergraduate Program Candidates 


 


Rubric Criteria 


(NCTM CAEP Sub-


Element Alignment) 


2017-2018 


 Number of Candidates % of Candidates Meeting 


Minimum Expectation 


(Acceptable Behavior) 


Mathematical 


Practices— (2a.1) 


 1 100% 


 


Mathematical 


Practices— (2b.1) 


 1 100% 


 


Content Pedagogy—


(3a.1) 


 1 100% 


 


Content Pedagogy—


(3c.1) 


 1 100% 


Content Pedagogy—


(3c.2) 


 1 100% 


    


Content Pedagogy—


(3b.1) 


 1 100% 


 


Content Pedagogy—


(3d.1) 


 1 100% 


    


Content Pedagogy—


(3e.1) 


 1 100% 


 


Content Pedagogy—


(3f.1) 


 1 100% 


 


Content Pedagogy—


(3g.1) 


 1 100% 


 


Mathematical 


Learning 


Environment—(4a.1) 


 1 100% 


 







Mathematical 


Learning 


Environment—(4b.1) 


 1 100% 


    


Mathematical 


Learning 


Environment—(4d.1) 


 1 100% 


    


Mathematical 


Learning 


Environment—(4e.1) 


 1 100% 


 


Impact on Student 


Learning—(5a.1) 


 1 100% 


 


Impact on Student 


Learning—(5b.1) 


 1 100% 


 


Impact on Student 


Learning—(5c.1) 


 1 100% 


Impact on Student 


Learning—(5c.2) 


 1 100% 


 


Professional 


Knowledge and 


Skills—(6c.1) 


 1 100% 
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Assessment #5 - (Unit Plan: Impact on Student Learning Assignment)




 Assessment #6 – Content Comprehensive Exams 
 


a. Description of Assessment  
 


The Comprehensive Exams are given prior to student teaching during ED 339 (Methods of 
Teaching and Evaluating Mathematics) course. The exams require candidates to demonstrate 
their content knowledge of mathematical concepts aligned with the NCTM/CAEP standards.  
This assessment consists of six exams: Exam 1 (Number & Quantity), Exam 2 (Algebra), Exam 
3 (Geometry), Exam 4 (Statistics & Probability), Exam 5 (Calculus) and Exam 6 (Discrete 
Mathematics).  The exams were created by a committee of mathematics and mathematics 
education faculty members.  The faculty member who teaches the concepts covered in the exam 
created an initial draft, shared with the committee, and the final product was approved by all the 
committee members after suggestions for improvement were addressed.  The exams were 
assessed by two faculty members separately and then evaluation scores were discussed to 
address reliability and validity of the results. As a department, we believe the questions on the 
exams provide a representative picture of the content knowledge of our students.  


b. Alignment with NCTM/CAEP Standards 
 


During the exam process, candidates are asked to demonstrate their ability to solve and explain a 
variety of mathematical problems.  The exams with solutions (in part f) show how each question 
aligns to the NCTM/CAEP Standards for Secondary Mathematics. The table below shows the 
alignment with NCTM/CAEP standards. 
 


NCTM CAEP Standards 
(2012) Mathematical Domains 


Comprehensive Exam Exam Items Covering NCTM CAEP 
Standards (2012) Mathematical 
Competencies   


A.1 Number and Quantity Exam 1  
(Number & Quantity) 


A.1.1 (3, 12, 13, 20) 
A.1.2 (5, 9, 16) 
A.1.3 (14, 15, 18, 19) 
A.1.4 (1, 11, 13) 
A.1.5 (6, 7, 8, 10) 


A.2 Algebra Exam 2 
(Algebra) 


A.2.1 (1, 2, 6, 7, 9, 10, 14, 15) 
A.2.2 (2, 4, 5, 8) 
A.2.3 (1, 2, 5, 6, 13) 
A.2.4 (8) 
A.2.5 (11, 14) 
A.2.6 (10, 12, 15) 
A.2.7 (3) 


A.3 Geometry and Trigonometry Exam 3  
(Geometry) 


A.3.1 (1, 2, 6) 
A.3.2 (4) 
A.3.3 (1, 4, 5) 
A.3.4 (7) 
A.3.5 (Exam 5 Question 15) 
A.3.6 (2, 4, 6) 
A.3.7 (1) 
A.3.8 (3, 7, 8) 







A.3.9 (2, 5, 7) 
A.4 Statistics and Probability Exam 4 


(Statistics & Probability 
A.4.1 (1, 2, 3) 
A.4.2 (1, 2, 4, 5, 7, 9, 10) 
A.4.3 (4, 6, 8, 16, 17) 
A.4.4 (11, 12, 13, 14, 17) 
A.4.5 (15, 16, 17) 
A.4.6 (18, 19, 20) 


A.5 Calculus Exam 5 
(Calculus) 


A.5.1 (1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10) 
A.5.2 (12, 13, 15) 
A.5.3 (10, 11) 
A.5.4 (9, 12, 13, 15) 
A.5.5 (8, 15) 
A.5.6 (14) 


A.6 Discrete Mathematics Exam 6 
(Discrete Mathematics) 


A.6.1 (5, 6, 8, 10, 12) 
A.6.2 (9, 11) 
A.6.3 (1, 2, 3) 
A.6.4 (4) 
A.6.5 (7) 


 
c. Analysis of Data 


 
We had one candidate who completed our program during the past year. With 70% set as the 
minimum for meeting competency, the candidate demonstrated competencies in Number 
Quantity, Algebra, Geometry and Trigonometry, Calculus and Discrete Mathematics.  With 61% 
on the Statistics and Probability, this is the one standard that the candidate did not meet.  With 
only one candidate, we can find nothing of statistical significance in this information.  There is a 
slight suggestion that we might consider more closely how our course work is preparing students 
in the area of Statistics and Probability. Because this exam is administered prior to student 
teaching and taking the Praxis II (5161) exam, we have the opportunity to provide additional 
support to our students to ensure they have gained the necessary content knowledge to 
effectively teach secondary mathematics.   
 


d. Interpretation of how data provides evidence for meeting standards 
 
Our content competency exams align with the NCTM/CAEP standards (standards noted on exam 
in part f).  We acknowledge that our findings are quite preliminary, but we believe that our 
revised process will provide valuable data for future curriculum decisions.  Creating this 
assessment sparked tremendous collaboration and productive discussions about all the 
assessments for this report and course work alignment between mathematics and mathematics 
education faculty. We believe that our data indicates our candidate is meeting the mathematics 
content standards described in the 2012 NCTM CAEP Mathematics Content for Secondary 
standards with a score of 70% or higher needed to meet competency. 
 
Since there was only one completer for the time period, the data chart in (part g) also includes 
the exam scores for three additional students in ED 339 who took the exams but haven’t yet 
completed the program.  This provides somewhat fuller information. 
 







With 70% required to meet each standard, as a group the only standard they met was Number 
and Quantity with 70.5%.  The lowest average was in Geometry and Trigonometry.  Two of the 
candidates, (2) and (4), had not taken MATH 357, the Geometry course, which accounts for their 
low scores in this area.  They are presently taking this course and will be retested after they 
complete it. 
 
Candidate (1) was interviewed after completing and passing the Praxis II (5161) exam.  The 
candidate reported that they felt the mathematical competency exams were significantly more 
difficult than the Praxis II (5161) exam.  With this information about the difficulty of the exams, 
we are considering the exam score needed for meeting the standards from 70% to 60%.   With 
this cut off, the one completer would have met all of the standards.  Even with this, however, 
outside of the Number and Quantity standard, only one of the other (non-completed) candidates 
would meet any of the competencies, and that only in Algebra.  
 


e. Rich Description of Competency Exams 
 
This assessment consists of six exams: Exam 1 (Number & Quantity), Exam 2 (Algebra), Exam 
3 (Geometry), Exam 4 (Statistics & Probability), Exam 5 (Calculus) and Exam 6 (Discrete 
Mathematics).  The exams were created by a committee of mathematics and mathematics 
education faculty members.  The faculty member who teaches the concepts covered in the exam 
created an initial draft, shared with the committee, and the final product was approved by all the 
committee members after suggestions for improvement were addressed.  The exams were 
assessed by two faculty members separately and then evaluation scores were discussed to 
address reliability and validity of the results. For each standard area, the exam questions were 
aligned with the sub-standards. 


 
The exams will be reviewed on how the variety of questions appropriately addresses the range of   
standards.  As an example, Geometry Exam 3 did not address A.3.5 by design because it would 
be covered on the Calculus Exam 5.  However, this was the only standard that was addressed on 
a different exam.  The exams will be included with the scoring guides in a separate file. 


 
f.  Scoring Guide/Rubric 


 
The following are the six exams administered Fall 2017.  The exams include the point values and 
solutions.  The exams were assessed by two faculty members separately and then evaluation 
scores were discussed to address reliability and validity of the results. As a department, we 
believe the questions on the exams provide a representative picture of the content knowledge of 
our students.   


 


 


 


 







Exam 1: Number and Quantity Content Knowledge (41 points)


Answer the questions and show all of your work on the paper provided.


Name:


1. (1 point) For what value of x is the matrix



2 7
x 4


�
not invertible.


(a) 7
8 (b) 0 (c) 8


7 (d) 8


(Standard A.1.4)


2. (1 point) If x and y are even numbers and z = 6x2 +10y2, then the greatest even number that
must be a divisor of z is


(a) 2 (b) 4 (c) 8 (d) 16


(Standard A.1.2)


3. (1 point) Simplify i
925.


(a) 1 (b) �1 (c) i (d) �i


(Standard A.1.1)


4. (1 point) Which of the following properties hold for integer division?


(a) Closure


(b) Commutative


(c) Associative


(d) None of the Above


(Standard A.1.1)


5. (1 point) Determine the values of d so that 15 (mod d) = 3.


(a) {4, 6, 12} (b) {5, 10 ,15} (c) {3, 6, 9} (d) {0, 1, -1}


(Standard A.1.2)


6. (1 point) Who was the mathematician that legend has being drowned because of the construc-
tion of irrational numbers?


(a) Pythagoras


(b) Hippasus


(c) Pascal


(d) Hypatia


(Standard A.1.5)


 







7. (1 point) In 1617, this significant figure invented lattice rods that used addition of columns to
multiply


(a) Pascal


(b) Babbage


(c) Napier


(d) al-Khwarizmi


(Standard A.1.5)


8. (1 point) In 1600 BC, how would the Egyptians express the fraction 5
8?


(a) 1
2 +


1
8


(b) 1
2 +


2
16


(c) 3
6 +


1
8


(d) 2
8 +


2
8 +


1
8


(Standard A.1.5)


9. (1 point) Find the greatest common factor and least common multiple of the following 23 ⇥
52 ⇥ 73 and 3⇥ 5⇥ 72. and


(a) GCF 245, LCM 23 ⇥ 3⇥ 52 ⇥ 72


(b) GCF 245, LCM 23 ⇥ 3⇥ 52 ⇥ 73


(c) GCF 1, LCM 245


(d) GCF 35, LCM 68600


(Standard A.1.2)


10. (1 point) Which of the following number systems does NOT use place value.


(a) Mayabn


(b) Egyptian


(c) Hindu Arabic


(d) Babylonian


(Standard A.1.5)


11. (5 points) A man pulls a sled horizontally by exerting 32 lb on the rope that’s tied to its front
end. If the rope makes an angle of 45� with horizontal, draw a vector representation to model
the situation and find the work done in moving the sled 55 ft.


880
p
2 foot lbs ⇡ 1244.41 foot lbs


(Standard A.1.4)


12. (4 points) State which number is larger (0.7 or 0.23). Compare the terminating decimals using
the following representations hundreds square, number line, fraction equivalence, and place-
value understanding.


(Standard A.1.1)







13. (2 points) Below is an example of the intermediate algorithm for multiplication. Explain why
we write the 200 when and where we do.


35
⇥49
45
270
200
1200
1715


40⇥ 5 = 200


(Standard A.1.1)


14. (1 point) Jermaine went to the store to buy his favorite band?s CD. When he got there, he
realized that the store had marked-up the CD because everyone was buying it and the store
wanted to make more money. The new price was now $27.50 because of a 10% mark-up. What
was the original price that Jermaine would have paid before the nasty mark-up?


$25


(Standard A.1.3)


15. (5 points) A jet flew from New York to Los Angeles, a distance of 4200 km. The speed for the
return trip was 100 km/h faster than the outbound speed. If the total trip took 13 hours of
flying time, what was the jet?s speed from New York to Los Angeles? Set up a model to solve.


600 kph


(Standard A.1.3)


16. (1 point) When a student sorts his marbles, he notices that if he puts them into groups of 5,
he has 1 left over. When he puts them in groups of 7, he also has 1 left over, but in groups of
6, he has none left over. What is the smallest number of marbles that he could have?


36 marbles


(Standard A.1.2)







17. (5 points) Slade, Katelyn, and Mae enter a co↵ee shop. Slade orders two co↵ees, one juice and
two doughnuts and pays $6.25. Katelyn orders one co↵ee and three doughnuts and pays $3.75.
Mae orders three co↵ees, one juice and four doughnuts and pays $9.25. Find the price of co↵ee,
juice, and doughnuts at this co↵ee shop.


2c+ j + 2d = 6.25


c+ 3d = 3.75


3c+ j + 4d = 4.25


co↵ee: $1.50
juice: $1.75
donut: $0.75


(Standard A.1.4)


18. (3 points) A farmer calculates that out of every 100 seeds of corn he plants, he harvests 84 ears
of corn. If he wants to harvest 7200 ears of corn, how many seeds must he plant?


x


7200
=


100


84


x = 8571.4


8572 seeds


(Standard A.1.3)


19. (4 points) A mother wants to get some juice to take on a bike trip. She would like both apple
and orange. The orange juice pack holds 12 oz and it costs $1.70. The apple juice pack costs
$1.10 and holds 8oz. Which is the better deal? Explain your reasoning in two di↵erent ways.


apple


(Standard A.1.3)


20. (1 point) How would you use the distributive property so that it is more easily computed
mentally?


35⇥ 98


35⇥ 98 = 35⇥ (100� 2)


= 35⇥ 100� 35⇥ 2


= 3500� 70


= 3430


(Standard A.1.1)







Exam 2: Algebra Content Knowledge (100 points)


Answer the questions and show all of your work on the paper provided.


Name:


1. (5 points) Find the domain of f(x) =
x� 5p


x2 + 2x� 8
.


(a) (�1,�4) [ (�4, 2) [ (2,1)


(b) (�1,�4) [ (2,1)


(c) (�1,�4) [ (�4, 2) [ (2, 5) [ (5,1)


(d) (�1, 5) [ (5,1)


(Standards A.2.1 and A.2.3)


2. (10 points) Match graphs, tables and algebraic formulas that represent the same function.


(a) y = 2x2 � 3x+ 1 (b) y = x
2 � 2x+ 1 (c) y = x


2 � 3x+ 2


(a)


�2.�1. 1. 2. 3.


�2.
�1.


1.


2.


3.


0


(b)


�2.�1. 1. 2. 3.


�2.
�1.


1.


2.


3.


0


(c)


�2.�1. 1. 2. 3.


�2.
�1.


1.


2.


3.


0


(a)


x y


-1 6
0 2
1 0


(b)


x y


-1 6
0 1
1 0


(c)


x y


-1 4
0 1
1 0


(a) $ (c) $ (b)
(b) $ (a) $ (c)
(c) $ (b) $ (a)


(Standards A.2.1, A.2.2, and A.2.3)


3. (5 points) The general cubic equation ax
3 + bx


2 + cx+ d = 0 has:


(a) Three real solutions, but they can only be found in general with approaches like Newton’s
Method, because no general formula exists.


(b) Three complex solutions that can be found with a formula similar to the quadratic formula,
but for cubic equations, as discovered by a series of Italian mathematicians in the 16th
century.


(c) No solutions as proved by Galois in the early 19th century using group theory.


(Standard A.2.7)







4. (10 points) Each problem shows the first five terms in a sequence of numbers. Find the next
three terms.


(a) 2, 5, 10, 17, 26, 37, 50, 65, . . .


(b) 4, 11, 18, 25, 32, 39, 46, 53, . . .


(c) 3, 7, 10, 17, 27, 44, 71, 53, . . .


(d) 2, 6, 18, 54, 162, 486, 1458, 4374, . . .


(Standard A.2.2)


5. (5 points) Find a polynomial with integer coe�cients that has �3 and 2 + i as zeros.


x
3 � x


2 � 7x+ 15


(Standards A.2.2 and A.2.3)


6. (5 points) Evaluate and simplify the di↵erence quotient
f(x+ h)� f(x)


h
when f(x) = 3x2 + 1.


6x+ 3h


(Standards A.2.1 and A.2,3)


7. (10 points) Show how to find the vertex of f(x) = �2x2+6x+7 by completing the square and
how this can be used to determine the intervals where f is increasing and decreasing.


f(x) = �2(x� 3
2)


2 + 23
2


vertex is
�
3
2 ,


23
2


�


(Standards A.2.1 and A.2.3)


8. (5 points) A bacteria culture has a population of 3600 at 8:00 A.M. At 1:00 P.M. that day, the
population is 8000. Which of the following functions models the population at time t where t


is the number of hours after 8:00 A.M.


(a) P (t) = 3600e.1597t


(b) P (t) = 8000e.1597t
(c) P (t) = 3600e�.1597t


(d) P (t) = 8000e�.1597t


(Standards A.2.2 and A.2.4)


9. (5 points) The distance formula d = rt shows the relationships between distance, rate and
time. The relationship between distance and time is said to be directly proportional, while
the relationship between rate and time is said to be inversely proportional. What do those
statements mean?


(Standards A.2.1 and A.2.4)


10. (10 points) Use the Euclidean Division Algorithm to find gcd(542, 102) and two find integers x
and y so that


gcd(542, 102) = 542x+ 102y.


2 = 542⇥ 16 + 102⇥ (�85)


(Standards A.2.1 and A.2.6)







11. (5 points) Determine whether or not the vectors ~v1 =< 1,�1, 2 >, ~v2 =< �2, 3, 1 > and
~v3 =< 0, 1, 5 > are linearly independent in R3.


They are linearly independent.


(Standard A.2.5)


12. (5 points) Determine which elements of Z15 generate the entire group.


{1, 2, 4, 7, 8, 11, 13, 14}


(Standard A.2.6)


13. (5 points) Write a formula for the rational function f(x) graphed below.


�12. �10. �8. �6. �4. �2. 2. 4. 6. 8. 10.


�6.


�4.


�2.


2.


4.


0


(x+ 2)(x� 6)


(x+ 4)(x� 4)
=


x
2 � 4x� 12


x2 � 16


(Standard A.2.3)


14. (5 points) T is a linear transformation of R2. Express T as a two by two matrix if T



1
5


�
=



11
�3


�
and T



3
1


�
=



5
5


�
.



1 2
2 �1


�


(Standards A.2.1 and A.2.5)







15. (10 points) For integers a and b, define the binary operation � by a� b = a+ b� ab.


(a) What is 4� 2?


-2


(b) Show that � is commutative.


a� b = a+ b� ab


= b+ a� ab


= b+ a� ba


= b� a


(c) Show that � is associative.


(a� b)� c = (a� b) + c� (a� b)c


= a+ b� ab+ c� (a+ b� ab)c


= a+ b� ab+ c� ac� bc+ abc


= a+ (b+ c� bc) + (�ab� ac+ abc)


= a+ (b+ c� bc)� a(b+ c� bc)


= a+ (b� c)� a(b� c)


= a� (b� c)


(d) Which integer acts as the identity for �?
0


(Standards A.2.1 and A.2.6)







Geometry Content Knowledge Exam (60 points)


Answer the questions in the spaces provided on the question sheets. Please
show all of your work in the space provided.


Name:


1. (2 points) Given a sphere with radius R and a second sphere with radius 2R, how many times
greater is the volume of the second sphere compared to the volume of the first sphere?


A.
1


8
B.


1


4
C.


1


2
D. 2 E. 4 F. 8


(Standards A.3.1, A.3.3, and A.3.7)


2. (2 points) In Euclidean Geometry an equilateral triangle is an equiangular triangle where all
the angles are 60�. In Hyperbolic Geometry an equilateral triangle is also always equiangular,
but the measure of one is angle is always


A. greater than 60�. B. equal to 60�. C. less than 60�.
(Standards A.3.1, A.3.6, A.3.9, and A.3.10)


3. (2 points) In Euclid’s Elements the very first proposition Euclid proves is that on every line
segment an equilateral triangle can be constructed. The construction goes


For the line segment AB construct the circle with center A and radius AB, and then
construct the circle with center B and radius AB. These circles intersect at a point
C, and triangle 4ABC is the desired equilateral triangle.


Euclid then proves that the triangle constructed is equilateral. Which of the following is an
historical criticism of Euclid’s proof and construction.


A. A compass is not a precise enough tool to construct an equilateral triangle.


B. The existence of point C cannot be deduced from the Postulates and Common Notions
that Euclid assumes.


C. The lengths AB, AC, and BC are not all really equal.


D. Euclid does not include a diagram to illustrate how the construction works.


A.3.8 and A.3.10







4. Consider the diagram below:


(a) (12 points) Find all of the symmetries (i.e., transformations that take the object onto
itself). While you will want to name each transformation with a symbol you can describe
the transformation in words.


Solution: There is the reflection across the vertical access, V . There is a reflection
across the diagonal access from the upper left to lower right, D, and the reflection
across the diagonal from the lower left to upper right, D0. There is a rotation of 0�,
120�, and 240�, which we can label as R0, R120, and R240.


• 2 point for each symmetry


• �1 point for any extra or duplicate symmetries


• �1 point for failing to describe the symmetry adequately in words


(b) (2 points) List all of the symmetries that move the circle at the bottom left to the circle
at the bottom right.


Solution: 1 point each for R120 and V


(c) (2 points) You should have found two symmetries for part (b). If you do both symmetries
in succession does the order matter? Why, or why not?


Solution: The order matters because R120V = D
0 6= D = V R120.


1 point for the order mattering and 1 point for an explanation that involves looking at the
composition.


A.3.2, A.3.3, and A.3.6







5. (4 points) Let A =



2 0
0 2


�
and H =



2
�1


�
. Describe in words the e↵ect of the matrix


transformation F (X) = AX + H on the square whose vertices are (0, 0), (1, 0), (1, 1), and


(0, 1), where X represents the point (x, y) as a the column vector X =



x


y


�
. What is true


about the initial square and the image of the square after the transformation?


Solution: The transformation stretches the square by a factor of two (doubling the length
of each side), and then shifts the stretched square horizontally 2 units and vertically �1
unit.
The initial square is similar to the image (which is also a square) after the transformation.


• 2 points for description of stretching and 2 point for the description of the shift


• 2 point for identifying the image as similar


• �1 point for identifying it as a square but failing to mention that it is similar


Standards A.3.3 and A.3.9


6. (6 points) Explain the similarities and di↵erences between a hexagonal prism, and a hexagonal
pyramid.


Solution: Students should use complete sentences to describe the di↵erences:
• 2 points for identifying both have a base that is a hexagon.


• 2 points for explaining that a prism has two congruent hexagonal bases, while
a pyramid only has one.


• 2 points for explaining a prism has parallelogram sides (no points o↵ if they are
only described as rectangles), and pyramids have triangular sides.


• �1 point for any factually incorrect statement about either hexagonal pyramids,
or hexagonal prisms.


• �1 point for identifying a di↵erence as a similarity or vice versa.


(Standards A.3.1 and A.3.6)







7. The diagram below represents a right triangle with right angle \ACB with an altitude con-
structed from C to AB at the point D. (c represents the length of side AB.)


A C


B


b


a
c


D


(a) (6 points) Show that 4ABC is similar to 4ACD, and also that 4ABC is similar to
4CBD.


Solution: Both similarities require the AA Similarity condition. 2 points for getting
the corresponding angles correct and 1 point for stating AA. This totals 3 points for
each triangle similarity.


(b) (2 points) Solve for the length AD in terms of a, b, and c.


Solution: Student should be able to find that AD = b2


c . A point will be taken o↵ for
a simple algebraic or reasoning error. All points taken o↵ for multiple errors.


(c) (2 points) Solve for the length BD in terms of a, b, and c.


Solution: Student should be able to find that BD = a2


c . A point will be taken o↵ for
a simple algebraic or reasoning error. All points taken o↵ for multiple errors.


(d) (2 points) Using the information you found in parts (c) and (d) demonstrate that a2+b
2 =


c
2.


Solution: Notice that c = AD +DB =
a
2


c
+


b
2


c
=


a
2 + b


2


c
. Multiplying by c we get


c
2 = a


2 + b
2.


Student will lose 1 point for each algebraic, or reasoning error.


(Standards A.3.5, A.3.8, and A.3.9)







8. Consider the following axiom set with undefined terms point, line and on.


Axiom 1 There exist exactly five points.


Axiom 2 Any two distinct points have exactly one line on both of them.


Axiom 3 Each line is on exactly two points.


(a) (3 points) Show the consistency of the axiom set.


Solution: Student must construct a model to receive any credit. If the model fails to
satisfying any of the three axioms then the student will lose 1 point for each axiom the
model does not satisfy.


(b) (3 points) Show the independence of the three axioms.


Solution: Student must have three models. Each model should satisfy two axioms
and fail to satisfy the third. 1 point for each correct model.


(c) (3 points) Prove that not all points are on the same line.


Solution: Let l be a line (1 point). By Axiom 3 we know that there are exactly two
points on l (1 point). Can l contain all of the points? By Axiom 5 we see that there
are three other points, thus l cannot contain all of the points (1 point). Since l was an
arbitrary line we see that no line can contain all of the points.
There are multiple approaches (most likely proofs by contradiction) which will be scored
similarly. All reasoning errors will be a point deduction.


(d) (7 points) Prove that there are exactly four lines on each point.


Solution: Let P be a point (1 point). By Axiom 1 there are four other points (all
distinct), A, B, C, and D (1 point). By Axiom 2 there is a line that joins P with each


of A, B, C, and D, call these lines
 !
PA,


 !
PB,


 !
PC, and


 !
PD respectively (1 point). These


appear to be four lines but we must check that they are all distinct and that there are
no more lines that we have not constructed.
Suppose any two of these lines are actually the same, without loss of generality,


 !
PA = !


PB. Then this line contains P , A, and B, but Axiom 3 states that each line has exactly
two points so this is impossible. Thus the four lines we found are all distinct (1 point).
Finally, suppose l is a line that contains P but l is distinct from the four lines above.
By Axiom 3, l contains one point other than P (1 point). By Axiom 1 that point must
be one of A, B, C, or D (1 point). Whichever point it is, by Axiom 2 the line on this,


and say A, must be unique and would be
 !
PA (1 point). But l was chosen so that it


was not
 !
PA, this is a contradiction, and thus l is not a fifth line on P , and there are


exactly four lines on P (1 point).


(Standard A.3.8)







Exam 4: Statistics and Probability Content Knowledge Solutions (100 points)


Answer the questions and show all of your work on the paper provided.


Name:


1. (6 points) A researcher studying human development wishes to show two types of movies to
groups of children. Crackers were available in a bowl, and the researcher compared the number
of crackers eaten by children watching both movies. One move was shown at 8 a.m. (right after
breakfast) and the other at 11 a.m. (right before lunch). The names of the 12 subjects follow:


1. Franklin


2. James


3. Lee


4. Edwards


5. Rust


6. Kane


7. Gofberg


8. Williams


9. Smith


10. Phillips


11. Benson


12. Young


a. Use the beginning of the following list of random digits to assign four subjects to watch
the 8 a.m. movie: 27024 21178 02730 54619 48108 45615 90330,


James, Benson, Rust, and Phillips


(Standard A.4.1)


b. It was found that during the 11 a.m. movie more crackers were eaten than during the 8
a.m. movie. The researchers concluded that the di↵erent types of movies had di↵erent
e↵ects on appetite. Do you trust these results? Why or why not?


No, the students closer to lunch may have just been hungrier.


(Standard A.4.2)


2. (5 points) The dotplot shows the amount of change (in $) in 500 random car coin trays.


a. What is the best estimate for the average amount of change found in all car coin trays
based on the dotplot?


$0.63


(Standard A.4.2)


b. Would you expect the average amount of change found in all car coin trays to exactly
match your answer in part a.? Why or why not?


No, every sample is slightly di↵erent from the population.


(Standard A.4.1)







3. (4 points) ) Suppose that adult men in Japan have heights which are normally distributed with
mean 168 centimeters and standard deviation 6 centimeters. Consider the sampling distribution
for the average height of Japanese men taken from samples of size 40.


a. Finding a single random Japanese man with height 165 centimeters is Likely.


b. A random sample of 40 Japanese men with an average height of 165 centimeters is Possible.


Options for Blanks: Likely, Possible (but not likely), Nearly Impossible


(Standard A.4.1)


4. (6 points) The equation of least-squares regression line for the following graph is


FreeTime = 30 � 0.681(Amount of Money)


a. If we use the least-squares regression line to predict the amount of free time for someone
with $100 we would get


A) A reasonable estimate


B) A negative amount of free time


C) A misleading answer, due to extrapolation


D) 0


(Standards A.4.2 and A.4.3)


b. The least-squares line would predict a person with 15 hours of free to have how much
money?


Solve 15 = 30� 0.681(x) to get about 22 hours of free time.


(Standards A.4.2 and A.4.3)


5. (3 points) A study shows that there is a positive correlation (r = 0.8) between the size of a
hospital and the median number of days that a patient remains in the hospital. Does this imply
that if you want a short hospital stay that you should choose a small hospital? Explain.


No, possible confounding variables – small hospitals send many severe cases to large hospitals
that have the specialized equipment (e.g. cancer treatment).


(Standard A.4.2)







6. (4 points) The 2009 Consumer Reports new Car Buying Guide reported on the number of
seconds required for a variety of cars to accelerate from 0 to 30 mph. The cars were also
classified in six categories according to type. The following boxplots display these distributions:


a. Which type of car has the largest range for acceleration?


Sports or Small


b. Which type of car has the smallest median time to accelerate?


Sports


(Standard A.4.3)


7. (3 points) Which of the following describes a scenario in which the resulting statistical inference
is probably trustworthy?


A) A professor is interested in estimating the average height of all college students at her
university. She uses her 100-student introductory class as a sample of students from the
college to construct a 95% confidence interval for the average height.


B) A mathematics professor is interested in estimating the average number of mathematics
classes taken by students at her college. She uses the students in her mathematics classes
to form a sample of all students at the university. Based on her sample, she constructs a
95% confidence interval for the average.


C) A quality control inspector periodically inspects parts being manufactured for quality. He
wants to estimate the average diameter of all parts. For a sample, he selects 10 consecutive
parts as they are manufactured. He then constructs a 95% confidence interval for the
average diameter.


D) All of the above.


E) None of the above.


(Standard A.4.2)







8. (6 points) Answer the following using the 18 exam scores below.


92, 84, 76, 51, 96, 88, 68, 79, 76, 80, 33, 96, 88, 92, 96, 14, 62, 71


a. The 5-number summary is Min: 14 Q1: 68 Median: 79.5 Q3: 92 Max: 96


b. The mean of the exam scores listed above is


A) less than the median because the distribution is skewed right.


B) greater than the median because the distribution is skewed left.


C) less than the median because the distribution is skewed left.


D) equal to the median.


E) impossible to determine.


(Standard A.4.3)


9. (9 points) A special diet is intended to reduce the cholesterol of patients at risk of heart disease.
If the diet is e↵ective, the target is to have the average cholesterol of this group be below 200.
After six months on the diet, a random sample of 12 patients at risk for heart disease had the
following cholesterol levels:


175 168 197 185 194 204 159 177 182 190 195


a. Is this su�cient evidence at the ↵ = 0.05 level that the diet is e↵ective in meeting the
target?


x = 185.58, s = 13.82, S.E. = 3.99, t = �3.614
Using a t-distribution with 11 d.f. we get a P-value between 0.005 and 0.0005 (0.002


using technology). We do have statistically significant evidence that the diet is e↵ective
in meeting the target


(Standard A.4.2)


b. Suppose the mean and standard deviation obtained above were based on a sample of 200
patients rather than 12. The p-value would be


A) Larger.


B) Smaller.


C) Unchanged, because the sample and population mean are unchanged.


D) Unchanged, because the standard deviation stays the same.


(Standard A.4.2)


10. (7 points) The scores of a random sample of 5 students who recently took the SAT Math exam
are 510, 550, 620, 480, and 440. Find a 95% confidence interval for the average SAT Math score
based on this data. Clearly label your computations and interpret your result.


x = 520, s = 68.92, t⇤ = 2.77, S.E. = 30.82
95% C.I. = 520± 2.776(30.82) which becomes 434.44 to 605.56


We are 95% confident that the average SAT Math score of all students is between 434.44 and
605.56 based on our random sample.


(Standard A.4.2)







11. (3 points) The quarterback Tom Brady completes about 60% of his passes over an entire season.
After he has failed to safely complete nine straight passes, the TV commentator says, ?Tom
Brady is due for a completed pass next time.? Is this right? Why or why not?


No, this is the ‘Law of Averages’ fallacy. Probability is a long-run idea, anything can happen
in the next iteration.


(Standard A.4.4)


12. (5 points) A survey of Clarion students finds that 30% are currently taking a Math course, 45%
are currently taking an English course, 20% are taking a Business course, and 10% are taking
both Math and English courses.


a. What percent of students are taking either a Math or English class this semester?


A) 75% B) 85% C) 65% D) 80%


b. What percent are not taking a Business course?


A) 80% B) 20% C) 85% D) 25%


(Standard A.4.4)


13. (4 points) A hospital administration completed a survey of patients regarding satisfaction with
care and type of surgery. The results are summarized below. Assume the table represents the
entire population of patients. Find the probability that a patient selected at random is not
satisfied if they had heart surgery.


Heart Hip Knee Total
Not Satisfied 7 12 2 21
Neutral 15 38 10 63
Satisfied 36 38 48 122
Total 58 88 60 206


7/58 or about 0.12


(Standard A.4.4)


14. (3 points) You roll two fair dice, a blue one and a yellow one, that have the numbers 1 through
6 on them. Find the probability of rolling an even number on the blue die and a 3 on the yellow
die.


A) 4/6 B) 4/36 C) 4/12 D) 3/36


(Standard A.4.4)







15. (7 points) From long experience, it is known that the time it takes to do an oil change on a
vehicle has a normal distribution with mean 17.8 minutes and standard deviation 5.2 minutes.
An auto service shop will give a fee car wash to any customer who must wait beyond the
guaranteed time to complete an oil change. If the shop does not want to give more than 1% of
its customers a free car wash, how long should the guarantee be (round to the nearest minute).


µ = 17.8, � = 5.2
To be in the 99th percentile we need a z-score of 2.33.


Solve 2.33 =
x� 17.8


5.2
We get 29.92 minutes (so probably make the guarantee for 30 minutes or less).


(Standard A.4.5)







16. (10 points) Each front tire on a particular type of vehicle is supposed to be filled to a pressure
of 26 psi. Suppose the actual air pressure in each tire is a random variable-X for the right tire
and Y for the left tire, with joint pdf


f(x, y) =


⇢
K(x2 + y


2), 20  x  30, 20  y  30
0, 7


a. Find the value of K that makes this a legitimate probability distribution.


Solve 1 =


Z 30


20


Z 30


20


K(x2 + y
2)dydx to get K = 3


380000


(Standard A.4.3)


b. Set-up the integral(s) and find the probability that both tires are under-filled.


P (20 < x < 26, 20 < y < 26) =


Z 26


20


Z 26


20


3


380000
(x2 + y


2)dydx = 0.3024


They don’t need to evaluate.


(Standards A.4.4 and A.4.5)


c. Set-up the integral(s) that represents the probability that the di↵erence in air pressure
between the two tires is at most 2 psi (you need not find the numerical solution).


P (0 < |x� y| < 2) =


Z 30


22


Z x�2


20


3


380000
(x2 + y


2)dydx = 0.359


They don’t need to evaluate.


(Standards A.4.4 and A.4.5)


d. Determine the (marginal) distribution of air pressure in the right tire alone.


Px(x) =


Z 30


20


3


380000
(x2 + y


2)dy =
3


380000
(10x2) + 0.05


(Standard A.4.3)


e. Find the expected value of air pressure in the right tire.


E.V. =


Z 30


20


(
3


380000
(10x2) + 0.05)xdx = 25.33


(Standards A.4.3 and A.4.5)


17. (6 points) Historical evidence indicates that times between accidents on scheduled American
domestic passenger flights have an approximately exponential distribution. Assume that the
mean times between accidents is 44 days. If one of the accidents occurred on July 1 of a randomly
selected year in the study period, what is the probability that another accident occurred that
same month?


P (x < 30) =
1


44


Z 30


1


e�
1
44xdx = 0.4718


(Standards A.4.3, A.4.4, and A.4.5)







18. (3 points) The coe�cients of the terms given in the Binomial Theorem are listed as combina-
tions. They can also be discovered by using


A) Fermat’s Table B) Pascal’s Triangle C) Newton’s
Method


D) Bayesian Statis-
tics


(Standard A.4.6)


19. (3 points) Two players are playing blackjack with the first to win five games winning $100.
Unfortunately the contest is interrupted with Player A leading Player B four games to three.
Assuming each player has an equal chance of winning each round, how does the expected value
principle say they should divide up the winnings at this point in the contest? Round your
answer to the nearest dollar amount.


A) $50 each


B) $57 for Player A, $43 for Player B


C) $75 for Player A, $25 for Player B


D) $100 for Player A, $0 for Player B


(Standard A.4.6)


20. (3 points) The famous mathematical result that states “In most situations, the average of many
independent and identically distributed random variables with finite variance tends toward a
normal distribution even if the original variables themselves are not normally distributed.” is
called


A) The Law of Large Numbers


B) The Binomial Theorem


C) Bayes’ Theorem


D) The Central Limit Theorem


(Standard A.4.6)







Exam 5: Calculus Content Knowledge Solutions (201 points)


Answer the questions and show all of your work on the paper provided.
No CAS allowed.


Name:


1. (20 points) Evaluate (algebraically) the following limits.


(a) lim
x!3


x� 3


x2 � 9
=


1


6


(b) lim
x!2


x� 4


x2 � 4x+ 4
= �1


(c) lim
x!0


sin(3x)


5x
=


3


5


(d) lim
x!1


4x2 � 6x


12x+ 23x2 � 120
=


4


23


(Standard A.5.1)


2. (20 points) Find the derivatives of the following functions.


(a) f(x) = (x3 + 9x)(x19 � 5x5 + 2x)4


(3x2 + 9)(x19 � 5x5 + 2x)4 + (x3 + 9x)4(x19 � 5x5 + 2x)3(19x18 � 25x4 + 2)


(b) g(x) = tan2(3x) = 6 tan(3x) sec2(3x)


(c) g(x) =
x
2


x+ 1
=


x
2 + 2x


(x+ 1)2


(d) f(x) = 3
p


cos(3x4)=
�4x3 sin(3x4


cos
2
3 (3x4)


(Standard A.5.1)


3. (20 points) Evaluate the following ingegrals


(a)


Z
(x5 � 4x3 � x


�2 + 5)dx=
x
6


6
� x


4 + x
�1 + 5x+ C


(b)


Z 1


�1


3r2


(4 + r3)2
dr=


2


15


(c)


Z
x
2 cos(x3)dx=


1


3
sin(x3) + C


(d)


Z 3⇡
2


�2


f(x)dx where f(x) =


⇢
4x3 + 1 �1  x  0
cos(x) 0  x  1 �15


(Standard A.5.1)







4. (12 points) Give the graph of a continuous function that has ALL the following characteristics.
There is only one graph to be drawn.


(a) f(0) = 3, f(1) = 1


(b) f
0(x) > 0 on (�1, 0) and (7,1)


(c) f
0(x) = 5 on (1, 4)


(d) f
0(x) < 0 on (0, 1) and (4, 7)


(e) f
00(x) < 0 on (�1, 1)


(f) f
00(x) > 0 on (4,1)


(g) f
00(x) = 0 on (1, 4)


�4. �2. 2. 4. 6. 8.


�5.


5.


10.


15.


0


(Standard A.5.1)


5. (10 points) Use the limit definition of the derivative to find the derivative of f(x) = 1
x2 + ⇡.


(Standard A.5.1)


6. (10 points) Let g(x) = x
2
3 � 1.


(a) Evaluate g(1) and g(�1).


g(1) = g(�1) = 0


(b) If Rolle’s Theorem applies, what would it tell us about g(x)?


There is some value c between �1 and 1 where g
0(c) = 0.


(c) Based on the graph of g(x), does Rolle’s Theorem apply? Why?


No, it doesn’t apply because there is a cusp when x = 0, so the function isn’t
di↵erentiable on (�1, 1).


(Standard A.5.1)







7. (12 points) A calculus student did the following computation “based” on the Fundamental
Theorem of Calculus.


Z 1


�1


1


x2
dx =


�1


x


����
1


�1


= �1� 1


= �2


(a) Use your calculator to graph 1
x2 . Do you agree with the answer obtained above? Explain


you answer based on the graph you see.


The student’s answer is incorrect because the function is not continuous on (�1, 1). This
means that the Fundamental Theorem doesn’t apply.


(b) If the student was incorrect in their computation, explain what they did wrong. If the
student was right, explain why.


The individual steps that the student did are technically correct, but since the
Fundamental Theorem doesn’t apply, their answer doesn’t have any meaning.


(Standard A.5.1)


8. (10 points) There are 2 ways to use substitution to evaluate
R
sec2(x) tan(x)dx.


(a) Evaluate the integral by both ways.


1


2
sec2(x) + C and


1


2
tan2(x) + C


(b) Explain the results. (i.e. are the di↵erent? equal? what happened?)


Since tan2(x) and sec2(x) di↵er by a constant, the two derivatives are the same, except
that the two values for C di↵er from one another by 1/2.


(Standards A.5.1 and A.5.5)


9. (15 points) Find the equation of the tangent plane to the surface f(x, y) = 25� x2 � y2 at the
point (3, 1, 15).


6x+ 2y + z = 35


(Standards A.5.1 and A.5.4)







10. (15 points) Let f(x) = ln(1 + x).


(a) Find the 5th Taylor polynomial for f(x) at x = 0.


x� x
2


2
+


x
3


3
� x


4


4
+


x
5


5


(b) Use the Taylor polynomial from (a) to approximate ln
�
1
3


�
.


f


✓
�1


3


◆
⇡ �0.52


(c) Explain how good your approximation is (based on the properties of series).


(Standards A.5.1 and A.5.3)


11. (10 points) Define


f(x) =
1X


n=1


2xn


n3n
.


(a) Determine the interval of convergence of the series.


[�3, 3)


(b) What is the domain of f(x)? Explain.


[�3, 3), the interval of convergence for the sereis.


(Standard A.5.3)


12. (12 points) Find the equation of the plane that contains the points (1,�1, 2), (3, 0, 6), and
(4, 2, 1). Explain briefly what you did to solve this problem.


�13(x� 4) + 14(y � 2) + 3(z � 1) = 0


(Standards A.5.2 and A.5.4)


13. (10 points) Give a sketch of the surface defined by x
2+y


2� z2


3 = 1 and give a written description
of this surface in terms of parabolas, hyperbolas, circles, and ellipses.


This is a hyperboloid in one sheet. Its intersections with the x-z and y-z planes are
hyperbolas, while its intersection with the x-y plane is a circle.


(Standards A.5.2 and A.5.4)


14. (15 points) Give the names of two significant figures in the development and history of calculus
and briefly describe their contributions.
(Standard A.5.6)


15. (10 points) Give a sketch of the graph of ~r(t) = cos(4t)~i+t~j+sin(4t)~k. Give a brief description.


This is a helix that spirals around the y-axis.


(Standards A.5.2, A.5.4, and A.5.5)







Exam 6: Discrete Mathematics Content Knowledge (110 points)


Answer the questions and show all of your work on the paper provided.


Name:


1. For propositions P , Q, and R show that the following statements are equivalent:


(a) (5 points) ⇠ (P ^Q) and ⇠ P _ ⇠ Q.
P Q ⇠ P ⇠ Q P ^Q ⇠ (P ^Q) ⇠ P_ ⇠ Q


T T F F T F F
T F F T F T T
F T T F F T T
F F T T F T T


(b) (5 points) (⇠ P^ ⇠ Q) =) R and ⇠ R =) (P _Q).
P Q R ⇠ P ⇠ Q ⇠ R ⇠ P^ ⇠ Q ⇠ P^ ⇠ Q) R P _Q ⇠ R) (P _Q)
T T T F F F F T T T
T T F F F T F T T T
T F T F T F F T T T
T F F F T T F T T T
F T T T F F F T T T
F T F T F T F T T T
F F T T T F T T F T
F F F T T T T F F F


(Standard A.6.3)


2. For the statement below the universe is the set of real numbers:


(9x)(8y)(x+ y = 0)


(a) (5 points) Write an English translation of the statement.


There is an x so that for each y, x+ y = 0.


(b) (5 points) Determine if the statement is true or false, making sure to give a brief explana-
tion.


This is false since there isn’t one element x that will work for all choices of y.


(Standard A.6.3)







3. For the statement below the universe is the set of real numbers:


(8x)(9y)(x+ y = 0)


(a) (5 points) Write an English translation of the statement.


For each x there is a y such that x+ y = 0.


(b) (5 points) Determine if the statement is true or false, making sure to give a brief explana-
tion.


This is true. It is the inverse property of addition. Each real number x has an opposite
y = �x. and x+ (�x) = 0.


(Standard A.6.3)


4. (10 points) A computer will sort a list of names into alphabetical order using a bubble sort. If
there are n names what is the maximum number of exchanges that can be made? Justify your
answer.


The answer is n(n�1)
2 . The most exchanges will happen when the list starts in reverse


alphabetical order. The first “bubble” to float up will have exchanges with each of the
remaining n� 1 names. The second will only exchange with n� 2 other names, etc. So in


total there will be


(n� 1) + (n� 2) + · · ·+ 1 =
n(n� 1)


2


exchanges.


(Standard A.6.4)


5. (10 points) How many spanning trees does the following graph have? Justify your answer.


A


B C


D


EF


30 spanning trees. 3⇥ 4⇥ 3� (3 + 3).


(Standard A.6.1)







6. (5 points) Consider the following graph.


a


b


c d


e


f


(a) (5 points) Determine whether the graph has an Euler path or an Euler circuit.


An Euler Path


(b) (5 points) Construct such a path or circuit.


c – a – b – c – d – e – f – d is one example


(Standard A.6.1)


7. (5 points) Problems like the Traveling Salesman Problem and similar routing problems use
concepts of graph theory developed by which mathematician?


(a) Leonhard Euler


(b) Arthur Cayley


(c) William Rowan Hamilton


(d) Joseph Kruskal


(Standard A.6.5)


8. (10 points) A report is being prepared on the trade alliances among five countries. Country
A has trade alliances with countries B, C and D. Country B has alliances with A, D and E.
Country C has alliances with A, D and E. Country D has alliances with A, B, C and E. Fill in
edges in the graph below to represent these alliances.


A B C


D E


(Standard A.6.1)


9. (5 points) Given the recursive function defined by f(1) = �3 and f(n) = f(n � 1) � 6 for all
integers n � 2, what is the value of f(4)?


(a) �2 (b) �9 (c) �10 (d) �21


(Standard A.6.2)







10. (5 points) For lines in a plane, let the relation R be “is perpendicular to”. Which of the
following is true?


(a) R is reflexive but not transitive.


(b) R is symmetric but not transitive.


(c) R is transitive but not symmetric.


(d) R is both symmetric and transitive


(Standard A.6.1)


11. (a) (5 points) Find the coe�cient of uw3
x
2
yz in the expansion of (u+ w + x+ y + z)8.


8!


3!2!


(b) (5 points) How many arrangements are there of the letters in the word DESSERTS?


8!


3!2!


(c) (5 points) Explain the connection between these problems.


(Standard A.6.2)







12. (5 points) What is the incidence matrix M for the graph G based on the vertices A, B, C and
D and the edges 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6.


A


B


D


C


1


3


4


5


2


6


E1 E2 E3 E4 E5 E6
A 1 1 0 0 1 0
B 1 0 1 0 0 0
C 0 0 0 1 1 2
D 0 1 1 1 0 0


(Standard A.6.1)







g. Data Charts 
 
Chart 1: Fall 2017 (One program completer) 
 


NCTM CAEP 
Standards (2012) 
Mathematical Domains 


NCTM CAEP Standards (2012) 
Mathematical Competencies 
Covered  


Comprehensive 
Exam 


Percentage 
Correct 


Clarion 
University  
Candidates 


A.1 Number and 
Quantity 


A.1.1 (3, 12, 13, 20)  
A.1.2 (5, 9, 16) 
A.1.3 (14, 15, 18, 19) 
A.1.4 (1, 11, 13) 
A.1.5 (6, 7, 8, 10) 


Exam 1  
(Number & 
Quantity) 


77% Met 


A.2 Algebra A.2.1 (1, 2, 6, 7, 9, 10, 14, 15) 
A.2.2 (2, 4, 5, 8) 
A.2.3 (1, 2, 5, 6, 13) 
A.2.4 (8) 
A.2.5 (11, 14) 
A.2.6 (10, 12, 15) 
A.2.7 (3) 


Exam 2 
(Algebra) 


83% Met 


A.3 Geometry and 
Trigonometry 


A.3.1 (1, 2, 6) 
A.3.2 (4) 
A.3.3 (1, 4, 5) 
A.3.4 (7) 
A.3.5 (Exam 5 Question 15) 
A.3.6 (2, 4, 6) 
A.3.7 (1) 
A.3.8 (3, 7, 8) 
A.3.9 (2, 5, 7) 


Exam 3  
(Geometry) 


88% Met 


A.4 Statistics and 
Probability 


A.4.1 (1, 2, 3) 
A.4.2 (1, 2, 4, 5, 7, 9, 10) 
A.4.3 (4, 6, 8, 16, 17) 
A.4.4 (11, 12, 13, 14, 17) 
A.4.5 (15, 16, 17) 
A.4.6 (18, 19, 20) 


Exam 4 
(Statistics & 
Probability 


61% Not Met 


A.5 Calculus A.5.1 (1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9,10) 
A.5.2 (12, 13, 15) 
A.5.3 (10, 11) 
A.5.4 (9, 12, 13, 15) 
A.5.5 (8, 15) 
A.5.6 (14) 


Exam 5 
(Calculus) 


79% Met 


A.6 Discrete 
Mathematics 


A.6.1 (5, 6, 8, 10, 12) 
A.6.2 (9, 11) 
A.6.3 (1, 2, 3) 
A.6.4 (4) 
A.6.5 (7) 


Exam 6 
(Discrete 
Mathematics) 


89% Met 


 
 
 
 


 







          Chart II: Fall 2017 candidates  
 


Year Teacher 
Candidate 
(Number) 


Exam 1 
(Number 


& 
Quantity) 


Exam 2 
(Algebra) 


Exam 3 
(Geometry) 


Exam 4 
(Statistics 


& 
Probability) 


Exam 5 
(Calculus) 


Exam 6 
(Discrete 


Mathematics) 


2017-18 1 77% 83% 88% 61% 79% 89% 
 2* 77% 57% 18% 53% 54% 39% 
 3* 58% 66% 47% 43% 56% 49% 
 4* 70% 51% 17% 48% 57% 33% 


Average  70.5% 64.25% 42.5% 51.25% 61.5% 52.5% 
 
*Candidates 2, 3 and 4 are not yet completers in the program.  However, as there is only one completer in the time 
frame, we have included their scores to provide some extra information for analyzing the competency exams. 
 
 





		*Candidates 2, 3 and 4 are not yet completers in the program.  However, as there is only one completer in the time frame, we have included their scores to provide some extra information for analyzing the competency exams.



Assessment #6 – Content Comprehensive Exams




Research Project Investigating the Knowledge of Students 


 


 In order to plan effective instruction, you will need to know more about the students you 


teach and how to assess your students’ knowledge of particular mathematics concepts.  One way 


to assess students’ thinking is in an interview setting.  This assignment will give you some 


experience in identifying key concepts and skills for a particular topic, in designing an interview 


to assess those concepts and skills and also gain insight into how students at different levels than 


yourself think about mathematics.  Interview 2 to 3 students that are at different academic levels, 


which may require you to pick from different classes.  If possible, choose participants so that you 


can reflect cultural, ethnic, linguistic, gender, and learning differences. Having a limited amount 


of time, may limit you to only interviewing two students; however, interviewing a few students 


will give you more to write about and also more insight into the students’ variety of thinking.   


 


Description: 


 


1.  Choose 2 to 3 students.  If you chose 2 students, pick a student who is having difficulties 


having success.  If possible, try to pick 3 students at different academic levels.   


 


2.  Do the mathematics task from your textbook, Taking Action: Implementing Effective 


Mathematics Teaching Practices. Work the problems yourself and try to anticipate multiple 


ways the student might solve the problems.  After completing the task and anticipating the 


students possible responses, develop your interview questions.      


 


3.  Research the task in your textbook, Taking Action: Implementing Effective Mathematics 


Teaching Practices.  In Grades 9 – 12, you will use The Bike and Truck task.  In Grades 6 – 8, 


use The Calling Plans task.  Try to find information both about (a) the content of the task and (b) 


children’s thinking and misconceptions related to the task.  Watch the videos connected to the 


task. You may also include articles on assessment and questioning techniques. Find, read, and 


make use of resources beyond your methods class textbooks or the high school text.  Use your 


NCTM journals from your membership to research the concepts in the task. Utilize digital and 


virtual resources that would advance your investigation. Connect your thoughts from your 


standards paper to help incorporate standards connections. 


 


4.   Besides determining the students’ understanding of the mathematical concepts, you will need 


to develop some questions that help you gain insight into how the student feels about 


mathematics.  Have a few questions about the students’ mathematical experiences.   


 


If possible, record the interview. Be sure to record on paper anything that will not be picked up 


on the recording (e.g., any use of manipulatives).  Keep any papers the student used to solve the 


problem; they may be useful to you as you analyze a student’s responses.  Include possible 


questions that you will ask to follow up on the student’s response. 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 







Mathematics Topic Questions Suggestions 


 


Consistently use probes such as “Why?”, “How did you figure that out?”, “Why is that 


important?” “Why did you do that?”, “How do you know?”, “How come?” 


 


Experiment with cultivating an open and neutral tone of voice that makes you sound interested, 


not challenging.  If the student says something like “I just guessed.”  or “I just knew.” ask, “Why 


does that answer make sense to you?”  A further probe might be to ask if another answer, which 


is clearly wrong but not to outrageous, would make a sensible “guess.” 


 


Experiment with avoiding validating the student’s responses by saying, “That’s right,” or 


“Good!”  If you are feeling pulled to say something of this kind, try, “That’s interesting.”  If the 


child looks to you or asks directly for confirmation that his or her solution is correct, maintain a 


neutral demeanor and ask, “Does it make sense to you? 


 


Why?”  Being neutral does not mean to be mean or cold--you can seem supportive and interested 


without conveying what you think about the correctness or “goodness” of his or her thinking. 


 


Do not preface or interpret questions with comments like “This is a tough one.” or “Here’s one 


about rectangles.”  If you feel the need to make transitions between questions, try “Let’s move 


on to something else now.” 


 


If a student says, “We haven’t learned that yet, “ ask, “Can you figure out a way to do it 


yourself?” 


 


Sometimes it may be useful to ask, “How would you explain your solution to this problem to the 


rest of the students in your class?” or “What if someone said__________ (something different 


from what the student said but plausible)--what would you say to him or her?” 


 


Remember, all the questions should be related to the task you are assessing.   


 


Encourage writing and drawing.  Try to make very careful notes as the child is working that 


describe what he or she is doing, what he or she writes down in conjunction with what he or she 


says. 


 


Mathematics in General Questions Suggestions 


 


For example, What was your favorite mathematics class and why?, What mathematics topic do 


you remember and understand the most so far in mathematics?,  If you were to teach 


mathematics, how would you change how it is taught?,  How do you feel about homework?,  


Were your parents successful in mathematics?, Do your parents help you with your homework?,  


… Be Creative.   


 


If they say that they hate mathematics, ask them when did they develop this hatred? what do they 


hate? 


If they say that they love mathematics, ask them what they love about it. Is it the subject or the 


teacher?  


 


 





		Research Project Investigating the Knowledge of Students

		Mathematics Topic Questions Suggestions

		Remember, all the questions should be related to the task you are assessing.

		Mathematics in General Questions Suggestions



Research Project Investigating the Knowledge of Students




 


 


Reaction to the Common Core Standards Paper 


 


Use the following resources (which means to read and cite the ones labeled mandatory) to learn more 


about the mathematics standards, compare and contrast the NCTM process standards and the CCSSM 


standards and explain how you intend to incorporate the standards into your teaching.  Make sure to 


include the eight CCSSM practice standards.   


 


TEXTBOOKS: (Mandatory Read and Cite) 


 


O’Connell, S. & San Giovanni, J (2013). Putting the Practices into Action, Heinemann Publishing, 


Portsmouth, NH. 


 


Kendall, J. (2011). Understanding Common Core State Standards. Alexandria, VA: ASCD. 


 


ARTICLES:  Posted on D2L  (Read and Cite two or three) 


 


Wilson, S.W. (2011). In defense of mathematics foundations. Educational Leadership, 68(6), 70-73.  


 


Conley, D.T. (2011). Building on the common core. Educational Leadership, 68(6), 16-20. 


 


Dacey,L. & Polly,D. (2012). CCSSM: The big picture. Teaching Children Mathematics, 18(6), 378-383. 


 


Faulkner, V.N. (2013). Why the Common Core Changes Math Instruction, Phi Delta Kappan.  


 


Burns, M. (2013). Go Figure. Math and the Common Core, Educational Leadership, 70(4), 42-46. 


 


WEBSITES and LINKS: (Mandatory to use SAS website and one other of the following.)   


(The rest are included for even more information.)   


  


www.corestandards.org    


 


www.pdesas.org      


 


www.nctm.org       


 


http://mathpractices.edc.org/   


 


http://www.ixl.com/standards/common-core/math 


 


http://www.edweek.com/ew/articles/2014/08/20/01teachers.h34.html 


 


http://achievethecore.org/ 


 


https://www.illustrativemathematics.org/ 


 


Specifics: 
The length should be approximately 3-4 full pages typed and double-spaced. 


Please use Times New Roman 12-point font with 1” margins on all sides.  


Reference quotes and ideas using APA style formatting 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 



http://www.corestandards.org/

http://www.pdesas.org/

http://www.nctm.org/

http://mathpractices.edc.org/

http://www.ixl.com/standards/common-core/math

http://www.edweek.com/ew/articles/2014/08/20/01teachers.h34.html

http://achievethecore.org/

https://www.illustrativemathematics.org/





  


 Standards Paper Analytic Rubric   


  Below 


Expectation 


Satisfactory 


Work 


Very Good Work Score 


Logic, Critical 


Thinking and 


Complexity of Ideas 


(30%) 


Gaps in logic; 


inaccurate or 


incomplete 


information; 


unexamined bias; 


simplistic 


perspective. 


(0-15) 


Sound logic; 


awareness of the 


complexity of the 


issues; a good sense 


of “the big picture.” 


  


 


(16 - 25) 


Sophisticated handling of 


complex ideas and clearly 


demonstrated critical 


thinking and understanding 


of mathematical standards. 


  


 


(26 - 30) 


  


Mathematics 


Standards 


PA 


NCTM 


Common Core 


(Practice and 


Content) 


10% 


Not all the standards 


were discussed.   


 


 


 


 


 


(0 - 5) 


All standards are 


discussed, but some 


comparisons are 


missing. 


 


 


 


(6 - 8) 


All standards are discussed 


including the practice 


standards with a thorough 


comparison of all. 


 


 


 


(9 – 10) 


 


Thesis and 


Organization 


(20%) 


  


Unclear thesis or 


introduction; 


unclear essay and 


paragraph 


organization; lack of 


coherence. 


(0-12) 


Clear thesis; unified 


and coherent 


paragraphs; clear 


beginning, middle, 


and end to the essay. 


 


(13-16) 


Strong thesis; strong topic 


sentences; clear and 


appropriate transitions; 


smooth flow from beginning 


to end. 


 


(17-20) 


  


Paragraph 


Development and 


Significant Detail 


(20%) 


Paragraphs 


insufficiently 


developed or poor 


choice of detail. 


Paragraphs are too 


long with no 


structure. 


(0-12) 


Paragraphs 


developed with some 


detail; occasional 


vagueness. 


 


 


 


(13-16) 


Paragraphs developed with 


significant, well-chosen facts 


and examples. Topic 


sentences are included and 


followed by supporting 


details. 


 


(17-20) 


  


Use of the 


MANDATORY 


Sources and 


Documentation 


Form 


(10%) 


Source material not 


integrated; 


documentation 


absent, unclear, 


incomplete, or 


incorrect. 


 


(0 - 5) 


Source material 


integrated; only 


minor errors in 


documentation. 


  


  


 


(6 - 8) 


Fully integrated quotations, 


paraphrases, and summaries: 


few to no errors in 


documentation.  Ideas from 


the resources are included 


and used to support big 


ideas. 


(9 -10) 


  


Voiced Opinion 


5% 


Personal opinion of 


the standards was 


not discussed.   


 


(0 – 1) 


Personal opinion and 


reflection is 


included, but not 


well connected.  


(2 – 3) 


Personal opinion and 


reflection add to the paper. 


 


 


(4 – 5) 


 


Punctuation, 


Grammar, 


Manuscript Form, 


and Length 


(5%) 


Numerous serious 


errors.  Paper is not 


required length. 


  


(0 – 1) 


Some errors, mostly 


minor. Paper may or 


may not be the 


required length. 


(2 – 3) 


Few to no errors. Paper is the 


required length.    


  


  


(4 – 5) 


  


Total Score and 


Paper Grade 


  


   


Student________________________                      Grade________________________ 





		Reaction to the Common Core Standards Paper

		TEXTBOOKS: (Mandatory Read and Cite)

		Kendall, J. (2011). Understanding Common Core State Standards. Alexandria, VA: ASCD.

		Wilson, S.W. (2011). In defense of mathematics foundations. Educational Leadership, 68(6), 70-73.

		Conley, D.T. (2011). Building on the common core. Educational Leadership, 68(6), 16-20.

		Dacey,L. & Polly,D. (2012). CCSSM: The big picture. Teaching Children Mathematics, 18(6), 378-383.

		Faulkner, V.N. (2013). Why the Common Core Changes Math Instruction, Phi Delta Kappan.

		Burns, M. (2013). Go Figure. Math and the Common Core, Educational Leadership, 70(4), 42-46.

		WEBSITES and LINKS: (Mandatory to use SAS website and one other of the following.)



Common Core Standards Reaction Paper






Secondary Mathematics Education Program of Study






Long Range Program Planning Advisement




Assessment #1 – PRAXIS II (5161) Licensure Exam 


 


a. Description of Assessment  


 


The Praxis II Mathematics: Content Knowledge (5161, computer) exam is designed to assess the 


mathematical knowledge and competencies necessary for a beginning teacher of secondary 


school mathematics. Pennsylvania requires candidates to achieve a minimum score of 160 on this 


exam in order to be certified to teach secondary mathematics grades 7-12.  CUP Candidates are 


encouraged to take this during their junior year, prior to student teaching. The data tables show 


Praxis data for the one program completer during the period described in this report.  


b. Alignment with NCTM/CAEP Standards 


 


The one program completer for this report was required to take the PRAXIS II Mathematics: 


Content Knowledge (5161, computer) exam.  The PRAXIS II Mathematics: Content Knowledge 


0061 exam was aligned with and revised from September 2005 to August 2013 based on a joint 


collaboration by NCTM and ETS, to be replaced with the PRAXIS II Content Knowledge test in 


Mathematics 5161 exam beginning October 2013. The table below shows the alignment with 


NCTM/CAEP standards. 


 
NCTM CAEP Standards (2012) 


Mathematical Domains 


NCTM CAEP Standards (2012) 


Mathematical Competencies 


Covered by Praxis 5161 


Technology and Varied 


Representational Tools 


Including Concrete 


Models 


A.1 Number and Quantity A.1.1, A1.2, A.1.3 5061: Online graphing 


calculator 


A.2 Algebra A.2.1, A.2.2, A.2.3, A.2.4 5061: Online graphing 


calculator 


A.3 Geometry and Trigonometry A.3.2, A.3.3, A.3.4, A.3.5, A.3.6, 


A.3.7, A.3.8, A.3.9 


5061: Online graphing 


calculator 


A.4 Statistics and Probability A.4.1, A.4.3, A.4.4, A.4.5 5061: Online graphing 


calculator 


A.5 Calculus A.5.1, A.5.3, A.5.5 5061: Online graphing 


calculator 


A.6 Discrete Mathematics A.6.2, A.6.3 5061: Online graphing 


calculator 


 


c. Analysis of the Findings 


 


We have one candidate who completed our program during the past year. The candidate 


achieved a score of 170 overall surpassing the minimum score by 10 points and the average score 


range by one point.  The average performance score range of all the (5161) test takers in 2017 - 


2018 was 136 – 169.  The candidate’s scores on the subtest: Number and Quantity, Algebra, 


Functions, and Calculus was 23 out of 34 or 67.65% correct and the Geometry, Probability and 


Statistics, and Discrete Mathematics was 13 out of 16 or 81.25% correct.   


 


 
 







d. Interpretation of the Findings 


 


We believe that our data indicates our candidate is meeting the mathematics content standards 


described in the 2012 NCTM CAEP Mathematics Content for Secondary standards with 100% 


pass rate.  


 
NCTM CAEP Standards 


(2012) 


Mathematical Domains 


NCTM CAEP Standards (2012) Mathematical 


Competencies Covered by Praxis 5161 


Clarion University  


Candidates 


A.1 Number and Quantity A.1.1, A1.2, A.1.3 Met 


A.2 Algebra A.2.1, A.2.2, A.2.3, A.2.4 Met 


A.3 Geometry and 


Trigonometry 


A.3.2, A.3.3, A.3.4, A.3.5, A.3.6, A.3.7, A.3.8, A.3.9 Met 


A.4 Statistics and 


Probability 


A.4.1, A.4.3, A.4.4, A.4.5 Met 


A.5 Calculus A.5.1, A.5.3, A.5.5 Met 


A.6 Discrete Mathematics A.6.2, A.6.3 Met 


 


Program faculty work together to examine data from this exam and make program decisions 


based on this data. The Chemistry, Mathematics, & Physics department has been implementing 


strategies to help the candidates improve their understanding of Data Analysis, Statistics and 


Probability concepts.  The mathematics educator works with the MATH 321(Intermediate 


Applied Statistics) course professor(s) to incorporate test content into the course.  The 


department gave suggestions to advise candidates to take the introductory course MATH 221 


(Elementary Applied Statistics) or MATH 211 (Fundamental Topics in K-8), which includes the 


topics from the section. One mathematics professor shared his website to help the candidates 


review the introductory statistics concepts: http://dmadison.clarion.edu/math221/.  The 


department also added a component to MATH 390 (Junior Seminar) that requires candidates to 


tutor Pre-Calculus to help with the Number and Quantity, Algebra, Functions, and Calculus 


section. Additionally, the department discussed changing the required courses to include MATH 


221 (Elementary Applied Statistics) and MATH 111 (Mathematical Concepts in Grades K-8) in 


the near future to help candidates improve their understanding in the areas of Number & 


Quantity and Data Analysis, Statistics and Probability.  


 


The low enrollment during these years was part of the conversation about improving GPA and 


PRAXIS II results.  Both departments (Education and Chemistry, Mathematics & Physics) had 


discussions about how learning mathematics with other undergraduates is an important 


component to understanding the topics at an advanced level.  Clarion’s enrollment in this 


program is increasing and the department has created extracurricular activities for the candidates 


to engage in mathematics in a collaborative way, such as Math Club and weekly Math Circles.  


These activities connect straight mathematics majors with the candidates in a positive way. 


 


e. Rich Description of PRAXIS II exam 


 


When taking this exam, the candidates will be required to work with and show an understanding 


of mathematical concepts, to reason mathematically, to make conjectures, to see patterns, to 


justify statements using informal logical arguments, and to construct simple proofs. Additionally, 


the candidate will be expected to solve problems by integrating knowledge from different areas 


of mathematics, to use various representations of concepts, to solve problems that have several 


solution paths, and to develop mathematical models and use them to solve real-world problems. 



http://dmadison.clarion.edu/math221/





The test is not designed to be aligned with any particular school mathematics curriculum, but it is 


intended to be consistent with the recommendations of national studies on mathematics 


education, such as the National Governors Association Center for Best Practices and the Council 


of Chief State School Officers Common Core State standards in Mathematics (2010), the 


National Council of Teachers of Mathematics (NCTM) and the Council for the Accreditation of 


Educator Preparation (CAEP) NCTM CAEP Standards (2012), and the NCTM Principles and 


Standards for School Mathematics (2000).  This information was taken from the ETS website, 


https://www.ets.org/s/praxis/pdf/5161.pdf, which provides a thorough description of the test.  


The NCTM/CAEP alignment table is available on the following website: 


http://www.nctm.org/uploadedFiles/Standards_and_Positions/CAEP_Standards/Praxis%205161


%20NCTM%20Alignment%20Standards%202012%20Secondary%20ETS--FEB%202014.pdf 


 


The state of Pennsylvania requires candidates to achieve a minimum score on the Test (5161) of 


160 in order to be certified to teach secondary mathematics.  Clarion University of Pennsylvania 


candidates are suggested to take the Praxis II exam the semester prior to student teaching. If they 


do not achieve the minimum score, they must retake the exam before they can be certified to 


teach secondary mathematics in Pennsylvania. The (5161) test consists of 60 multiple choice 


questions and candidates have 150 minutes to complete the test. An online calculator is provided 


for the test. 


f. Scoring Guide/Rubric 


 


The following two websites give in depth detail about how the assessment was developed and 


how the scores are calculated:  https://www.ets.org/s/praxis/pdf/5061.pdf and 


https://www.ets.org/s/praxis/pdf/technical_manual.pdf .  The following website gives detail 


about how the assessment is scored. https://www.ets.org/s/praxis/pdf/uyps_1718.pdf 


 


g. Data Charts 


 


          Chart 1: Data from individual candidates PRAXIS II: (5161) exam reports 
Year Teacher 


Candidate 


(Number) 


Number and Quantity, 


Algebra, Functions & 


Calculus 


Geometry, Probability and 


Statistics, and Discrete 


Mathematics 


Overall 


Score 


P/F 


  Raw Points Available 34  Raw Points Available 16   


2017 - 2018 1  23 13 170 P 


 


Chart 2: Data from ETS reports 


September, 2017 - August, 2018 (Exam 5161)   


Test Category 


Points 


Available 


Range 


Clarion Average 


% Correct 


Clarion 


Performance 


Average 


Performance 


Range 


Number and Quantity, Algebra, 


Functions and Calculus 34 67.65% 


 


23 


 


17 – 26  


Geometry, Probability and 


Statistics, and Discrete 
Mathematics 16 81.25% 


 


 
13 


 


 
9 – 13  


 



https://www.ets.org/s/praxis/pdf/5161.pdf

http://www.nctm.org/uploadedFiles/Standards_and_Positions/CAEP_Standards/Praxis%205161%20NCTM%20Alignment%20Standards%202012%20Secondary%20ETS--FEB%202014.pdf

http://www.nctm.org/uploadedFiles/Standards_and_Positions/CAEP_Standards/Praxis%205161%20NCTM%20Alignment%20Standards%202012%20Secondary%20ETS--FEB%202014.pdf

https://www.ets.org/s/praxis/pdf/5061.pdf

https://www.ets.org/s/praxis/pdf/technical_manual.pdf

https://www.ets.org/s/praxis/pdf/uyps_1718.pdf



Assessment #1 - PRAXIS II (5161) Licensure Exam




Assessment #2: 


Content Knowledge in Mathematics  


(Mathematics Course Grades) 


 


a. Description of the Assessment  


 


(Part I) The Secondary Mathematics Program at Clarion University of Pennsylvania (CUP) 


consists of 12 – 15 mathematics courses, which include 11 mandatory courses and 2 or 3 


elective mathematics courses, one computational science course, and one Calculus based 


Physics course.  We have selected a set of our 11 required mathematics courses and one 


computational science course to provide evidence that our candidates meet NCTM/CAEP 


standards. The courses included are required or standard electives for students in the 


mathematics programs at Clarion, including a traditional BS Mathematics, and concentrations in 


Pre-Engineering and Financial Mathematics with expectations and requirements within the 


courses being the same for mathematics education candidates, and all other students pursuing a 


mathematics credential at CUP.  Teacher education candidates must pass each course with a C 


or better and maintain an overall 3.0 GPA. One point of clarification is that students must take 


MATH 390, which is a one credit required course with a pass/fail evaluation.  Since MATH 390 


is a pre-requisite to MATH 490, 100% of the teacher candidates pass the course. 


 


Mathematics Curriculum Requirements for CUP candidates are: 


 
Course Title Catalog Description 


MATH 270 Calculus I Covers elementary analytic geometry, limits, continuity, differentiability, 


applications, definition of the Riemann integral, and the fundamental 


theorem of Calculus.  (4 credits) 


MATH 271 Calculus II Reviews limits and definition of the Riemann integral.  Covers applications, 


integration techniques, and topics and analytic geometry.  (4 credits) 


MATH 272 Calculus III Reviews sequences and series. Analyzes geometry of 3-space, vectors, 


vector functions, basic properties of limits, continuous and differentiable 


functions of several variables, and multiple integrals.  (4 credits) 


MATH 300 An Introduction to 


Advanced Mathematics 


Offers a rigorous approach to the study of the standard methods of 


mathematical proof applied to topics in the theory of numbers, sets, 


functions, and analysis.  (3 credits) 


MATH 321 Intermediate Applied 


Statistics 


Provides an overview of the basic theory and application of mathematical 


statistics. Emphasizes understanding and applying basic statistical theory.  


(3 credits) 


MATH 340 Discrete Mathematical 


Structures 


Emphasizes concrete models, sets, relations, functions, combinations, 


graphs, and trees.  Includes computer algorithms and mathematical 


structures useful in computer science. (3 credits) 


MATH 357 Modern Geometry Develops an axiomatic treatment of Euclidean geometry and introduces 


topics in non-Euclidean geometry.  Focuses on the historical work on the 


parallel postulate.  Emphasizes rigorous proof and logical methods.  (3 


credits) 


MATH 370 Introduction to Linear 


Algebra 


Introduces systems of linear equations, vector spaces, linear transformation, 


matrices, determinants, eigenvectors, and eigenvalues.  (3 credits) 


MATH 390 Junior Seminar in 


Mathematics 


Introduces literature in mathematics and mathematics education.  Students 


will read a collection of articles or chapter of books with topic ranging from 







history, applications, and creativity, to research in mathematics education 


and nature of mathematics.  Students will write short papers providing their 


reactions and insights about the history, application, creativity and research 


from each reading assignment.  Each student is required to choose a topic 


for the Senior Seminar.  (1 credit) 


MATH 451 Modern Algebra I Introduces groups, rings, integral domains, and fields. 


Emphasizes rigorous proof and logical methods.    (3 credits) 


MATH 490 Senior Seminar Offers individual study under faculty supervision.  Final oral and written 


presentation.  Capstone course for mathematics and secondary mathematics 


education programs.  (3 credits) 


CPSC 201 Survey of Computational 


Science Tools 


Presents methods and tools used to implement concepts in mathematics and 


computational science.  The tools will include mathematical and statistical 


functions such as matrix manipulation and linear algebra, polynomials and 


interpolation, data analysis and statistics, and optimization.  Prepares 


students for further work in mathematics and computational science.             


(3 credits) 


 


Part II: Description of Assessment Alignment of Assessment to the NCTM/CAEP 


Standards and Elements 


 


Program Standard Elements Addressed 


A.1. Number and Quantity A.1.1, A.1.2, A.1.3, A.1.4, A.1.5 


A.2. Algebra A.2.1, A.2.2, A.2.3, A.2.4, A.2.5, A.2.6, A.2.7 


A.3. Geometry and Trigonometry A.3.1, A.3.2, A.3.3, A.3.4, A.3.5, A.3.6, 


A.3.7, A.3.8, A.3.9, A.3.10 


A.4. Statistics and Probability A.4.1, A.4.2, A.4.3, A.4.4, A.4.5, A.5.6 


A.5. Calculus A.5.1, A.5.2, A.5.3, A.5.4, A.5.5, A.5.6 


A.6. Discrete Mathematics A.6.1, A.6.2, A.6.3, A.6.4, A.6.5 


 


b. (Part I) Course Alignment with NCTM/CAEP Standards 


 
NCTM/CAEP 


Standard 


Elements 


Address by 


Course 


Course Number 


and Name 


Course Components Addressing Standard Elements 


 


Standard 1:  


Content 


Knowledge 


 


Element 1a 


 


Demonstrate 


and apply 


MATH 270 


Calculus I 


Covers elementary analytic geometry, limits, continuity, 


differentiability, applications, definition of the Riemann 


integral, and the fundamental theorem of Calculus. 


The course is also an introduction to applications of the 


calculus in business, economics and physical sciences. 


MATH 271 


Calculus II 


Reviews limits and definition of the Riemann integral.  


Covers applications, integration techniques, and topics and 


analytic geometry.  The course provides opportunities for 


the candidates to demonstrate their knowledge of major 


concepts, algorithms and procedures of calculus. 







knowledge of 


major 


mathematics 


concepts, 


algorithms, 


procedures, 


applications in 


varied contexts, 


and connections 


within and 


among 


mathematical 


domains 


(Number, 


Algebra, 


Geometry, 


Trigonometry, 


Statistics, 


Probability, 


Calculus, and 


Discrete 


Mathematics) 


as outlined in 


the NCTM 


CAEP 


Mathematics 


Content for 


Secondary.  


 


MATH 272 


Calculus III 


Analyzes geometry of 3-space, vectors, vector functions, 


basic properties of limits, continuous and differentiable 


functions of several variables, and multiple integrals. 


MATH 300 


An Introduction to 


Advanced 


Mathematics 


An Introduction to Advanced Mathematics-Offers a 


rigorous approach to the study of the standard methods of 


mathematical proof applied to topics in the theory of 


numbers, sets, functions, and analysis.   


MATH 321 


Intermediate 


Applied Statistics 


Intermediate Applied Statistics-Provides an overview of the 


basic theory and application of mathematical statistics, 


including theoretical and empirical probability, organizing 


and representing data, curve fitting, counting techniques, 


probability distribution, sampling, confidence intervals and 


hypothesis testing.  Emphasizes understanding and 


applying basic statistical theory.   


MATH 340 


Discrete 


Mathematical 


Structures 


Discrete Mathematical Structures-Emphasizes concrete 


models, sets, relations, functions, combinations, graphs, 


and trees.  Includes computer algorithms and mathematical 


structures useful in computer science.   


MATH 357 


Modern Geometry 


Modern Geometry- Develops an axiomatic treatment of 


Euclidean geometry and introduces topics in non-Euclidean 


geometry.  Focuses on the historical work on the parallel 


postulate.  Emphasizes rigorous proof and logical methods.   


MATH 370 


Introduction to 


Linear Algebra 


Introduction to Linear Algebra- Introduces systems of 


linear equations, vector spaces, linear transformation, 


matrices, determinants, eigenvectors, and eigenvalues. 


MATH 390 


Junior Seminar 


Junior Seminar in Mathematics- Introduces literature in 


mathematics and mathematics education.  Students will 


read a collection of articles or chapter of books with topic 


ranging from history, applications, and creativity, to 


research in mathematics education and nature of 


mathematics.  Students will write short papers providing 


their reactions and insights about the history, application, 


creativity and research from each reading assignment.  


Each student is required to choose a topic for the Senior 


Seminar.   


MATH 451 


Modern Algebra I 


Introduces groups, rings, integral domains, and fields.  The 


students explore the basic foundations of numerical 


systems like the integers and rational numbers and how the 


properties of these systems can be derived from a limited 


number of axioms.  These explorations emphasizes 


rigorous proof and logical methods.     


MATH 490 


Senior Seminar 


Offers individual study under faculty supervision.  Final 


oral and written presentation.  Capstone course for 


mathematics content.   


 


 







NCTM/CAEP 


Standard 


Elements 


Address by 


Course 


Course Number 


and Name 


Course Components Addressing Standard Elements 


 


Standard 2:  


Mathematical 


Practices 


 


Element 2a 


 


Use problem 


solving to 


develop 


conceptual 


understanding, 


make sense of a 


wide variety of 


problems and 


persevere in 


solving them, 


apply and adapt 


a variety of 


strategies in 


solving 


problems 


confronted 


within the field 


of mathematics 


and other 


contexts, and 


formulate and 


test conjectures 


in order to 


frame 


generalizations.  


 


MATH 270 


Calculus I 


Covers elementary analytic geometry, limits, continuity, 


differentiability, applications, definition of the Riemann 


integral, and the fundamental theorem of Calculus. 


The presentation of the course is focused on developing 


tools like derivatives, linear approximations, maxima and 


minima, integrals etc. to solve real world problems.  


Problems in Calculus I include business problems like 


minimizing costs or maximizing profit, biology, like 


finding the rate at which a disease spreads and physics, 


calculating position, velocity and acceleration of objects in 


free fall. 


MATH 271 


Calculus II 


Reviews limits and definition of the Riemann integral.  


Covers applications, integration techniques, and topics and 


analytic geometry. 


 


A major focus of Calculus II is learning techniques of 


integration.  These put the students into problem solving 


mode as they must learn to recognize patterns and 


connections that allow they to find the correct technique or 


techniques that will work in each problem. 


MATH 272 


Calculus III 


Analyzes geometry of 3-space, vectors, vector functions, 


basic properties of limits, continuous and differentiable 


functions of several variables, and multiple integrals.  


Students must learn to take concepts from Calculus I and 


adapt them to new multivariate settings. 


MATH 300 


An Introduction to 


Advanced 


Mathematics 


An Introduction to Advanced Mathematics-Offers a 


rigorous approach to the study of the standard methods of 


mathematical proof applied to topics in the theory of 


numbers, sets, functions, and analysis.  


This course becomes a source of frustration and eventually 


perseverance for many students as they move from a 


procedural understanding of mathematics where they apply 


algorithms to a analytical and synthetic understanding of 


mathematics where they must learn to formulate their own 


proofs and justification using appropriate language of logic 


and mathematics.    


MATH 321 


Intermediate 


Applied Statistics 


Intermediate Applied Statistics-Provides an overview of the 


basic theory and application of mathematical statistics.  


Emphasizes understanding and applying basic statistical 


theory.  


Students use the basic rules of probability to solve applied 


problems.  Students perform and interpret basic 


calculations involving both discrete and continuous 


probability distributions connected o real world problems.  







Students perform and interpret calculations involving 


functions of random variables. 


MATH 340 


Discrete 


Mathematical 


Structures 


Discrete Mathematical Structures-Emphasizes concrete 


models, sets, relations, functions, combinations, graphs, 


and trees.  Includes computer algorithms and mathematical 


structures useful in computer science.   


Problems in this course come from a variety of fields 


including combinatorics, graph theory and number theory.  


In working problems, students must learn to negotiate 


within and between the different fields. 


MATH 357 


Modern Geometry 


Modern Geometry- Develops an axiomatic treatment of 


Euclidean geometry and introduces topics in non-Euclidean 


geometry.  Focuses on the historical work on the parallel 


postulate.  Emphasizes rigorous proof and logical methods.   


MATH 370 


Introduction to 


Linear Algebra 


Introduction to Linear Algebra- Introduces systems of 


linear equations, vector spaces, linear transformation, 


matrices, determinants, eigenvectors, and eigenvalues. 


Students must learn new procedures for solving problems 


and then determine when they procedures can be 


generalized.  In the process, they gain insight into new 


systems like vector spaces and how to determine whether 


functions are linear transformations. 


MATH 451 


Modern Algebra I 


Introduces groups, rings, integral domains, and fields.  


Emphasizes rigorous proof and logical methods.    


This course gives the students the problem of taking 


numerical systems whose properties they are very 


comfortable with, such as the integers with addition and 


multiplication, and deconstructing them to build an 


axiomatic system where each property is firmly grounded 


in fundamental axioms.  


MATH 490 


Senior Seminar 


Offers individual study under faculty supervision.  Final 


oral and written presentation.  Capstone course for 


mathematics content.  


For their project, students pick a problem that they explore 


individually.  Their solution incorporates connects to one 


or more of the upper level courses they have taken.  


 


NCTM/CAEP 


Standard 


Elements 


Address by 


Course 


Course Number 


and Name 


Course Components Addressing Standard Elements 


 


Standard 2:  


Mathematical 


Practices 


 


Element 2b 


 


MATH 270 


Calculus I 


Covers elementary analytic geometry, limits, continuity, 


differentiability, applications, definition of the Riemann 


integral, and the fundamental theorem of Calculus. 


Students look at problems from a quantitative viewpoint, 


for example by calculating the slopes of secant lines for 


points closer and closer to a point of tangency, and then use 


algebraic manipulation to abstractly develop the derivative 


as the slope of the tangent line.  Students will both find 







Reason 


abstractly, 


reflectively, and 


quantitatively 


with attention to 


units, 


constructing 


viable 


arguments and 


proofs, and 


critiquing the 


reasoning of 


others; 


represent and 


model 


generalizations 


using 


mathematics; 


recognize 


structure and 


express 


regularity in 


patterns of 


mathematical 


reasoning; use 


multiple 


representations 


to model and 


describe 


mathematics; 


and utilize 


appropriate 


mathematical 


vocabulary and 


symbols to 


communicate 


mathematical 


ideas to others.  


 


limits using formal epsilon-delta proofs and by using rules 


to find limits algebraically.  Areas of non-rectangular 


regions are approached numerically, using Riemann sums, 


and then theoretically with the Fundamental Theorem of 


Calculus. 


 


Students learn to communicate their results using the 


mathematical symbols of calculus for limits, derivatives 


and integrals. 


MATH 271 


Calculus II 


Reviews limits and definition of the Riemann integral.  


Covers applications, integration techniques, and topics and 


analytic geometry. 


Sequences and series are introduced using concrete, 


numerical representations, after which students move on to 


more abstract, formal rules.  Students learn not only how to 


apply convergence rules, but also when those rules are 


applicable. 


Students learn to transfer the information from real world 


problems into the symbols of calculus. 


MATH 272 


Calculus III 


Analyzes geometry of 3-space, vectors, vector functions, 


basic properties of limits, continuous and differentiable 


functions of several variables, and multiple integrals. 


Students learn to use multiple representations when 


studying 3-dimensional space (rectangular, polar or 


cylindrical coordinates) and how to transfer information 


between these representations.  They also represent conic 


sections and vectors in various ways.  Students learn to 


represent curves and surfaces in 2D and 3D as functions 


and parametrically and also how to determine the best 


representation for a specific problem. 


Students extend the symbols of uni-variate calculus into 


multi-variate settings.  They learn to symbolically transfer 


integrals between rectangular, polar and/or spherical 


coordinates. 


MATH 321 


Intermediate 


Applied Statistics 


Intermediate Applied Statistics-Provides an overview of the 


basic theory and application of mathematical statistics.  


Emphasizes understanding and applying basic statistical 


theory.   


MATH 340 


Discrete 
Mathematical 


Structures 


Discrete Mathematical Structures-Emphasizes concrete 


models, sets, relations, functions, combinations, graphs, 
and trees.  Includes computer algorithms and mathematical 


structures useful in computer science. 


Throughout the course, there is an emphasis on identifying, 


understanding and generalizing patterns.  Students learn to 


communicate their understanding both by writing logical 


mathematical arguments and by writing computer code. 


MATH 357 


Modern Geometry 


Modern Geometry- Develops an axiomatic treatment of 


Euclidean geometry and introduces topics in non-Euclidean 
geometry.  Focuses on the historical work on the parallel 


postulate.  Emphasizes rigorous proof and logical methods.  







Students learn to use diagrams and pictures to motivate 


proofs, while structuring the actual proof only around the 


theoretic properties.  


MATH 370 


Introduction to 


Linear Algebra 


Introduction to Linear Algebra- Introduces systems of 


linear equations, vector spaces, linear transformation, 


matrices, determinants, eigenvectors, and eigenvalues.  


Students create and communicate mathematical arguments, 


proofs and counter examples using the language and 


symbols of vector spaces and linear transformations. 


MATH 451 


Modern Algebra I 


Introduces groups, rings, integral domains, and fields.  


Emphasizes rigorous proof and logical methods.   


Students represent recurring patterns of behavior from 


numerical systems using abstract structures like groups, 


rings and fields.  They learn to recognize and formalize 


these patterns using an axiomatic system and the justify 


their conclusions carefully from the original axioms. 


MATH 490 


Senior Seminar 


Offers individual study under faculty supervision.  Final 


oral and written presentation.  Capstone course for 


mathematics content.   


The students communicate their seminar topic—the 


original problem and their personal findings—both orally 


and in written form. 


 


NCTM/CAEP 


Standard 


Elements 


Address by 


Course 


Course Number 


and Name 


Course Components Addressing Standard Elements 


 


Standard 2:  


Mathematical 


Practices 


 


Element 2c 


 


Formulate 


represents, 


analyze, and 


interpret 


mathematical 


models derived 


from real-world 


contexts or 


mathematical 


problems. 


 


MATH 270 


Calculus I 


Covers elementary analytic geometry, limits, continuity, 


differentiability, applications, definition of the Riemann 


integral, and the fundamental theorem of Calculus. 


Calculus I is based on two historical problems:  Finding 


instantaneous rates of change and finding the areas of 


irregular regions.  The students learn to use limits, 


derivatives and integrals to model many such situations. 


MATH 271 


Calculus II 


Reviews limits and definition of the Riemann integral.  


Covers applications, integration techniques, and topics and 


analytic geometry. 


Students take real-world problems like area under between 
curves, volumes of revolution and arc length, and model 


them using integrals.  They also make connections between 


different mathematical problems like indefinite integrals 


and infinite sequences to transfer information and solutions 


from one to the other. 


MATH 272 


Calculus III 


Analyzes geometry of 3-space, vectors, vector functions, 


basic properties of limits, continuous and differentiable 


functions of several variables, and multiple integrals.  The 


course connects the ideas from single variable Calculus to 


multi-variate settings. 







Calculus III explores 3-dimensional settings.  Students use 


the language and symbols of vectors and multi-variate 


calculus to model real world settings and solve problems. 


MATH 340 


Discrete 


Mathematical 


Structures 


Discrete Mathematical Structures-Emphasizes concrete 


models, sets, relations, functions, combinations, graphs, 


and trees.  Includes computer algorithms and mathematical 


structures useful in computer science.   


Students take specific problems, model them 


mathematically, and then determine if their models will 


hold in more generalized settings.  In this way, they 


abstract problems from real world settings.  Many of their 


solutions, in combinatorics and probability for example, 


lend themselves to real world applications. 


MATH 370 


Introduction to 


Linear Algebra 


Introduction to Linear Algebra- Introduces systems of 


linear equations, vector spaces, linear transformation, 


matrices, determinants, eigenvectors, and eigenvalues. 


The language and notation of Linear Algebra is derived 


through modelling real world settings like lines, planes and 


subspaces in 2, 3 and higher dimensions.  The answers to 


real world problems are found using systems of linear 


equations, linear transformations and matrices.  These 


solution techniques are then abstracted into linear systems. 


MATH 451 


Modern Algebra I 


Introduces groups, rings, integral domains, and fields.  


Emphasizes rigorous proof and logical methods.  


The formal structures of this course model the historic 


problem of theoretically grounding the properties of 


numerical systems.  These concepts are connected to new 


settings, like modular congruence, and to settings that 


appear, at least at first, to be disconnected, like symmetries 


of geometric objects. 


The rigorous treatment of hypothesis and conclusion in the 


course fosters the further precise and appropriate use of this 


theory both inside and outside the classroom.   


MATH 490 


Senior Seminar 


Offers individual study under faculty supervision.  Final 


oral and written presentation.  Capstone course for 


mathematics content.  


The students must connect the setting of their chosen 


project with appropriate mathematical language and 


models.  Some explore a mathematical construction to 


formulate conjectures and prove them.  Other students 
explore real world problems to come up with solutions.  In 


either case, they must translate their findings into verbal 


presentations.  


 


 


 







NCTM/CAEP 


Standard 


Elements 


Address by 


Course 


Course Number 


and Name 


Course Components Addressing Standard Elements 


 


Standard 2:  


Mathematical 


Practices 


 


Element 2d 


 


Organize 


mathematical 


thinking and 


use the 


language of 


mathematics to 


express ideas 


precisely, both 


orally and in 


writing to 


multiple 


audiences.  


 


MATH 270 


Calculus I 


Covers elementary analytic geometry, limits, continuity, 


differentiability, applications, definition of the Riemann 


integral, and the fundamental theorem of Calculus. 


Calculus I requires students to transfer information 


between different representations—verbal, numerical, 


graphical and symbolic.  Students express their ideas in 


written form on tests and homework.  They express their 


ideas verbally in class and group discussions. 


MATH 271 


Calculus II 


Reviews limits and definition of the Riemann integral.  


Covers applications, integration techniques, and topics and 


analytic geometry. 


Calculus II requires students to transfer information 


between different representations—verbal, numerical, 


graphical and symbolic.  Students express their ideas in 


written form on tests and homework.  They express their 


ideas verbally in class and group discussions. 


MATH 272 


Calculus III 


Analyzes geometry of 3-space, vectors, vector functions, 


basic properties of limits, continuous and differentiable 


functions of several variables, and multiple integrals. 


Calculus III requires students to transfer information 


between different representations—verbal, numerical, 


graphical and symbolic.  Students express their ideas in 


written form on tests and homework.  They express their 


ideas verbally in class and group discussions. 


MATH 300 


An Introduction to 


Advanced 


Mathematics 


An Introduction to Advanced Mathematics-Offers a 


rigorous approach to the study of the standard methods of 


mathematical proof applied to topics in the theory of 


numbers, sets, functions, and analysis.  


As an introduction to proof course, MATH 300 teaches 


students to recognize and develop logical mathematical 


justifications.  Through classroom discussion they orally 


present their ideas.  On homework, quizzes and tests they 


must write out their justifications, proofs and counter-


examples using the language and notation of logic and 


formal mathematics.  


MATH 340 


Discrete 


Mathematical 


Structures 


Discrete Mathematical Structures-Emphasizes concrete 


models, sets, relations, functions, combinations, graphs, 


and trees.  Includes computer algorithms and mathematical 


structures useful in computer science.   


In addition to exploring a variety of discrete mathematical 


structures, students learn to communicate their findings and 


new understanding.  Through classroom discussion and 


group work they communicate orally with other students.  


On quizzes, tests, homework and projects they 


communicate in written form to the professor. 







MATH 357 


Modern Geometry 


Modern Geometry- Develops an axiomatic treatment of 


Euclidean geometry and introduces topics in non-Euclidean 


geometry.  Focuses on the historical work on the parallel 


postulate.  Emphasizes rigorous proof and logical methods.   


Students create mathematical argument and proofs and 


communicate them both orally and in writing. 


MATH 370 


Introduction to 


Linear Algebra 


Introduction to Linear Algebra- Introduces systems of 


linear equations, vector spaces, linear transformation, 


matrices, determinants, eigenvectors, and eigenvalues. 


Students create mathematical arguments and construct 


counterexamples as they determine whether or not 


solutions to individual problems are generalizable.  They 


present their mathematical arguments visually and in 


writing, showing proper use of the language and 


symbolism of linear algebra. 


MATH 451 


Modern Algebra I 


Introduces groups, rings, integral domains, and fields.  


Emphasizes rigorous proof and logical methods.  


As a proof based course, students are required to develop 


and practice reasoning skills and to communicate their 


proof and understanding in writing.  Students also make 


individual or group presentations to the class where they 


use oral and visual representations to communicate their 


understanding. 


This course is important in developing an understanding of 


abstract systems and structures, so there constant emphasis 


on how the students gain information and ideas from the 


professor and how they communicate their new 


understanding back.    


MATH 490 


Senior Seminar 


Offers individual study under faculty supervision.  Final 


oral and written presentation.  Capstone course for 


mathematics content.  


This course is based on two communications:  the students 


do an oral/visual presentation of their findings to the 


department—both students and faculty—and they write a 


paper where they verbally present their findings.  While the 


course is based on each student pulling together ideas and 


skills from their undergraduate courses, the culminating 


experiences are the presentation and the paper. 


 


NCTM/CAEP 


Standard  


Elements 


Address by 


Course 


Course Number 


and Name 


Course Components Addressing Standard Elements 


 


Standard 2:  


Mathematical 


Practices 


 


Element 2e 


 


MATH 270 


Calculus I 


Covers elementary analytic geometry, limits, continuity, 


differentiability, applications, definition of the Riemann 


integral, and the fundamental theorem of Calculus. 


Calculus takes the tools and skills from algebra and 


trigonometry and adds on the concepts and notation of 


limits to extend students understanding to non-algebraic 







Demonstrate 


the 


interconnectedn


ess of 


mathematical 


ideas and how 


they build on 


one another and 


recognize and 


apply 


mathematical 


connections 


among 


mathematical 


ideas and across 


various content 


areas and real-


world contexts.  


 


problems and solutions. In algebra, for example, the 


concept of slope is limited by the two-point definition.  In 


calculus, however, the definition of derivative allows for 


the slop of a line with only one point of tangency to a 


curve.  This then is connected to numerous real world 


problems in business, biology, physics, etc. 


MATH 271 


Calculus II 


Reviews limits and definition of the Riemann integral.  


Covers applications, integration techniques, and topics and 


analytic geometry. 


Calculus II takes ideas from Calculus I and extends them.  


The concept of integral, for example, is developed using 


area in Calculus I, but can be extended to volumes and arc 


length in Calculus II.  The concepts of indefinite integrals 


can be connected to infinite series, allowing transfer of 


information and solutions between the two settings. 


MATH 272 


Calculus III 


Analyzes geometry of 3-space, vectors, vector functions, 


basic properties of limits, continuous and differentiable 


functions of several variables, and multiple integrals.  The 


course connects the ideas from single variable Calculus to 


multi-variate settings. 


Calculus III extends the students’ understanding of uni-


variate calculus to a multi-variate settings.  They use the 


ideas they developed, for example, in finding the area 


under a curve when y is a function of x to find the area 


under a surface when z is a function of x and y. 


In dealing with 2- and 3-dimensional space, students learn 


to represent points, curves and surfaces using rectangular, 


polar and spherical coordinates.  They transfer information 


between the different representations and learn how to 


determine which setting is best for answering certain types 


of problems. 


MATH 300 


An Introduction to 


Advanced 


Mathematics 


An Introduction to Advanced Mathematics-Offers a 


rigorous approach to the study of the standard methods of 


mathematical proof applied to topics in the theory of 


numbers, sets, functions, and analysis.  Draws from 


previous mathematical knowledge to teach formal 


justification of claims. 


As an introduction to advanced math, this course becomes 


a bridge between the procedural algorithms students have 


been successful with and an often new understanding of the 


theoretical underpinnings of mathematics. 


MATH 340 


Discrete 


Mathematical 


Structures 


Discrete Mathematical Structures-Emphasizes concrete 


models, sets, relations, functions, combinations, graphs, 


and trees.  Includes computer algorithms and mathematical 


structures useful in computer science. 


This course has students work with a variety of discrete 


mathematical structures like sets, integers and functions.  


They move from an intuitive understanding of these 


structures, developed through years of experience, to a 







formal mathematical understanding.  To do this, they learn 


to use the language and notation of mathematics.   


MATH 357 


Modern Geometry 


Modern Geometry- Develops an axiomatic treatment of 


Euclidean geometry and introduces topics in non-Euclidean 


geometry.  Focuses on the historical work on the parallel 


postulate.  Emphasizes rigorous proof and logical methods.  


 


Students connect the definitions and constructions they 


have previously worked with into a higher level axiomatic 


system.  They learn, also, to negotiate that there can be 


multiple, mutually exclusive axiomatic systems which 


develop geometrical understanding in different ways.  


MATH 370 


Introduction to 


Linear Algebra 


Introduction to Linear Algebra- Introduces systems of 


linear equations, vector spaces, linear transformation, 


matrices, determinants, eigenvectors, and eigenvalues. 


 


Students learn to integrate the knowledge they gained in 


previous algebra courses with the new techniques of 


matrices, linear transformations and vector spaces.  As they 


do this, they demonstrate knowledge of the connections 


between geometry and algebra as they connect problems 


about lines and planes with vector spaces and matrices to 


formulate solutions that connect back to the geometric 


setting. 


 


Student represent low-dimensional vector spaces both 


geometrically and algebraically to show an understanding 


of the connections and then generalize their algebraic 


understanding to higher dimensions. 


MATH 451 


Modern Algebra I 


Introduces groups, rings, integral domains, and fields.  


Emphasizes rigorous proof and logical methods.  


 


Modern Algebra takes many different mathematical 


systems, such as integers and rational numbers under 


addition and/or multiplication, modular arithmetic, rigid 


transformations of the plane, or symmetries of geometric 


objects, and sees how they can be expressed using the 


abstract structures of groups, rings and fields. 


 


Students take understandings they have from years of 


experience with individual structures like the integers and 


formalize this understanding to develop proofs.  The 


students move, for example, from seeing the properties of 


integers under addition and multiplication intuitively to 


seeing an algebraic structure grounding in axioms and 


logic.  


MATH 490 


Senior Seminar 


Offers individual study under faculty supervision.  Final 


oral and written presentation.  Capstone course for 


mathematics content.  


 







As a capstone course, the senior seminar has students bring 


together techniques from a variety of undergraduate 


courses to explore a topic of their own choosing.  They 


must translate the ideas from their topic into a 


mathematical setting to explore and then communicate that 


understanding both orally and in written form. 


 


For some students, this transfer is between a real world and 


a mathematical setting.  For other students it is transfer 


between different mathematical understandings.  


 


NCTM/CAEP 


Standard 


Elements 


Address by 


Course 


Course Number 


and Name 


Course Components Addressing Standard Elements 


 


Standard 2:  


Mathematical 


Practices 


 


Element 2f 


 


Model how the 


development of 


mathematical 


understanding 


within and 


among 


mathematical 


domains 


intersects with 


the 


mathematical 


practices of 


problem 


solving, 


reasoning, 


communicating, 


connecting, and 


representing.  


 


MATH 270 


Calculus I 


Covers elementary analytic geometry, limits, continuity, 


differentiability, applications, definition of the Riemann 


integral, and the fundamental theorem of Calculus. 


 


Throughout the course the students use and develop 


mathematical practices as they learn new concepts.  


Important concepts like limits, derivatives and integrals are 


developed using multiple representations—verbal, 


numerical, graphical and symbolic. 


 


Problem solving is involved because students are 


repeatedly asked to apply concepts in new ways. 


MATH 271 


Calculus II 


Reviews limits and definition of the Riemann integral.  


Covers applications, integration techniques, and topics and 


analytic geometry. 


 


Techniques of integration place the students into problem 


solving situations where they must recognize patterns to 


determine the proper method to use.  This fosters 


perseverance, as they often find that their first attempts are 


not successful. 


 


Volumes of revolutions present students with the 


understanding that a problem can be represented in 


multiple ways.  Using the shell method or the washer 


method requires the student to transfer from a 


geometric/graphical representation to the symbolic 


representation.  They may need to represent a problem 


using the shell method and the washer method to determine 


which one will provide a solution. 


MATH 272 


Calculus III 


Analyzes geometry of 3-space, vectors, vector functions, 


basic properties of limits, continuous and differentiable 


functions of several variables, and multiple integrals. 


 







The topics of Calculus III require the students to transfer 


information between geometric and algebraic 


representations.  The cross product of vectors, for example, 


has an algebraic representation, but also a geometric 


representation involving the right hand rule and the area of 


a parallelogram.  This understanding, in turn, connects the 


Pythagorean Theorem and trigonometry to the algebraic 


representation. 


 


In creating parametric equations to represent a curve in 


space, students often must make connections between 


Cartesian coordinates, trigonometry, and algebraic 


representations.  They use special understanding to gain a 


sense of how to represent direction. 


MATH 300 


An Introduction to 


Advanced 


Mathematics 


An Introduction to Advanced Mathematics-Offers a 


rigorous approach to the study of the standard methods of 


mathematical proof applied to topics in the theory of 


numbers, sets, functions, and analysis.  


In MATH 300, the students move from a procedural 


understanding of mathematics to a proof-based 


understanding.  They learn how to look past empirical 


evidence of properties to formal reasoning and 


communicate logical proofs using appropriate 


mathematical practices, language and notation.  


MATH 340 


Discrete 


Mathematical 


Structures 


Discrete Mathematical Structures-Emphasizes concrete 


models, sets, relations, functions, combinations, graphs, 


and trees.  Includes computer algorithms and mathematical 


structures useful in computer science.   


Students work with various discrete structures and develop 


procedure to solve real world problems.  They learn to 


generalize solutions and express their results in the formal 


language of mathematical proof.  They gain the ability to 


use more involved notation and proof techniques. 


MATH 357 


Modern Geometry 


Modern Geometry- Develops an axiomatic treatment of 


Euclidean geometry and introduces topics in non-Euclidean 


geometry.  Focuses on the historical work on the parallel 


postulate.  Emphasizes rigorous proof and logical methods.  


Students learn the historical context in which the axiomatic 


system of Euclidean Geometry was developed.  By 


exploring the historical questions surrounding the parallel 


postulate, they learn how the concept of an axiomatic 


system was developed to culminate in the development of 


non-Euclidean geometries.  This develops their 


understanding of the connected mathematical practices of 


basing results on foundational axioms and analyzing and 


questioning those axioms. 


MATH 370 


Introduction to 


Linear Algebra 


Introduction to Linear Algebra- Introduces systems of 


linear equations, vector spaces, linear transformation, 


matrices, determinants, eigenvectors, and eigenvalues. 







In linear algebra, students learn how mathematicians 


translate real world problems into equations involving 


variables and then use tools like vector spaces, linear 


transformation and matrices to manipulate those 


representations.  They learn to test when those 


representations provide appropriate answers to the original 


question.  Finally, they are exposed to the mathematical 


practice of then exploring those tools and their properties 


as a study interesting in its own right. 


MATH 451 


Modern Algebra I 


Introduces groups, rings, integral domains, and fields.  


Emphasizes rigorous proof and logical methods. 


Modern Algebra immerses students in the practices of 


abstract mathematics.  Beginning with familiar systems like 


addition and multiplication in the integers or real numbers, 


students look at similar properties in more abstract settings 


like groups of permutations or matrix rings.  In this setting, 


matrices, for example, evolve from tools for solving real 


world problems to mathematical structures with their own 


properties. 


Students learn the formal practice of identifying and 


solving mathematical properties with appropriate language, 


notation and logic.    


 


(Part II) Course Alignment with NCTM/CAEP Standards 
 


Institution Name Clarion University of Pennsylvania 


Program Name BSE Mathematics 


Program Type Baccalaureate 


 


A.  Secondary Mathematics Teachers  


All secondary mathematics teachers should be prepared with depth and breadth in the following 


mathematical domains: Number, Algebra, Geometry, Trigonometry, Statistics, Probability, Calculus, and 


Discrete Mathematics. All teachers certified in secondary mathematics should know, understand, teach, 


and be able to communicate their mathematical knowledge with the breadth of understanding reflecting 


the following competencies for each of these domains. 


 


A.1. Number and Quantity 


To be prepared to develop 


student mathematical 


proficiency, all secondary 


mathematics teachers should 


know the following topics 


related to number and quantity 


with their content understanding 


and mathematical practices 


supported by appropriate 


technology and varied 


representational tools, including 


concrete models: 


Required Course 


Number(s) and 


Name(s) 


Technology and 


Representational 


Tools Including 


Concrete Models 


by Competency  


Course Description(s) 







A.1.1 Structure, properties, 


relationships, operations, and 


representations including 


standard and non-standard 


algorithms, of numbers and 


number systems including 


integer, rational, irrational, real, 


and complex numbers 


MATH 451 Modern 


Algebra I 


Cayley Tables MATH 270 Calculus I - 


Covers elementary 


analytic geometry, 


limits, continuity, 


differentiability, 


applications, definition 


of the Riemann integral, 


and the fundamental 


theorem of Calculus. 


Detailed Description 


Demonstrating 


Alignment:  In MATH 


270 students study basic 


concepts of calculus.  


Fundamental to the study 


of calculus is the study 


of “rate of change.”  


Students explore average 


rate of change through 


an examination of secant 


lines, and the difference 


quotient, and ultimately 


progress to instantaneous 


rate of change calculated 


via the derivative.  The 


difference quotient is 


presented as the ratio of 


a change in y to the 


change in x.  Students 


study applied related 


rate, and optimization 


problems that have a 


focus on units.  In 


related rate problems 


students must be able to 


correctly identify the 


initial units for each 


quantity, and then 


correctly determine the 


units for derivatives that 
will represent the related 


rate.  In optimization 


problems students must 


be able to set up areas, 


perimeters, and volumes 


for geometric regions, 


with the proper units in 


order to find maxim 


areas, maximum 


volumes, minimum cost, 


etc. and correctly 


A.1.2 Fundamental ideas of 


number theory (divisors, factors 


and factorization, primes, 


composite numbers, greatest 


common factor, least common 


multiple, and modular 


arithmetic)  


MATH 451 Modern 


Algebra I 


Computer Algebra 


Systems: TI-89 


A.1.3 Quantitative reasoning 


and relationships that include 


ratio, rate, and proportion and 


the use of units in problem 


situations 


MATH 270 Calculus 


I, MATH 271 


Calculus II, MATH 


272 Calculus III, 


MATH 321 


Intermediate 


Applied Statistics, 


CPSC 201 Survey of 


Computational 


Science Tools 


Graphing 


calculators, 


Geogebra, 


Desmos, Matlab 


A.1.4 Vector and matrix 


operations, modeling, and 


applications 


MATH 272 Calculus 


II, MATH 370 


Introduction to 


Linear Algebra, 


CPSC 201 Survey of 


Computational 


Science Tools 


Graphing 


Calculators, 


Matlab 


A.1.5 Historical development 


and perspectives of number, 


number systems, and quantity 


including contributions of 


significant figures and diverse 


cultures 


MATH 390 Junior 


Seminar 


MacTutor History 


of Mathematics 


archive 







identify the units on the 


solution. 


MATH 271 Calculus II - 


Reviews limits and 


definition of the 


Riemann integral.  


Covers applications, 


integration techniques, 


and topics and analytic 


geometry.   


Detailed Description 


Demonstrating 


Alignment:  In MATH 


271 students learn the 


exponential growth and 


decay models 


represented as a solution 


to a differential equation.  


The rate of change of a 


quantity is directly 


proportional to the 


quantity in these models.  


Students study the 


constant or 


proportionality, and must 


draw conclusions about 


rates of growth, and 


decay in application 


problems.  Students must 


also be able to determine 


the proper units to be 


used (both as inputs into 


the model, e.g. time in 


seconds, minutes, hours, 


years, and outputs from 


the model, e.g., grams, 


kilograms, etc.).  Student 


also perform a similar 


analysis with Newton’s 


Law of Cooling.  In this 
case the rate of change 


of temperature of an 


object is directly 


proportional to the 


difference in temperature 


between the object and 


its surroundings. 


MATH 272 Calculus III 


- Reviews sequences and 


series.  Analyzes 


geometry of 3-space, 







vectors, vector functions, 


basic properties of 


limits, continuous and 


differentiable functions 


of several variables, and 


multiple integrals. 


MATH 321 Intermediate 


Applied Statistics - 


Provides an overview of 


the basic theory and 


application of 


mathematical statistics.  


Emphasizes 


understanding and 


applying basic statistical 


theory.  


MATH 370 Introduction 


to Linear Algebra - 


Introduces systems of 


linear equations, vector 


spaces, linear 


transformation, matrices, 


determinants, 


eigenvectors, and 


eigenvalues.  


MATH 390 Junior 


Seminar in Mathematics 


- Introduces literature in 


mathematics and 


mathematics education.  


Students will read a 


collection of articles or 


chapter of books with 


topic ranging from 


history, applications, and 


creativity, to research in 


mathematics education 


and nature of 


mathematics.  Students 


will write short papers 
providing their reactions 


and insights about the 


materials from each 


reading assignment.  


Each student is required 


to choose a topic for the 


Senior Seminar. 


Detailed Description 


Demonstrating 


Alignment:  In MATH 


390 students read papers 







and chapters of books 


pertaining to concepts, 


and history in number 


systems, algebra, 


geometry, probability 


and statistics, discrete 


mathematics, and 


calculus.  The papers and 


chapters of books 


include content on 


significant figures in the 


history of the above 


areas, along with 


discussions of the 


diverse cultures that 


have impacted the study 


of these areas.  The 


students then write brief 


reaction papers to each 


topic, and demonstrate 


their understanding via 


classroom discussion. 


MATH 451 Modern 


Algebra I - Introduces 


groups, rings, integral 


domains, and fields.  


Emphasizes rigorous 


proof and logical 


methods.      


Detailed Description 


Demonstrating 


Alignment:  In MATH 


451 students learn basic 


algebraic structures such 


as groups, and rings.  


Within those structures 


properties such as 


associativity, 


commutativity, identity, 


and inverses are 
explored.  The integers, 


rational numbers, real 


numbers, complex 


numbers, and integers 


modulo n are all 


developed as examples 


of basic algebraic 


structures.  Students 


develop, prove, and 


implement the Division 


Algorithm, and 







Euclidean Algorithm.  


Students learn about the 


greatest common divisor, 


and least common 


multiple.  The Euclidean 


Algorithm is used to 


compute the greatest 


common divisor, and to 


write the greatest 


common divisor as a 


linear combination of 


two numbers.  The 


Euclidean Algorithm is 


also used to find 


multiplicative inverses 


for integers when 


considered modulo n.  


Students learn the role of 


primes as building 


blocks of natural 


numbers via the 


Fundamental Theorem of 


Arithmetic, and discover 


how the factorization of 


every integer can be 


presented as a product of 


primes.  This enables 


students to prove the 


existence and uniqueness 


of the least common 


multiple. 


 


A.2. Algebra  


To be prepared to develop 


student mathematical 


proficiency, all secondary 


mathematics teachers should 


know the following topics 


related to algebra with their 


content understanding and 


mathematical practices 


supported by appropriate 


technology and varied 


representational tools, including 


concrete models: 


Required Course 


Number(s) and 


Name(s) 


Technology and 


Representational 


Tools Including 


Concrete Models 


by Competency 


Course Description(s) 


A.2.1 Algebraic notation, 


symbols, expressions, equations, 


inequalities, and proportional 


relationships, and their use in 


describing, interpreting, 


modeling, generalizing, and 


MATH 270, 271, 


272 Calculus 


Sequence 


Graphing 


Calculators, 


Mathematica 


MATH 270 Calculus I - 


Covers elementary 


analytic geometry, limits, 


continuity, 


differentiability, 


applications, definition 







justifying relationships and 


operations 


of the Riemann integral, 


and the fundamental 


theorem of Calculus. 


MATH 271 Calculus II - 


Reviews limits and 


definition of the 


Riemann integral.  


Covers applications, 


integration techniques, 


and topics and analytic 


geometry.   


MATH 272 Calculus III 


- Reviews sequences and 


series.  Analyzes 


geometry of 3-space, 


vectors, vector functions, 


basic properties of limits, 


continuous and 


differentiable functions 


of several variables, and 


multiple integrals. 


Detailed Description 


Demonstrating 


Alignment:  In the 


Calculus sequence, 


MATH 270, 271, and 


272, students set up 


algebraic equations and 


inequalities to model the 


physical world.  


Equations are set up and 


solved that find 


maximum and minimum 


values, and rates of 


change.  Inequalities are 


setup, and solved to 


determine regions where 


functions are positive 


and negative, increasing 


and decreasing, and 
concave up and down.  


Relationships, formulas, 


and identities are derived 


and proven with various 


levels of mathematical 


rigor.  Polynomial 


functions are typical first 


examples, followed by 


rational functions and 


absolute value functions, 


and finally the 


A.2.2 Function classes 


including polynomial, 


exponential and logarithmic, 


absolute value, rational, 


trigonometric, including those 


with discrete domains (e.g., 


sequences), and how the choices 


of parameters determine 


particular cases and model 


specific situations 


MATH 270, 271, 


272, Calculus 


Sequence CPSC 201 


Survey of 


Computational 


Science Tools 


Graphing 


Calculators, 


Matlab,  


Mathematica 


A.2.3 Functional 


representations (tables, graphs, 


equations, descriptions, 


recursive definitions, and finite 


differences), characteristics 


(e.g., zeros, intervals of increase 


or decrease, extrema, average 


rates of change, domain and 


range, and end behavior), and 


notations as a means to describe, 


reason, interpret, and analyze 


relationships and to build new 


functions 


MATH 270, 271, 


272, Calculus 


Sequence, MATH 


300 An Introduction 


to Advanced 


Mathematics 


Graphing 


Calculators, 


Mathematica 


A.2.4 Patterns of change in 


linear, quadratic, polynomial, 


and exponential functions and in 


proportional and inversely 


proportional relationships and 


types of real-world relationships 


these functions can model 


MATH 270, 271, 


272, Calculus 


Sequence CPSC 201 


Survey of 


Computational 


Science Tools 


Graphing 


Calculators, 


Matlab,  


Mathematica 


A.2.5 Linear algebra including 


vectors, matrices, and 


transformations  


MATH 272 Calculus 


II, MATH 370 


Introduction to 


Linear Algebra, 


CPSC 201 Survey of 


Computational 


Science Tools 


Graphing 


Calculators, 


Matlab 


A.2.6 Abstract algebra, 
including groups, rings, and 


fields, and the relationship 


between these structures and 


formal structures for number 


systems and numerical and 


symbolic calculations 


MATH 451 Modern 
Algebra I 


Notecards and 
polyhedral dice to 


represent rigid 


motions 


A.2.7 Historical development 


and perspectives of algebra 


including contributions of 


MATH 390 Junior 


Seminar,           


MATH 451      


Modern Algebra I 


MacTutor History 


of Mathematics 


archive 







significant figures and diverse 


cultures 


trigonometric, 


exponential and 


logarithmic functions are 


discussed.  Sequences, 


and series are set up.  


Limits of sequences and 


series are calculated.  


Sequences are applied to 


the summation of series, 


via finding limits of 


sequences representing 


partial sums.  Series 


representations for 


functions are derived, 


and utilized to 


approximate function 


values.  Parametric 


equations are used to 


model curves in the 


plane which do not have 


a y=f(x) function 


representation.  Students 


eliminate the parameter 


to find two-variable 


equations for the curve, 


and they investigate how 


modifying the parameter 


can change the “speed” 


at which the curve is 


mapped.    


Functions are 


represented in a variety 


of manners.  Tables of 


data, along with graphs 


are used to make 


educated guesses about 


limits.  Closed form 


equations are studied 


extensively throughout 


the Calculus sequence.  
Students work with 


recursive definitions 


specifically in using 


Newton’s Method to 


approximate zeros, and 


finite differences in 


approximating area 


(definite integrals), along 


with Taylor 


approximations to 


functions.  Students do a 







detailed analysis of 


functions where they use 


algebra and graphing 


calculators to find zeros, 


domain, and range, first 


derivative techniques to 


find extrema, average 


rates of change, and 


intervals of increasing 


and decreasing, and 


second derivative 


techniques to find 


inflection points, and 


intervals of concavity.  


Students use limits at 


infinity to analyze end 


behavior of functions.  


Students interpret and 


analyze the date from the 


above analysis to create 


detailed graphs of 


functions, and answer 


questions about 


optimization.  In 


application problems 


students must take 


information given in the 


problem, construct a 


function, determine the 


proper technique to 


analyze the function, and 


find a solution (e.g. 


finding a minimum cost 


to manufacture a 


product, or the maximum 


volume produced with a 


limited amount of 


material). 


Students study patterns 


of change in polynomial 
functions (including 


linear and quadratic 


functions), along with 


exponential functions, by 


considering general 


forms of the equations 


defining these functions, 


and analyzing 


information taken from 


first and second 


derivative information.  







Students set up 


proportional 


relationships when 


setting up and solving 


elementary differential 


equations to model real-


world relationships such 


as exponential growth, 


and decay, and cooling.  


MATH 300 An 


Introduction to 


Advanced Mathematics - 


Offers a rigorous 


approach to the study of 


the standard methods of 


mathematical proof 


applied to topics in the 


theory of numbers, sets, 


functions, and analysis. 


MATH 370 Introduction 


to Linear Algebra - 


Introduces systems of 


linear equations, vector 


spaces, linear 


transformation, matrices, 


determinants, 


eigenvectors, and 


eigenvalues.  


MATH 390 Junior 


Seminar in Mathematics 


- Introduces literature in 


mathematics and 


mathematics education.  


Students will read a 


collection of articles or 


chapter of books with 


topic ranging from 


history, applications, and 


creativity, to research in 


mathematics education 
and nature of 


mathematics.  Students 


will write short papers 


providing their reactions 


and insights about the 


materials from each 


reading assignment.  


Each student is required 


to choose a topic for the 


Senior Seminar. 







Detailed Description 


Demonstrating 


Alignment:  In MATH 


390 students read papers 


and chapters of books 


pertaining to concepts, 


and history in number 


systems, algebra, 


geometry, probability 


and statistics, discrete 


mathematics, and 


calculus.  The papers and 


chapters of books include 


content on significant 


figures in the history of 


the above areas, along 


with discussions of the 


diverse cultures that have 


impacted the study of 


these areas.  The students 


then write brief reaction 


papers to each topic, and 


demonstrate their 


understanding via 


classroom discussion.   


CPSC 201 Survey of 


Computational Science 


Tools - This course 


presents methods and 


tools used to implement 


concepts in mathematics 


and computational 


science.  The tools will 


include mathematical 


and statistical functions 


such as matrix 


manipulation and linear 


algebra, polynomials and 


interpolation, data 


analysis and statistics, 
and optimization.  This 


course will prepare 


students for further work 


in mathematics and 


computational science.   


 


A.3. Geometry and 


Trigonometry 


To be prepared to develop 


student mathematical 


proficiency, all secondary 


Required Course 


Number(s) and 


Name(s) 


Technology and 


Representational 


Tools Including 


Concrete Models 


by Competency 


Course Description(s) 







mathematics teachers should 


know the following topics 


related to geometry and 


trigonometry with their content 


understanding and mathematical 


practices supported by 


appropriate technology and 


varied representational tools, 


including concrete models:  


A.3.1 Core concepts and 


principles of Euclidean 


geometry in two and three 


dimensions and two-


dimensional non-Euclidean 


geometries  


MATH 357 Modern 


Geometry 


Geometer’s 


Sketchpad, 


Geogebra, 


Spherical 


Geometry 


Representation via 


chalkboard globe. 


MATH 270 Calculus I - 


Covers elementary 


analytic geometry, 


limits, continuity, 


differentiability, 


applications, definition 


of the Riemann integral, 


and the fundamental 


theorem of Calculus. 


MATH 271 Calculus II - 


Reviews limits and 


definition of the 


Riemann integral.  


Covers applications, 


integration techniques, 


and topics and analytic 


geometry.   


MATH 272 Calculus III 


- Reviews sequences and 


series.  Analyzes 


geometry of 3-space, 


vectors, vector functions, 


basic properties of 


limits, continuous and 


differentiable functions 


of several variables, and 


multiple integrals. 


Detailed Description 


Demonstrating 


Alignment:  The calculus 


sequence, MATH 270, 


271, and 272, is full of 


both abstract and applied 


trigonometry.  


Demonstrated 


knowledge of right 


triangle trigonometry is 


required in problems 


involving calculating 


limits of special 


trigonometric functions, 


A.3.2 Transformations 


including dilations, translations, 


rotations, reflections, glide 


reflections; compositions of 


transformations; and the 


expression of symmetry in 


terms of transformations  


MATH 357 Modern 


Geometry, MATH 


370 Introduction to 


Linear Algebra, 


MATH 451 Modern 


Algebra I 


Notecards and 


polyhedral dice to 


represent rigid 


motions, 


Geometer’s 


Sketchpad 


A.3.3 Congruence, similarity 


and scaling, and their 


development and expression in 


terms of transformations 


MATH 357 Modern 


Geometry, MATH 


370 Introduction to 


Linear Algebra 


Geometer’s 


Sketchpad, 


Geogebra 


A.3.4 Right triangles and 


trigonometry  


MATH 270, 271, 


272 Calculus 


Sequence, MATH 


357 Modern 


Geometry 


Geometer’s 


Sketchpad, 


Geogebra, 


Graphing 


Calculators 


A.3.5 Application of periodic 


phenomena and trigonometric 


identities 


MATH 270, 271, 


272 Calculus 


Sequence 


Graphing 


Calculators 


A.3.6 Identification, 


classification into categories, 


visualization, and representation 


of two- and three-dimensional 


objects (triangles, 


quadrilaterals, regular polygons, 


prisms, pyramids, cones, 


cylinders, and spheres) 


MATH 270, 271, 


272 Calculus 


Sequence, MATH 


357 Modern 


Geometry, MATH 


370 Introduction to 


Linear Algebra 


Geometer’s 


Sketchpad, 


Geogebra 


A.3.7 Formula rationale and 


derivation (perimeter, area, 


surface area, and volume) of 


two- and three-dimensional 


objects (triangles, 


quadrilaterals, regular polygons, 


rectangular prisms, pyramids, 


MATH 270, 271, 


272 Calculus 


Sequence, MATH 


357 Modern 


Geometry 


Graphing 


Calculators 







cones, cylinders, and spheres), 


with attention to units, unit 


comparison, and the iteration, 


additivity, and invariance 


related to measurements 


and in setting up rate of 


change problems 


involving right triangles.  


Right triangle 


trigonometry forms the 


basis of changing 


variables from 


rectangular to polar 


coordinates in MATH 


271, and from 


rectangular to cylindrical 


and spherical 


coordinates in MATH 


272.  Trigonometric 


identities are used to 


derive derivatives of 


trigonometric functions, 


solve integrals via 


trigonometric 


substitution (MATH 


271), and in changing 


variables to perform 


multiple integrals 


(MATH 272).  Periodic 


phenomena such as the 


motion of a weight on a 


spring, and circular 


motion are explored via 


trigonometric models. 


Students use algebraic 


equations to model two 


and three-dimensional 


objects often for the 


purpose of finding a 


maximum or minimum 


value.  In three 


dimensions students 


study spheres using the 


distance formula.  


Cylinders are 
investigated as graphs of 


objects in three 


dimensions that are 


“missing” a variable.  


Cones are studies as a 


quadric surface. 


Formulas are derived in 


a number of manners 


throughout the sequence.  


Areas of many two 


dimensional objects are 


A.3.8 Geometric 


constructions, axiomatic 


reasoning, and proof 


MATH 357 Modern 


Geometry 


Compass and 


straight edge, 


Geometer’s 


Sketchpad, 


Geogebra 


A.3.9 Analytic and coordinate 


geometry including algebraic 


proofs (e.g., the Pythagorean 


Theorem and its converse) and 


equations of lines and planes, 


and expressing geometric 


properties of conic sections with 


equations 


MATH 270, 271, 


272 Calculus 


Sequence, MATH 


357 Modern 


Geometry 


Graphing 


Calculators, 


Mathematics 


A.3.10 Historical development 


and perspectives of geometry 


and trigonometry including 


contributions of significant 


figures and diverse cultures 


MATH 357 Modern 


Geometry, MATH 


390 Junior Seminar 


MacTutor History 


of Mathematics 


archive, Clark 


University 


Euclid’s Elements 


Site 







derived via definite 


integrals.  Volume for 


three dimensional 


objections are derived by 


integrating formulas that 


give cross-sectional area 


(cones, and pyramids).  


Arc length, and surface 


area formulas are 


derived using Riemann 


sums whose limit is a 


definite integral. 


Once the formulas are 


derived, application 


problems emphasize 


attention to units, and 


applying unit 


comparison to ensure 


correct work. 


Through the entire 


sequence analytic and 


coordinate geometry is 


stressed.  Students find 


the equations of tangent 


and secant lines (MATH 


270).  Conic sections are 


studied as the solution to 


general quadratic 


equations in two 


variables (MATH 271).  


Conic sections are 


explored in more detail 


as the level curves of 


quadric surfaces (MATH 


272).  Equations of 


planes and lines in three-


dimensional space are 


found (MATH 272). 


MATH 357 Modern 


Geometry - Develops an 
axiomatic treatment of 


Euclidean geometry and 


introduces topics in non-


Euclidean geometry.  


Focuses on the historical 


work on the parallel 


postulate.  Emphasizes 


rigorous proof and 


logical methods.   


Detailed Description 


Demonstrating 







Alignment:  MATH 357 


is a proof based 


geometry course 


emphasizing neutral and 


Euclidean geometry.  


Dilations are studied.  


The isometries of the 


plane:  translations, 


rotations, reflections, 


and glide reflections are 


study in depth.  


Transformations, and 


isometries are composed, 


and properties such as 


whether the isometry is 


direct or opposite are 


investigated.  Properties 


of transformations are 


used to demonstrate 


symmetry in objects 


such as triangles.  


Congruence theorems 


are proved using 


transformational 


geometry to both 


demonstrate the power 


of transformational 


geometry, but to also 


demonstrate a rigorous 


approach to Euclid’s 


method of superposition.  


Similarity is investigated 


in the context of 


dilations. 


The Pythagorean 


Theorem is investigated 


in historical context, and 


proved using approaches 


that are similar to early 


Greek proofs.  Students 
solve problems related to 


the converse of the 


Pythagorean Theorem, 


and work with historical 


problems that utilize the 


converse to construct a 


right angle.  A rigorous 


proof utilizing similar 


triangles is mastered by 


students, and ultimately 


the Pythagorean 







Theorem is shown to be 


equivalent to the 


Euclidean Parallel 


Postulate. 


Students visualize two 


and three dimensional 


objects for the purposes 


of constructing area 


formulas (e.g. deriving 


are formulas for 


triangles, trapezoids, and 


parallelograms from the 


area formula for a 


rectangle).  Certain three 


dimensional objects are 


studied via Cavalieri’s 


Principle to derive their 


volume. 


Students explore the 


history of geometry from 


the pre-Greek period, 


through the Greek 


flowering of geometric 


theory, into present day 


understanding of 


geometry.  Students 


solve historical 


problems, do a thorough 


investigation of Euclid’s 


postulates including their 


shortcomings, and solve 


problems and construct 


proofs in more modern 


systems such as 


Hilbert’s, Birkhoff’s, 


and the School 


Mathematics Study 


Group’s axiom systems.  


A diverse set of cultures 


are considered as 
students study early 


geometry in Egypt, 


Babylon, and Greece, 


along with more modern 


results from the 


European Renaissance to 


the contributions of 


Hungarian, and Russian 


mathematicians in 


solving the problem 


concerning the 







independence of the 


Euclidean parallel 


postulate.  


MATH 370 Introduction 


to Linear Algebra - 


Introduces systems of 


linear equations, vector 


spaces, linear 


transformation, matrices, 


determinants, 


eigenvectors, and 


eigenvalues. 


Detailed Description 


Demonstrating 


Alignment:  Linear and 


affine transformations 


are constructed in two 


and three dimensions via 


matrix equations.  These 


transformations 


represent dilations, 


rotations of the plane, 


and reflections across 


fixed lines.  


Compositions of these 


transformations are 


calculated via matrix 


multiplication.  Matrix 


transformations that 


scale vectors, are 


developed, and these 


scaling transformations 


are applied to objects 


such as triangles to 


produce similar triangles 


in the plane. 


MATH 390 Junior 


Seminar in Mathematics 


- Introduces literature in 


mathematics and 
mathematics education.  


Students will read a 


collection of articles or 


chapter of books with 


topic ranging from 


history, applications, and 


creativity, to research in 


mathematics education 


and nature of 


mathematics.  Students 


will write short papers 







providing their reactions 


and insights about the 


materials from each 


reading assignment.  


Each student is required 


to choose a topic for the 


Senior Seminar. 


Detailed Description 


Demonstrating 


Alignment:  In MATH 


390 students read papers 


and chapters of books 


pertaining to concepts, 


and history in number 


systems, algebra, 


geometry, probability 


and statistics, discrete 


mathematics, and 


calculus.  The papers and 


chapters of books 


include content on 


significant figures in the 


history of the above 


areas, along with 


discussions of the 


diverse cultures that 


have impacted the study 


of these areas.  The 


students then write brief 


reaction papers to each 


topic, and demonstrate 


their understanding via 


classroom discussion.   


MATH 451 Modern 


Algebra I Introduces 


groups, rings, integral 


domains, and fields.  


Emphasizes rigorous 


proof and logical 


methods. 
Detailed Description 


Demonstrating 


Alignment:  In MATH 


451 the rigid motions of 


geometric shapes such as 


triangles, squares, 


rectangles, and regular 


polygons with n vertices 


are studied in order to 


develop the dihedral 


groups.  The types of 







isometries that exist are 


found, composed, and 


study for properties such 


as fixing points, and 


changing orientation. 


 


A.4. Statistics and Probability  


To be prepared to develop 


student mathematical 


proficiency, all secondary 


mathematics teachers should 


know the following topics 


related to statistics and 


probability with their content 


understanding and mathematical 


practices supported by 


appropriate technology and 


varied representational tools, 


including concrete models:  


Required Course 


Number(s) and 


Name(s) 


Technology and 


Representational 


Tools Including 


Concrete Models 


by Competency 


Course Description(s)  


A.4.1 Statistical variability 


and its sources and the role of 


randomness in statistical 


inference  


MATH 321 


Intermediate 


Applied Statistics 


Graphing 


Calculators 


MATH 321 Intermediate 


Applied Statistics - 


Provides an overview of 


the basic theory and 


application of 


mathematical statistics.  


Emphasizes 


understanding and 


applying basic statistical 


theory.   


Detailed Description 


Demonstrating 


Alignment:  In MATH 


321 students study 


statistical variability and 


randomness via the 


investigation of discrete 


probability distributions.  


Univariate and bivariate 


data distributions for 


categorical data are 


studied.  Discrete and 


continuous random 


variables, are studied via 


the binomial (discrete, 


univariate) and normal 


distribution (continuous, 


univariate), and via the 


multinomial and 


A.4.2 Creation and 


implementation of surveys and 


investigations using sampling 


methods and statistical designs, 


statistical inference (estimation 


of population parameters and 


hypotheses testing), justification 


of conclusions, and 


generalization of results 


MATH 321 


Intermediate 


Applied Statistics 


Graphing 


Calculators 


A.4.3 Univariate and bivariate 


data distributions for categorical 


data and for discrete and 


continuous random variables, 


including representations, 


construction and interpretation 


of graphical displays (e.g., box 


plots, histograms, cumulative 
frequency plots, scatter plots), 


summary measures, and 


comparisons of distributions  


MATH 321 


Intermediate 


Applied Statistics 


Graphing 


Calculators 


A.4.4 Empirical and 


theoretical probability (discrete, 


continuous, and conditional) for 


both simple and compound 


events  


MATH 321 


Intermediate 


Applied Statistics 


Graphing 


Calculators 







A.4.5 Random (chance) 


phenomena, simulations, and 


probability distributions and 


their application as models of 


real phenomena and to decision 


making 


MATH 321 


Intermediate 


Applied Statistics 


Graphing 


Calculators 


bivariate normal 


distributions (bivariate).  


In addition to the named 


distributions, numerous 


other distributions 


defined by probability 


functions are studied in 


both categories of 


distributions.  Empirical 


and theoretical 


probability are studied in 


a number of ways 


including utilizing 


counting techniques and 


the laws of probability.  


The distributions 


discussed above are used 


to draw conclusions, and 


make decisions about 


real phenomena via 


expected values.   


MATH 390 Junior 


Seminar in Mathematics 


- Introduces literature in 


mathematics and 


mathematics education.  


Students will read a 


collection of articles or 


chapter of books with 


topic ranging from 


history, applications, and 


creativity, to research in 


mathematics education 


and nature of 


mathematics.  Students 


will write short papers 


providing their reactions 


and insights about the 


materials from each 


reading assignment.  
Each student is required 


to choose a topic for the 


Senior Seminar.   


Detailed Description 


Demonstrating 


Alignment:  In MATH 


390 students read papers 


and chapters of books 


pertaining to concepts, 


and history in number 


systems, algebra, 


A.4.6 Historical development 


and perspectives of statistics and 


probability including 


contributions of significant 


figures and diverse cultures 


MATH 390 Junior 


Seminar 


MacTutor History 


of Mathematics 


archive 







geometry, probability 


and statistics, discrete 


mathematics, and 


calculus.  The papers and 


chapters of books include 


content on significant 


figures in the history of 


the above areas, along 


with discussions of the 


diverse cultures that have 


impacted the study of 


these areas.  The students 


then write brief reaction 


papers to each topic, and 


demonstrate their 


understanding via 


classroom discussion.   


 


A.5. Calculus  


To be prepared to develop 


student mathematical 


proficiency, all secondary 


mathematics teachers should 


know the following topics 


related to calculus with their 


content understanding and 


mathematical practices 


supported by appropriate 


technology and varied 


representational tools, including 


concrete models:  


Required Course 


Number(s) and 


Name(s) 


Technology and 


Representational 


Tools Including 


Concrete Models 


by Competency 


Course Description(s) 


A.5.1 Limits, continuity, rates 


of change, the Fundamental 


Theorem of Calculus, and the 


meanings and techniques of 


differentiation and integration 


MATH 270, 271, 


272 Calculus 


Sequence 


Matlab, 


Mathematica, 


modeling 


derivatives with 


speed/speedomete


r, model of a free 


falling, object, 


area 


approximation of 


irregular shapes 


with numerical 


techniques. 


MATH 270 Calculus I - 


Covers elementary 


analytic geometry, 


limits, continuity, 


differentiability, 


applications, definition 


of the Riemann integral, 


and the fundamental 


theorem of Calculus. 


Detailed Description 


Demonstrating 


Alignment:  Students 


calculate limits of single 


variable functions using 


tables, graphs, and 


analytic techniques.  


Students study continuity 


from both an intuitive 


A.5.2 Parametric, polar, and 


vector functions 


MATH 271 Calculus 


I, MATH 272 


Calculus II 


Graphing 


Calculators, 


Matlab, 


Mathematica 


A.5.3 Sequences and series MATH 271  
Calculus I 


Graphing 
Calculators, 







Matlab,  


Mathematica 


approach and a more 


rigorous analysis 


utilizing skills involving 


limits.  Students 


calculate average rates of 


change using secant 


lines, and use these as an 


approximation of 


instantaneous rates of 


change.  Students 


calculate instantaneous 


rates of changes by 


direct calculation of 


derivatives via limits, 


and then throughout the 


course using increasingly 


more sophisticated 


derivative rules.  


Students are shown a 


derivation of the 


Fundamental Theorem of 


Calculus, and then apply 


the Fundamental 


Theorem of Calculus to 


numerous examples with 


an emphasis to the 


relationship to area 


under a curve.  Students 


demonstrate an 


understanding of 


numerous techniques of 


differentiation including 


direct calculation of the 


limit, power rule, 


product rule, quotient 


rule, chain rule, implicit 


differentiation, and the 


Fundamental Theorem of 


Calculus.  Students work 


with derivative rules for 
trigonometric, 


logarithmic, and 


exponential functions.  


Students learn the basic 


integration techniques 


associated with powers, 


trigonometric functions, 


logarithms, and 


exponential functions, 


along with substitution 


techniques. 


A.5.4 Multivariate functions MATH 272 Calculus 


II, MATH 370 


Introduction to 


Linear Algebra 


Graphing 


Calculators, 


Matlab,  


Mathematica 


A.5.5 Applications of 


function, geometry, and 


trigonometry concepts to solve 


problems involving calculus 


MATH 270, 271, 


272 Calculus 


Sequence 


Graphing 


Calculators, 


Matlab, 


Mathematica 


A.5.6 Historical development 


and perspectives of calculus 


including contributions of 


significant figures and diverse 


cultures 


MATH 270, 271, 


272 Calculus 


Sequence, MATH 


390 Junior Seminar 


MacTutor History 
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archive 







Students setup functions 


that model physical 


problems such as area, 


perimeter, volume, and 


cost.  Problems 


involving area frequently 


involve the utilization of 


trigonometry to setup, 


and solve the application 


problem.  These 


problems are frequently 


done by the students in 


sections on related rates, 


and optimization, 


however various 


versions are included 


throughout the course. 


While not the focus of 


this course, students are 


exposed to the historical 


development of calculus 


from the early Greek 


method of exhaustion, to 


the Newton-Leibniz 


debate over the founding 


of calculus, and the role 


played by Cauchy in 


making calculus a 


rigorous area of 


mathematical study. 


MATH 271 Calculus II - 


Reviews limits and 


definition of the 


Riemann integral.  


Covers applications, 


integration techniques, 


and topics and analytic 


geometry.   


Detailed Description 


Demonstrating 
Alignment:  In MATH 


271 students continue 


their discussion of 


calculus.  New 


techniques to compute 


limits such as 


L’Hopital’s Rule is 


derived and utilized.  


The Fundamental 


Theorem of Calculus is 


applied repeatedly to 







find volumes of solids of 


revolution, surface are of 


solids of revolution, and 


the arc length of curves.  


Differentiation 


techniques for inverse 


trigonometric functions 


are derived.  Integration 


techniques including 


integration by parts, 


trigonometric 


integration, 


trigonometric 


substitution, and 


integration by partial 


fractions is mastered.  


Students must 


demonstrate a high level 


of understanding of basic 


algebra and trigonometry 


skills through this 


material. 


Parametric and polar 


equations are introduced.  


Students parametrize 


curves in two-


dimensional space, and 


eliminate the parameter 


in parametrized systems 


to derive a two variable 


equation.  Students use 


trigonometry to derive 


the polar coordinate 


system and then use the 


system to plot equations.  


Areas are calculated of 


regions defined by polar 


curves.   


Sequences and series are 


rigorously studied in 
MATH 271.  Sequences 


are introduced as 


functions, and limits of 


sequences are calculated.  


Series are set up as limits 


of their sequence of 


partial sums.  Sums of 


infinite series are 


calculated by students 


for telescoping series, 


and geometric series.  







Numerous convergence 


theorems are studied by 


students including the 


integral test, direct 


comparison, limit 


comparison, ratio test, 


and root test.  Students 


also find Taylor series 


for functions, and 


understand the radius of 


convergence by utilizing 


the ratio test. 


While not the focus of 


the course, students 


consider historical issues 


such as Johann 


Bernoulli’s posing of the 


Brachistochrone 


problem, and the 


derivation of the Leibniz 


formula for pi. 


MATH 272 Calculus III 


- Reviews sequences and 


series.  Analyzes 


geometry of 3-space, 


vectors, vector functions, 


basic properties of limits, 


continuous and 


differentiable functions 


of several variables, and 


multiple integrals. 


Detailed Description 


Demonstrating 


Alignment:  In MATH 


272 students continue 


their study of limits, 


derivatives, and integrals 


with a focus on three-


dimensions.  Students 


study and compute limits 
with multivariable 


functions.  The students 


utilize the skills 


developed with 


computing limits to 


determine the continuity 


of multivariable 


functions.  The 


Fundamental Theorem of 


Calculus is utilized in the 


computation of double, 







and triple integrals, and 


their conversion to 


iterated integrals.  


Students calculate partial 


derivatives, calculate 


total derivatives, utilize 


the multivariable chain 


rule, and determine 


whether or not 


multivariable functions 


are differentiable.  


Students consider double 


and triple integrals, and 


must determine the 


proper order of 


integration in order to 


solve the integral.  


Students also convert 


double and triple 


integrals to polar, 


cylindrical, and spherical 


coordinates in order to 


calculate integrals. 


Students study vector-


valued functions by 


plotting their graphs in 


three-dimensions, and 


calculating tangent and 


normal vectors to the 


functions.  Students 


utilize skills similar to 


eliminating the 


parameter to gain an 


understanding of the 


graph in three-


dimensional space. 


Multivariable functions 


are the primary focus of 


MATH 272.  


Multivariable functions 
are plotted in three-


dimensional space, 


tangent planes are 


computed and plotted, 


limits and continuity are 


discussed, 


differentiability is 


studied, and integrals are 


computed. 


Students apply functions 


to study physical 







phenomena including 


area and volume.  


Trigonometry is used to 


derive the spherical, and 


cylindrical coordinate 


systems.  Students use 


trigonometry to verify 


numerous results 


concerning the 


projection of vectors 


(e.g. the distance of a 


point to a plane, and the 


construction of a normal 


component of a vector to 


another given vector). 


MATH 370 Introduction 


to Linear Algebra - 


Introduces systems of 


linear equations, vector 


spaces, linear 


transformation, matrices, 


determinants, 


eigenvectors, and 


eigenvalues.  


MATH 390 Junior 


Seminar in Mathematics 


- Introduces literature in 


mathematics and 


mathematics education.  


Students will read a 


collection of articles or 


chapter of books with 


topic ranging from 


history, applications, and 


creativity, to research in 


mathematics education 


and nature of 


mathematics.  Students 


will write short papers 


providing their reactions 
and insights about the 


materials from each 


reading assignment.  


Each student is required 


to choose a topic for the 


Senior Seminar. 


Detailed Description 


Demonstrating 


Alignment:  In MATH 


390 students read papers 


and chapters of books 







pertaining to concepts, 


and history in number 


systems, algebra, 


geometry, probability 


and statistics, discrete 


mathematics, and 


calculus.  The papers and 


chapters of books 


include content on 


significant figures in the 


history of the above 


areas, along with 


discussions of the 


diverse cultures that 


have impacted the study 


of these areas.  The 


students then write brief 


reaction papers to each 


topic, and demonstrate 


their understanding via 


classroom discussion. 


 


A.6. Discrete Mathematics  


To be prepared to develop 


student mathematical 


proficiency, all secondary 


mathematics teachers should 


know the following topics 


related to discrete mathematics 


with their content understanding 


and mathematical practices 


supported by appropriate 


technology and varied 


representational tools, including 


concrete models:  


Required Course 


Number(s) and 


Name(s) 


Technology and 


Representational 


Tools Including 


Concrete Models 


by Competency 


Course Description(s) 


A.6.1 Discrete structures 


including sets, relations, 


functions, graphs, trees, and 


networks 


MATH 300 An 


Introduction to 


Advanced 


Mathematics, 


MATH 340 Discrete 


Mathematical 


Structures, CPSC 


201 Survey of 


Computational 


Science Tools 


Matlab MATH 300 An 


Introduction to 


Advanced Mathematics - 


Offers a rigorous 


approach to the study of 


the standard methods of 


mathematical proof 


applied to topics in the 


theory of numbers, sets, 


functions, and analysis.   


Detailed Description 


Demonstrating 


Alignment:  Students 


study sets, and do 


elementary proofs 


A.6.2 Enumeration including 


permutations, combinations, 


iteration, recursion, and finite 


differences  


MATH 300 


Introduction to 


Advanced 


Mathematics, 


MATH 340 Discrete 


Graphing 


Calculators 







Mathematical 


Structures, CPSC 


201 Survey of 


Computational 


Science Tools 


concerning sets and their 


properties.  A study of 


relations with a focus on 


functions as relations, 


and equivalence relations 


is done. 


A rigorous introduction 


to propositional and 


predicate logic is done.  


Students construct truth 


tables to prove the 


equivalence of logical 


forms.  Students must 


demonstrate and ability 


to take a propositional 


form, find its hypothesis 


and conclusion, and 


construct the converse, 


and contrapositive.  


Students also do a study 


of predicate logic.  They 


must be able to perform 


proofs of quantified 


statements, and negate 


quantified statements. 


MATH 340 Discrete 


Mathematical Structures 


- Emphasizes concrete 


models, sets, relations, 


functions, combinations, 


graphs, and trees.  


Includes computer 


algorithms and 


mathematical structures 


useful in computer 


science. 


Detailed Description 


Demonstrating 


Alignment:  In MATH 


340 students study sets, 
relations, functions, 


graphs, trees, and 


networks.  Counting 


techniques including 


permutations, 


combinations, iteration, 


recursion, and finite 


differences are study.  


Propositional and 


predicate logic, including 


the construction of truth 


A.6.3 Propositional and 


predicate logic 


MATH 300 


Introduction to 


Advanced 


Mathematics , 


MATH 340 Discrete 


Mathematical 


Structures 


Matlab 


A.6.4 Applications of discrete 


structures such as modeling and 


designing data structures  


MATH 340 Discrete 


Mathematical 


Structures, CPSC 


201 Survey of 


Computational 


Science Tools 


Matlab, Octave, 


Spinners, 


polyhedral dice 


A.6.5 Historical development 


and perspectives of discrete 


mathematics including 


contributions of significant 


figures and diverse cultures 


MATH 390 Junior 


Seminar 


MacTutor History 


of Mathematics 


archive 







tables.  Students use 


propositional and 


predicate logic in the 


construction of proofs. 


Students complete an 


airline routing modeling 


project at the end of the 


semester which involves 


the use of MATLAB to 


determine flights that 


would take place among 


25 cities.  Students go 


through an extensive 


demographic research 


phase that's used to 


decide where the flights 


will go.  MATLAB is 


used to produce a matrix 


showing the number of 


flight legs from each city 


to every other city.  


Students use that to 


determine whether there 


are routings that need to 


be changed due to the 


number of legs being too 


large. 


Students in MATH 340 


study graphs where we 


model relations with 


directed graphs and 


determine the properties 


(reflexive, symmetric, 


antisymmetric, and 


transitive) of the 


relations that hold for a 


particular example.  


Adjacency matrices are 


used also used to model 


the relations.  
The major data structure 


covered in MATH 340 is 


trees and that topic is 


covered extensively.  


Students preorder, 


inorder, and postorder 


traversals of trees, and 


that leads them to 


expression trees where 


they take a fully 


parenthesized 







mathematical expression 


and produce a tree whose 


structure implements the 


order of operation 


execution in the 


expression.  Students 


produce Polish and 


reverse Polish 


expressions from the 


expression trees to 


illustrate how calculators 


work.  Spanning trees 


with depth-first and 


breadth-first searches of 


graphs to produce the 


expression trees are also 


studied. 


MATH 390 Junior 


Seminar in Mathematics 


- Introduces literature in 


mathematics and 


mathematics education.  


Students will read a 


collection of articles or 


chapter of books with 


topic ranging from 


history, applications, and 


creativity, to research in 


mathematics education 


and nature of 


mathematics.  Students 


will write short papers 


providing their reactions 


and insights about the 


materials from each 


reading assignment.  


Each student is required 


to choose a topic for the 


Senior Seminar.   


CPSC 201 Survey of 
Computational Science 


Tools - This course 


presents methods and 


tools used to implement 


concepts in mathematics 


and computational 


science.  The tools will 


include mathematical 


and statistical functions 


such as matrix 


manipulation and linear 







algebra, polynomials and 


interpolation, data 


analysis and statistics, 


and optimization.  This 


course will prepare 


students for further work 


in mathematics and 


computational science. 


 


c. Analysis of Findings 


 


Part 1:   Data for Secondary Mathematics Majors Course Grades 


The data for the two semesters shown is favorable.  Of the 11 course sections offered in this 


year, not including MATH 390, which is a pass/fail course, 6 indicate a GPA at or above 3.0 


average and the other 5 indicate a GPA of between 2.0 and 3.0.  The lowest GPA was in MATH 


490, Senior Seminar.  With only four candidates in this course during the year, one failure has a 


large impact on the average grade.  The next lowest courses percentages were in MATH 271, 


Calculus II and MATH 321, Intermediate Applied Statistics.  These courses have concerned us 


in the past, but the course GPAs have increased from the last report, where they were both 


below 2.0.  In addition, Calculus II is a historically difficult and causes trouble for students 


across institutions and programs.  CPSC 201 was another course of concern in the last report, 


with a GPA below 2.0.  This past year the GPA was 3.3.  In addition, the data collected is for all 


declared secondary mathematics students, which includes students that change majors for 


various reasons.  Some of the scores, therefore, may reflect students who ultimately do not 


graduate from the secondary mathematics program. 


 


Part 2:  Data for Secondary Mathematics majors’ expectations 


Overall, the students are performing at an acceptable level.  Over 71% of the students in the 


courses received As or Bs, thus exceeding expectations, and almost 18% got a C, thus meeting 


expectations.  Moreover, in 3 of the 11 sections, 100% of the teacher candidates exceeded 


expectations.  Three more have 75% to 99% of the students exceeding expectations.  The 


remaining 5 sections still have 40% or more of the candidates exceeding expectations.  Also  


5 sections had 100% of the candidates either meeting or exceeding expectations, and all of the 


sections had at least 75% of the candidates meeting or exceeding expectations.  The small 


number of candidates in the program is also a consideration when trying to interpret this data.  


For example, in each of the sections where less than 100% of the students met or exceeded 


expectations, it was always due to just one or two students. 


 


Part 3:  Data for Graduating Candidates GPA 


The one program completer transferred credits from another university, so there are no grades 


for the calculus sequence. They had a grade of A for all mathematics courses taken at Clarion.  


With only one candidate completing the program during the year, very little can be concluded, 


however favorable their grades were.  This candidate received an A in each of the mathematics 


courses they took at Clarion, indicating that they exceeded expectations each time. 


 


 


 







d. Interpretations of Findings 


 


Only one student completed the program during the time frame, making it impossible to make 


any generalizations about completers.  The grades for students working through the program are 


encouraging.  While we would like them to all earn grades that exceed expectations, that just 


isn’t realistic.  If a student does not pass a course with a C or better, the must retake the course to 


continue in the program.  That means that all of the completers will have eventually met or 


exceeded expectations.  Fundamentally, the student meeting our expectations are meeting the 


NCTM/CAEP standards by passing the required courses.  Additionally, during the analysis of 


these candidates, it was found that for courses of concern from the last report, MATH 271 


Calculus II and MATH 321 Intermediate Applied Statistics, the course grades have increased 


substantially from the previous years. 


 


e. Rich Description: Grading Policy and Expectations 


 


In the Clarion grading system, the following grades are used in reporting the standing of students 


at the end of each semester or session: 


 


In the Clarion University, undergraduate catalogue, the grading system is described as follows:    


A = excellent, B = good, and C = satisfactory, with an A equivalent to 4.0 quality points, and         


a B equivalent to 3.0 quality points and a C equivalent to 2.0 quality points. 


 


This assessment is administered throughout the program following admission.  The Chemistry, 


Mathematics, & Physics Department designed the program to be in alignment with the 


Pennsylvania Department of Education (PDE) requirement.  The courses included are required or 


standard electives for students in the mathematics programs at Clarion, including a traditional BS 


Mathematics, and concentrations in Pre-Engineering and Financial Mathematics with 


expectations and requirements within the courses being the same for mathematics education 


candidates, and all other students pursuing a mathematics credential at CUP. The Mathematics 


courses required for teacher candidates are the same rigorous courses as those required for the 


Mathematics majors.  Because of the small number of candidates, the mathematics faculty know 


their majors.  This assessment includes all of the required mathematics courses as listed in part b 


(Course Alignment with NCTM/CAEP standards). 


 


f. Scoring Guide 


 


The Mathematics faculty uses the following criteria to determine grades: 


 


       A. 


1. Has a deep understanding of underlying concepts and recreates algorithms and 


formulas. 


2. Synthesizes concepts, processes and procedures and applies them to solve new 


problems. 


3. Seamlessly connects and converts between alternative representations (symbolic, 


graph, table, equation). 


4. Checks work for correctness and evaluates solutions for reasonableness. 







5. Successfully solves multi-step problems and decomposes tasks into component steps. 


6. Uses a wide variety of problem solving strategies and consistently analyzes and 


synthesizes to complete problems. 


7. Recognizes patterns and forms conjectures based on specific results. 


8. Has strong proficiency in the use of technology as a means to extend knowledge. 


       B. 


 


1. Understands most concepts but relies on memorization for algorithms and formulas. 


2. Synthesizes concepts, processes, and procedures, and uses them to solve problems 


that they have already seen. 


3. Does not convert between alternative representations unless specifically told to do so. 


4. Checks work for correctness, but is not likely to find unreasonable answer. 


5. Is moderately successful at solving multi-step problems by decomposing tasks into 


component steps. 


6. Has strong problem-solving skills but is not always able to interpret results. 


7. Looks for patterns but does not always generalize correctly.  Is able to form 


conjectures based on specific results. 


8.  Very good in the use of technology. 


   


       C. 


1. Has a satisfactory idea of mathematical concepts, but is lacking in knowledge of their  


details.  Has memorized most, but not all, algorithms and formulas. 


2. Concepts, processes and procedures are isolated and can only be accessed to solve 


traditional problems of specific types. 


3. Knows various representations individually, but does not see all of the connections 


between them.  May occasionally convert between representations when specifically 


told to do so. 


4. Checks work for correctness only when told to do so.  Work sometimes results in 


unreasonable answers, which are not caught by the student. 


5. Is borderline successful at solving multi-step problems by decomposing tasks into 


component steps. 


6. Struggles when solving problems that are different than the ones that they have seen. 


Is moderately successful when solving familiar problems. 


7. Looks for, but does not always see patterns, and cannot then generalize correctly.  Is 


usually able to form conjectures if the pattern is identified. 


8. Is able to follow specific directions in the use of technology as a means to extend 


knowledge. 


 


       D.  


 


1. Understands only a few of the important mathematical concepts.  Knows a few of the 


algorithms and formulas related to the concepts. 


2. Has significant gaps in knowledge of concepts, processes, and procedures, and is only 


marginally able to solve traditional problems in those areas for which there are no 


gaps. 







3. Knows various representations of a concept, but not all of them.  Converts between 


representations infrequently. 


4. Seldom checks work for correctness.  Many of the answers given are unreasonable. 


5. Lacks the critical thinking skills necessary to solve most multi-step problems.  Has 


difficulty knowing where to start in such problems. 


6. Cannot solve novel problems, even when conceptually close to a familiar problem.  Is 


moderately successful when solving familiar problems. 


7. Looks for, but does not usually see patterns, and can seldom generalize correctly.  Is 


sometimes able to form conjectures if the pattern is identified. 


8. Has difficulty using technology effectively, and seldom sees the computer/calculator 


representation as the extension of a concept. 


 


        F. 


1.  Knowledge of most fundamental concepts is not evident.  Lacks the ability to apply 


many of the basic algorithms and formulas related to the concepts. 


2. Has minimal knowledge of concepts, processes and procedures.  Problem-solving 


ability is minimal and limited to trivial examples. 


3. Does not recognize various representations of concepts.  Each representation that the 


student knows is isolated from the other representations. 


4. Work contains errors of many kinds that are not detected by the student. 


Unreasonable answers can border on the ridiculous. 


5.  Cannot solve multi-step problems.  Has trouble executing even the most fundamental 


algebraic steps while trying to solve problems of any type. 


6. Is unable to solve any but the most elementary textbook/homework problems, which 


are grouped by concept or procedural type. 


7. Has difficulty finding the most elementary patterns. 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 







g. Charts 


 


Chart 1: Data for Course Grades for Secondary Mathematics Majors 


 


Spring 2017 – Fall 2017 


Course QualHrs QualPts A's B's C's D's F's Students GPA 


MATH 270 32 96 3 1 2 1 1 8 3.00 


MATH 271 20 48 2 0 2 0 1 5 2.40 


MATH 272 16 56 2 2 0 0 0 4 3.50 


MATH 300 24 78 3 4 1 0 0 8 3.25 


MATH 321 27 61 1 3 3 1 1 9 2.26 


MATH 340 21 78 5 2 0 0 0 7 3.71 


MATH 357 18 57 1 5 0 0 0 6 3.17 


MATH 370 12 33 2 1 0 0 1 4 2.75 


MATH 451 24 66 2 3 2 1 0 8 2.75 


MATH 490 4 9 1 1 1 0 1 4 2.25 


CPSC 201 30 99 5 3 2 0 0 10 3.30 


Total     27 25 13 3 5 73   


Percent     37.0 34.2 17.8 4.1 6.8     


 


Chart 2: Data for Secondary Mathematics Majors in Required Mathematics Courses 


 


Spring 2017 – Fall 2017 Course Exceeds Meets Fails 


Percentages MATH 270 50.0 25.0 25.0 


 MATH 271 40.0 40.0 20.0 


 MATH 272 100.0 0.0 0.0 


 MATH 300 87.5 12.5 0.0 


 MATH 321 44.4 33.3 22.2 


 MATH 340 100.0 0.0 0.0 


 MATH 357 100.0 0.0 0.0 


 MATH 370 75.0 0.0 25.0 


 MATH 451 62.5 25.0 12.5 


 MATH 490 50.0 25.0 25.0 


 
CPSC 201 80.0 20.0 0.0 


 


Chart 3a: Data for Candidates’ GPA 


2017-2018 


Candidate 270 271 272 300 321 340 357 370 451 490 


CPSC 


201 GPA 


1 TR TR TR 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4.00 


 







Chart 3b: Data for Candidates’ GPA 


 
Grades in Required Mathematics Courses 


Secondary Mathematics Education 


Undergraduate Completers 


*A = 4.0, B = 3.0, C = 2.0, D = 1.0, F = 0 


Course 


Number 


2017 - 2018 


Mean Grade and (Range) Number of Completers 


MATH 270 * 


(3.0-4.0) 


* 


MATH 271 * 


(3.0-4.0) 


* 


MATH 272 * 


(3.0-4.0) 


* 


MATH 300 4.0 


(4.0) 


1 


MATH 321 4.0 


(4.0) 


1 


MATH 340 4.0 


(4.0) 


1 


MATH 357 4.0 


(4.0) 


1 


MATH 370 4.0 


(4.0) 


1 


MATH 451 4.0 


(4.0) 


1 


MATH 490 4.0 


(4.0) 


1 


CPSC 201 4.0 


(4.0) 


1 
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Assessment #2: Content Knowledge in Mathematics  (Mathematics Course Grades)




Course Titles & Catalog Descriptions 


 


Course Title Catalog Description 


MATH 270 Calculus I Covers elementary analytic geometry, limits, continuity, 


differentiability, applications, definition of the Riemann integral, and 


the fundamental theorem of Calculus.  Prerequisite: C or better in 


MATH 171 or satisfactory score on the departmental placement 


examination.  (4 credits) 


MATH 271 Calculus II Reviews limits and definition of the Riemann integral.  Covers 


applications, integration techniques, and topics and analytic 


geometry.  Prerequisite: MATH 270.  (4 credits) 


MATH 272 Calculus III Reviews sequences and series. Analyzes geometry of 3-space, 


vectors, vector functions, basic properties of limits, continuous and 


differentiable functions of several variables, and multiple integrals.  


Prerequisite: MATH 271.  (4 credits) 


MATH 300 An Introduction to 


Advanced Mathematics 


Offers a rigorous approach to the study of the standard methods of 


mathematical proof applied to topics in the theory of numbers, sets, 


functions, and analysis.  Prerequisite: MATH 271.  (3 credits) 


MATH 321 Intermediate 


Applied Statistics 


Provides an overview of the basic theory and application of 


mathematical statistics. Emphasizes understanding and applying 


basic statistical theory.  Prerequisite: MATH 272.  (3 credits) 


MATH 340 Discrete 


Mathematical Structures 


Emphasizes concrete models, sets, relations, functions, combinations, 


graphs, and trees.  Includes computer algorithms and mathematical 


structures useful in computer science.  Prerequisites: MATH 300 and 


CPSC 201.  (3 credits) 


MATH 357 Modern Geometry Develops an axiomatic treatment of Euclidean geometry and 


introduces topics in non-Euclidean geometry.  Focuses on the 


historical work on the parallel postulate.  Emphasizes rigorous proof 


and logical methods.  Prerequisite: MATH 300.  (3 credits) 


MATH 370 Introduction to 


Linear Algebra 


Introduces systems of linear equations, vector spaces, linear 


transformation, matrices, determinants, eigenvectors, and 


eigenvalues.  Prerequisite: MATH 271.  (3 credits) 


MATH 390 Junior Seminar in 


Mathematics 


Introduces literature in mathematics and mathematics education.  


Students will read a collection of articles or chapter of books with 


topic ranging from history, applications, and creativity, to research in 


mathematics education and nature of mathematics.  Students will 


write short papers providing their reactions and insights about the 


history, application, creativity and research from each reading 


assignment.  Each student is required to choose a topic for the Senior 


Seminar.  Prerequisite:  6 hours of 300-level or higher mathematics 


courses and the consent of the mathematics department chair.  (1 


credit) 


MATH 451 Modern Algebra I Introduces groups, rings, integral domains, and fields. 


Emphasizes rigorous proof and logical methods.    (3 credits) 


MATH 490 Senior Seminar Offers individual study under faculty supervision.  Final oral and 


written presentation.  Capstone course for mathematics and 







secondary mathematics education programs.  MATH 390, 12 hours 


of 300-level or above mathematics courses and written consent of the 


department chair.  (3 credits) 


ED 122 


 


Examines pre-adolescent and adolescent development, learning 


theories, and education environments in a multicultural society from 


the perspective of educational psychology. Emphasizes learning 


theory and adolescent characteristics, including development and 


motivation as they impact teacher decision-making in the middle and 


high school levels of learning. Special attention paid to critical 


thinking and experiential processes to engage students in a critical 


constructivist process. Prerequisite: ED 110; Clearances required for 


field experience observation stage. (3 credits)  


Stage 1 – 2 Observation & Exploration 


ED 225 Multicultural Education  Provides prospective teachers with a comprehensive understanding of 


the complexity of ethnic diversity and pluralism in the United States, 


and explores pluralism from a global perspective. Analyzes the goals, 


rationale, meaning, assumptions, and necessary school conditions for 


effective teaching and learning in multicultural multi-ethnic schools, 


fostering multicultural competencies and preparing prospective 


teachers for multicultural multi-ethnic classrooms. Emphasizes 


interpersonal and pedagogical skills needed for success of teacher 


and learner. Clearances required for field experience observation 


stage. (3 credits) Stage 1 – 2 Observation & Exploration 


ED 327 Instructional Strategies 


& Classroom Management  


Explores basic skills of planning, designing, implementing, and 


evaluating the teaching-learning and management process through a 


clinical approach to teaching. Focuses on teacher effectiveness 


research and its application to instructional strategies and materials, 


classroom and behavior management, and educational technology. 


Includes peer teaching and simulations as integral components of the 


course. Incorporates variety of instructional strategies: lecture, 


discussion groups, simulations, peer teaching, and group and 


individual analysis peer teaching experiences. Prerequisite: ED 121 


or 122. ED 328 Meth Teaching & Eval Lang Art 3.00 Prepares 


aspiring secondary school teachers in the methods of teaching.                  


(3 credits) Stage 3 – Pre-Student Teaching 


ED 329 Educational Assessment Examines construction, selection, administration, interpretation, and 


utilization of evaluation techniques and instruments, including 


statistical interpretations. Emphasizes analysis of standardized tests 


applicable to various content areas, as well as the construction and 


utilization of qualitative assessment techniques. Taken concurrently 


with the methods courses (block) for secondary education majors ED 


339. Taken prior to the methods courses (block) for elementary 


education majors. Prerequisite: ED 327 and admission to 


Certification Program. Each semester. (3 credits)                               


Stage 3 – Pre-Student Teaching 







ED 339 Methods Teaching & 


Evaluation Mathematics 


 


This course is designed to prepare students for their first teaching 


experience.  It focuses on the teaching/learning process as it applies 


to mathematics.  The aim is to provide students with a variety of 


experiences in the planning, teaching, and observation of 


mathematics classes so that they may begin to develop a personal 


philosophy towards teaching and learning in the mathematics 


classroom.  This philosophy should be consistent with the student’s 


attitudes, beliefs, personality and abilities, and should reflect current 


research that quantifies successful approaches and techniques.  


Ample opportunities will be provided for students to reflect upon the 


teaching and learning of mathematics through class discussion, 


individual reflections, and written papers. Explores place and 


function of mathematics in secondary education, content 


improvement and evaluation of instruction in mathematics, 


acquaintance with current literature and research, and observation in 


secondary schools. Includes observations and teaching experiences in 


area schools. Prerequisites: ED 327 and nine hours of college 


mathematics. Clearances required for field experience.                       


Stage 3 – Pre-Student Teaching 


ED 350 Teaching English 


Language Learners  


Introduces participants to background, methods, and strategies 


needed to effectively teach English Language Learners. Includes 


research and theory of second language acquisition, bilingualism, the 


difference between social and academic proficiency, and the roles 


that culture and language play in learning. Explores importance of 


native language support in achieving academic success and teacher’s 


role in building a safe classroom where diversity of languages and 


cultures and welcomed and encouraged. Investigates culturally 


diverse students’ values expressed through beliefs and behaviors. 


Requires active participation through class discussion, opportunities 


for practice-teaching, evaluation and development of materials and 


instructional plans, reflection and self-critique. Prerequisite: ED 121 


or 122. (3 credits) Stage 1 – 2 Observation & Exploration 


ED 417 Technology Integration 


Middle Level & Secondary 


Education 


This course is designed to facilitate future middle level and high 


school educators with the knowledge, skills, and dispositions for 


integrating technology into their classroom instruction and for using 


technology to improve professional productivity. Students will 


explore the relationship between ISTE and those PA Academic 


Standards related to middle level and high school learners. These 


concepts will be applied to the development of instructional materials 


that can be used for assessing learning and promoting achievement 


for all students in the middle and high school grades. Prerequisites: 


Acceptance into the COEHS certification program. (3 credits)          


Stage 3 – Pre-Student Teaching 


ED 424 Secondary Student 


Teaching  


 


Professional practicum requires integration and application of 


instructional, management, and professional knowledge and 


competencies in library settings in secondary schools. After an 







orientation to the school and library, students participate in 


management, technical services, literary enrichment, and 


instructional activities under the direction of a cooperating 


professional and university supervisor. Two field assignments offer 


diversity in grade levels, ability levels of pupils, content areas, school 


and community size, multicultural settings, and/or cooperating 


professionals. Prerequisites: Completion of 90 semester hours, 


satisfactory standing in admission and retention standards in the 


college, completion of all required professional courses in 


certification area with a minimum of grade of C, a cumulative 2.75 


QPA, and meeting university residence requirements.  One field 


placement will be in Junior High with the second field placement 


being in Senior High or vice versa. (6 credits)                                    


Stage 4 – Student Teaching 


ED 425 Secondary Student 


Teaching 


 


Professional practicum requires integration and application of 


instructional, management, and professional knowledge and 


competencies in library settings in secondary schools. After an 


orientation to the school and library, students participate in 


management, technical services, literary enrichment, and 


instructional activities under the direction of a cooperating 


professional and university supervisor. Two field assignments offer 


diversity in grade levels, ability levels of pupils, content areas, school 


and community size, multicultural settings, and/or cooperating 


professionals. Prerequisites: Completion of 90 semester hours, 


satisfactory standing in admission and retention standards in the 


college, completion of all required professional courses in 


certification area with a minimum of grade of C, a cumulative 2.75 


QPA, and meeting university residence requirements. One field 


placement will be in Junior High with the second field placement 


being in Senior High or vice versa. (6 credits)                                            


Stage 4 – Student Teaching 


SPED 418 Exceptionalities in 


the Regular Classroom 


Prepares students to deal with the nature and needs of the exceptional 


person in the regular classroom. Examines contemporary methods of 


identification, services for the exceptional individual, and legal 


aspects of the least restrictive environment. Prerequisite: Sophomore 


standing. (3 credits) Stage 3 – Pre-Student Teaching 


SPED 441 Teaching Secondary 


Students with Disabilities  


This course will prepare educators with the skills and knowledge to 


deliver and support instruction to students with disabilities in 


secondary classroom settings. Prerequisite: SPED 418. (3 credits) 


Stage 3 – Pre-Student Teaching 


SPED 442 Differentiated 


Instruction in an Inclusive 


Setting  


This course focuses on planning, designing, and delivering 


differentiated instruction to an increasingly diverse general education 


population, including students with disabilities, students who are 


gifted, students at risk, and students with cultural differences. 


Prerequisite: SPED 418. (3 credits) Stage 3 – Pre-Student Teaching 







HPE 111 & PP 


Health Education  


Focuses on wellness and health promotion. Emphasizes healthy 


behaviors in each of the five Dimensions of Health (mental, physical, 


social, emotional, environmental). Stresses skills and application of 


health knowledge for optimum wellness and disease prevention. 


Requirement for all students. (3 credits) 


CPSC 201 Survey of 


Computational Science Tools 


This course presents methods and tools used to implement concepts 


in mathematics and computational science.  The tools will include 


mathematical and statistical functions such as matrix manipulation 


and linear algebra, polynomials and interpolation, data analysis and 


statistics, and optimization.  This course will prepare students for 


further work in mathematics and computational science.  


Prerequisite:  MATH 171.  (3credits) 


PH 258 Introduction to Physics Introductory course for physics majors, pre-engineers, and students in 


other disciplines seeking an understanding of physics at a rigorous 


mathematical level. Emphasizes mechanics, including vectors, 


kinematics, dynamics, energy, momentum, rotational motion, 


harmonic motion, and waves. PH 268 must be taken concurrently by 


physics majors and pre-engineers. Prerequisite: MATH 270, which 


may be taken concurrently.  (3 credits) 


ENG 111 College Writing Emphasizes development of critical thinking through analytical and 


argumentative writing and introduces students to research writing. 


Each semester. (Credit for advanced placement English or 


satisfactory SAT verbal scores do not exempt students from fulfilling 


the university writing requirement.) Students who have received 


credit for courses equivalent to ENG 111 must document such 


transfer credit on a checksheet from the Office of the Registrar. 


Unless exempt, all students must take ENG 111.  (3 credits) 


ENG LITERATURE Course 


(Numerous Choices) 


(3 credits) 


 


 


 


 


 


 





		Course Titles & Catalog Descriptions



Secondary Mathematics Education Course Descriptions




 


ASSESSMENT #3:  Candidate Ability to Plan Instruction 


Mathematics Education Portfolio 


 


a. Description of the Assessment 


 


During the fall of the candidates’ senior year, they take ED 339 Methods of Teaching and 


Evaluating School Mathematics.  During this course, the candidates focus on the 


teaching/learning process as it applies to mathematics.  The aim is to provide students with a 


variety of experiences in the planning, teaching, and observation in high school mathematics 


classrooms.  Ample opportunities are provided for candidates to reflect upon the teaching and 


learning of mathematics through class discussion, individual reflections, and written papers. 


Additionally, the candidates have a four-week half day field experience with a highly qualified 


cooperating teacher in the secondary mathematics classroom.  


 


Candidates are prepared for this field experience during the ED 339 course and the  


portfolio is part of their grade for the course, which includes assignments before and after the 


field experience.  We make an effort to place candidates with highly qualified secondary 


mathematics teachers, which includes principal referral and/or CUP supervisor contact. They are 


also supervised and visited during the experience by their ED 339 professor, who has experience 


teaching secondary mathematics. Most candidates take the opportunity to teach as much as 


possible during this experience and their portfolios indicates their accomplishments. 


 


b.  Alignment of NCTM/CAEP Standards with this Assessment 


 


This Portfolio assessment aligns with the following NCTM/CAEP standards: 


 


Program Standard Elements Addressed 


Standard 2: Mathematical Practices 2a, 2c, 2d, 2e, 2f 


Standard 3: Content Pedagogy 3a, 3b, 3e, 3f 


Standard 4: Mathematical Learning Environment 4a, 4b, 4d, 4e 


Standard 5: Impact on Student Learning 5c 


Standard 6: Professional Knowledge and Skills 6b, 6c 


Standard 7: Secondary Mathematics Field 


Experiences and Clinical Practice 


7a, 7c 


 


c. Analysis of Data 


 


The data shows positive results for the candidates graduating in 2017-2018.  The program had 


one program completer during the time of this report submission who achieved a perfect score on 


all components of the portfolio.  During the fall 2017 semester, four candidates completed the 


assignment.  The competency exam reflection was difficult for one candidate.  After 


interviewing this candidate, it was determined the candidate fell behind with the exam 


reflections, which effected the quality of the candidate’s submission.  Another aspect that was 


lower than on target was lesson plan 1 component.  Each candidate did well on the second lesson 


plan, which showed growth in his/her ability.  


   


 


 







d. Interpretation of how data provides evidence for meeting standards 


 


Overall, we believe that our data indicates our candidates are meeting the mathematics content 


standards described in the 2012 NCTM CAEP Mathematics Content for Secondary standards 


with all components being on target and/or acceptable.  In the candidates’ journal component, all 


candidates expressed a weakness in developing new knowledge from prior knowledge because of 


a lack of knowing the students’ prior knowledge. 


 


e. Rich Description of the Portfolio 


 


The ED 339 Methods course of Teaching and Evaluating School Mathematics gives the teacher 


candidates an opportunity to examine the nature of mathematics, how it should be taught and 


how students learn mathematics.  This assessment requires the teacher candidate to observe and 


analyze a range of approaches to mathematics teaching and learning, focusing on the 


mathematical practices, content pedagogy, the mathematical learning environment, impacts on 


student learning, and professionalism. The students are required to complete all components of 


the mathematics education portfolio and are given the rubric to engage in all components.  The 


teacher candidates are usually given the opportunity to teach as much as possible during this 


experience and their portfolios indicate their accomplishments. 


 


Components are required for the Portfolio and are listed in the left-hand column of the rubric.  


Additionally, the lesson plans are included in part f.  Two attached files give more detail on the 


Common Core Reaction Paper, Knowledge of Students Research Project, and Competency Exam 


Reflection. 


 


All rubrics are used to assess and evaluate the teacher candidates.  The total points earned are 


then calculated as a percentage for the candidates’ ED 339 course grade.   


 


ED 339 METHODS OF TEACHING AND EVALUATING MATHEMATICS                                       


General Requirements Early Field Experience  


(The following is given to the candidate for direction on their submission.) 


                                         


1. Report to the office of your assigned school.  Record your cooperating teacher’s schedule,  


         including: 


  • Co-op's name and room number 


  • Daily schedule, including times, name of class, grade level and # of students 


  • Co-op’s e-mail address 


Get relevant phone numbers and discuss convenient times at which you may call him/her if 


         necessary.  EMAIL your ED 339 professor with a copy of this information within the first 


week, and include a second copy in your portfolio.   


 


2. Portfolio:  Collect your Common Core Reaction Paper, Competency Exam Reflection, 


Journal, Bulletin Board, Worksheets, Lesson Plans, Knowledge of Students Research 


Project, Textbook Analysis, Observations Write-ups, Reflection on Cooperating Teacher’s 


Assessment and Classroom Management Strategies, and NCTM Resources in a 3-ring 


binder and also an electronic version.  (Rubric will be provided.) 


 


3.      Common Core Reaction Paper:  Learn more about the mathematics standards, compare and  







         contrast the NCTM process standards, PA Common Core Content standards, and PA  


         Common Core Practice standards and explain how you intend to incorporate the standards  


         into your teaching with reflection on your research and experience in the field with the  


         standards (See detailed description and rubric). 


 


4.      Competency Exam Reflection:  For any problem you missed on the competency exam, do  


         the following. 


 


a. Determine the correct solution. 


b. Explain your error in a few sentences. 


c. Find a similar problem in a high school textbook, reference the textbook, solve the 


similar problem and discuss the similarities and differences in the problems. 


d. Research the topic of the missed problem to find students’ common misconceptions 


and best practices in teaching the topic. 


e. Interview Mathematics professor(s) and/or practicing teacher(s) about their 


experiences teaching the problem(s).   


f. Write a short essay about what you learned in your research include detail from at 


least two references (one NCTM article and another professional resource) and the 


professor you interviewed. How would you help your future students solve the 


problem with fluency and accuracy? 


 


5. Keep a Journal - Reflect on observations and participation in the classroom. Discuss 


experiences working with students individually, in small groups and in large class setting.  


Reflect on the nature of mathematics, how the mathematics was taught, how the students 


learn and the range of approaches to teaching and learning focusing on tasks, discourse, 


environment and assessments, as well as, adolescent learning, development, and behavior.  


These journals will be submitted weekly on D2L and also included in the portfolio.  


 


6. Prepare and display one interactive Bulletin Board.  Make a preliminary sketch and have 


your cooperating teacher approve it in advance.  Incorporate knowledge of individual 


student differences to motivate and engage the students with the content being displayed. 


Include an image, description and student reaction summary in the portfolio.  


 


7. Create and administer at least one worksheet and at least one quiz or test.  Have these 


documents critiqued in advance by your cooperating teacher.  After administering the 


assessment instrument and grading it, provide a copy and a written critique in the portfolio, 


which includes a reflection on diagnostic, formative and summative assessment evidence 


collected and an analysis of the extent your instruction increased the students’ 


mathematical proficiencies.   


 


8. Prepare at least two lesson plans. Have your lesson plans critiqued in advance by your 


cooperating teacher.  You may teach more than two lessons if you and your cooperating 


teacher feel you are ready.  For every lesson taught, write a lesson plan, obtain a written 


critique from the cooperating teacher, write a self-critique, and summary of students’ 


achievement collected from formative or summative assessment. Lessons should be typed, 


and a copy of the plan and the critiques should be placed in the portfolio. 


 


9. Observe two other teachers, one mathematics teacher and one science teacher.  Obtain 


permission to observe from both your cooperating teacher and from the teacher in whose 







classroom you are a guest. Ask your cooperating teacher to suggest teachers to observe. 


Write an observation reflection that includes how the teachers interweaves the Practice 


standards, plans for teaching, utilizes resources, such as, research and/or technology, 


develops the classroom environment, and uses assessment strategies to increase student 


achievement. 


 


10.    Prepare a report on the mathematics textbook series in use at your school.  Include title     


         author, publisher, date of publication, and description of how it is used by the cooperating   


         teacher. Determine suitability of text, cooperating teacher’s opinion and the method of  


         selection. Additionally, include adaptations that are utilized for special needs students.               


     


11.     Write a reflection on your coop’s assessment strategies and use of technology. 


 


12.     Complete a research project investigating the Knowledge of Students (See detailed      


          description). 


 
Portfolio Component NCTM/CAEP 


Standard Element 


Common Core Reaction Paper 3a, 6c 


Competency Exam Reflection 2a, 2b, 3b, 6b, 6c 


Journal 7a, 7c 


Interactive Bulletin Board 4c 


Worksheet and quiz  3f, 5c 


Lesson plan 1  3a, 3b, 3c, 3d, 3e, 3f, 3g, 4b 


Lesson plan 2  3a, 3b, 3c, 3d, 3e, 3f, 3g, 4b 


Observations of at least two other teachers 6b 


Textbook analysis report 3a, 3b 


Reflection on coop’s assessment strategies and use of technology 3a, 3b, 4e 


Knowledge of Students Research Project 3a, 3b, 4a, 4d 


 


f. Scoring Guide for Portfolio 


 
 


NCTM/CAEP 


 Element Alignment 


 


Target (3) Acceptable (2) Unacceptable (1) 


Standard 2: Effective teachers of secondary mathematics solve problems, represent mathematical 


ideas, reason, prove, use mathematical models, attend to precision, identify elements of structure, 


generalize, engage in mathematical communication, and make connections as essential mathematical 


practices. They understand that these practices intersect with mathematical content and that 


understanding relies on the ability to demonstrate these practices within and among mathematical 


domains and in their teaching. 


2a.1 


Use problem solving to 


develop conceptual 


understanding, make  


sense of a wide variety of 


problems and persevere in 


solving them, apply and adapt 


a variety of strategies in 


solving problems confronted 


within the field of 


The reflection provides a 


high degree of evidence of 


using problem solving to 


develop conceptual 


understanding and to 


formulate and test 


generalizations, making 


sense of a wide variety of 


problems and persevere in 


solving them, applying and 


adapting a variety of 


strategies in solving 


The reflection provides an 


acceptable degree of 


evidence of using problem 


solving to develop 


conceptual understanding 


and to formulate and test 


generalizations, making 


sense of a wide variety of 


problems and persevere in 


solving them, applying 


and adapting a variety of 


strategies in solving 


The reflection lacks 


evidence of an acceptable 


degree of evidence of 


using problem solving to 


develop conceptual 


understanding and to 


formulate and test 


generalizations, making 


sense of a wide variety of 


problems and persevere in 


solving them, applying 


and adapting a variety of 







mathematics and other 


contexts, and formulate and 


test conjectures in order to 


frame generalizations. 
(Competency Exam Reflection) 


problems confronted 


within the field of 


mathematics and other 


contexts and formulating 


and testing conjectures in 


order to frame 


generalizations. 


problems confronted 


within the field of 


mathematics and other 


contexts and formulating 


and testing conjectures in 


order to frame 


generalizations. 


strategies in solving 


problems confronted 


within the field of 


mathematics and other 


contexts and formulating. 


 


2b.1 


Reason abstractly, 


reflectively, and 


quantitatively with attention 


to units, constructing viable 


arguments and proofs, and 


critiquing the reasoning of 


others; represent and model 


generalizations using 


mathematics; recognize 


structure and express 


regularity in patterns of 


mathematical reasoning; use 


multiple representations to 


model and describe 


mathematics; and utilize 


appropriate mathematical 


vocabulary and symbols to 


communicate mathematical 


ideas to others. 
(Competency Exam Reflection) 


The reflection provides a 


high degree of evidence of 


reasoning abstractly, 


reflectively, and 


quantitatively with 


attention to units, 


constructing viable 


arguments and proofs, and 


critiquing the reasoning of 


others; represent and 


model generalizations 


using mathematics; 


recognize structure and 


express regularity in 


patterns of mathematical 


reasoning; use multiple 


representations to model 


and describe mathematics; 


and utilize appropriate 


mathematical vocabulary 


and symbols to 


communicate mathematical 


ideas to others. 


 


The reflection provides an 


acceptable degree of 


evidence of reasoning 


abstractly, reflectively, 


and quantitatively with 


attention to units, 


constructing viable 


arguments and proofs, and 


critiquing the reasoning of 


others; represent and 


model generalizations 


using mathematics; 


recognize structure and 


express regularity in 


patterns of mathematical 


reasoning; use multiple 


representations to model 


and describe mathematics; 


and utilize appropriate 


mathematical vocabulary 


and symbols to 


communicate 


mathematical ideas to 


others. 


 


The reflection lacks 


evidence of an acceptable 


degree of evidence of 


reasoning abstractly, 


reflectively, and 


quantitatively with 


attention to units, 


constructing viable 


arguments and proofs, and 


critiquing the reasoning of 


others; represent and 


model generalizations 


using mathematics; 


recognize structure and 


express regularity in 


patterns of mathematical 


reasoning; use multiple 


representations to model 


and describe mathematics; 


and utilize appropriate 


mathematical vocabulary 


and symbols to 


communicate 


mathematical ideas to 


others. 


 


 


NCTM/CAEP 


 Element Alignment 


 


Target (3) Acceptable (2) Unacceptable (1) 


Standard 3: Effective teachers of secondary mathematics apply knowledge of curriculum standards for 


mathematics and their relationship to student learning within and across mathematical domains. They 


incorporate research-based mathematical experiences and include multiple instructional strategies and 


mathematics-specific technological tools in their teaching to develop all students’ mathematical 


understanding and proficiency. They provide students with opportunities to do mathematics – talking 


about it and connecting it to both theoretical and real-world contexts. They plan, select, implement, 


interpret, and use formative and summative assessments for monitoring student learning, measuring 


student mathematical understanding, and informing practice. 


3a.1 Apply knowledge of 


curriculum standards for 


secondary mathematics and 


their relationship to student 


learning within and across 


mathematical domains. 
(Common Core Reaction Paper) 


The paper demonstrates a 


sophisticated handling of 


complex ideas and clearly 


demonstrated critical 


thinking and understanding 


of mathematical standards. 


 


The paper demonstrates a 


sound logic; awareness of 


the complexity of the 


issues; a good sense of the 


mathematical standards. 


 


The paper demonstrates  


gaps in logic; inaccurate 


or incomplete 


information; unexamined 


bias; simplistic 


perspective of the 


mathematical standards. 


 


3a.2 Apply knowledge of 


curriculum standards for 


secondary mathematics and 


their relationship to student 


learning within and across 


mathematical domains. 
(Lesson Plan 1) 


The lesson plan fully 


demonstrates knowledge of 


PA Common Core 


Academic Content 


Standards, and Assessment 


Anchors (where 


applicable), 


PA Common Core Practice 


Standards, and  


The lesson plan 


adequately demonstrates 


knowledge of PA 


Common Core Academic 


Content Standards, and 


Assessment Anchors 


(where applicable), 


PA Common Core 


Practice Standards, and  


The lesson plan provides 


little or no evidence that 


the candidate applies PA 


Common Core Academic 


Content Standards, and 


Assessment Anchors 


(where applicable), 


PA Common Core 


Practice Standards, and  







NCTM Standards and their 


relationship to student 


learning. 


NCTM Standards and 


their relationship to 


student learning. 


NCTM Standards and 


their relationship to 


student learning. 


3a.3 Apply knowledge of 


curriculum standards for 


secondary mathematics and 


their relationship to student 


learning within and across 


mathematical domains. 
(Lesson Plan 2) 


The lesson plan fully 


demonstrates knowledge of 


PA Common Core 


Academic Content 


Standards, and Assessment 


Anchors (where 


applicable), 


PA Common Core Practice 


Standards, and  


NCTM Standards and their 


relationship to student 


learning. 


 


The lesson plan 


adequately demonstrates 


knowledge of PA 


Common Core Academic 


Content Standards, and 


Assessment Anchors 


(where applicable), 


PA Common Core 


Practice Standards, and  


NCTM Standards and 


their relationship to 


student learning. 


 


The lesson plan provides 


little or no evidence that 


the candidate applies PA 


Common Core Academic 


Content Standards, and 


Assessment Anchors 


(where applicable), 


PA Common Core 


Practice Standards, and  


NCTM Standards and 


their relationship to 


student learning. 


 


3a.4 Apply knowledge of 


curriculum standards for 


secondary mathematics and 


their relationship to student 


learning within and across 


mathematical domains. 
(Textbook Analysis) 


The textbook analysis fully 


demonstrates that the 


candidate understands the 


importance of textbook 


adoption and usage 


connected to the secondary 


curriculum standards and 


student learning.  


The textbook analysis 


demonstrates an 


acceptable level of  


candidates’ understanding 


of the importance of 


textbook adoption and 


usage connected to the 


secondary curriculum 


standards and student 


learning. 


The textbook analysis 


lacks evidence that the 


candidate understands the 


importance of textbook 


adoption and usage 


connected to the 


secondary curriculum 


standards and student 


learning. 


3a.5 Apply knowledge of 


curriculum standards for 


secondary mathematics and 


their relationship to student 


learning within and across 


mathematical domains. 
(Reflection on coop’s assessment 


strategies and technology) 


The reflection clearly 


describes how the 


cooperating teacher uses 


assessment to promote 


student learning of the 


curriculum standards.  


The reflection adequately 


describes how the 


cooperating teacher uses 


assessment to promote 


student learning of the 


curriculum standards. 


The reflection lacks a 


clear description of how 


the cooperating teacher 


uses assessment to 


promote student learning 


of the curriculum 


standards. 


3a.6 Apply knowledge of 


curriculum standards for 


secondary mathematics and 


their relationship to student 


learning within and across 


mathematical domains. 
(Knowledge of Students Research 


Project) 


The research project 


provides a high degree of 


evidence the candidate  


identified key concepts and 


skills for a particular topic, 


in designing an interview 


to assess those concepts 


and skills and also gained 


insight into how students at 


different levels than 


themselves think about 


mathematics. 


The research project 


provides an acceptable 


degree of evidence the 


candidate identified key 


concepts and skills for a 


particular topic, in 


designing an interview to 


assess those concepts and 


skills and also gained 


insight into how students 


at different levels than 


themselves think about 


mathematics. 


The research project lacks 


evidence that the 


candidate identified key 


concepts and skills for a 


particular topic, in 


designing an interview to 


assess those concepts and 


skills and also gained 


insight into how students 


at different levels than 


themselves think about 


mathematics. 


    


3b.1 


Analyze and consider research in 


planning for and leading 


students in rich mathematical 


learning experiences. 
(Competency Exam Reflection) 


The reflection essay 


provides a high degree of 


evidence of research and 


analysis of missed 


problems on the 


competency exam 


including students’ 


common misconceptions 


and best practices in 


teaching the topic. 


 


The reflection essay 


provides an acceptable 


degree of evidence of 


research and analysis of 


missed problems on the 


competency exam 


including students’ 


common misconceptions 


and best practices in 


teaching the topic. 


 


The reflection essay lacks 


an acceptable degree of 


evidence of research and 


analysis of missed 


problems on the 


competency exam 


including students’ 


common misconceptions 


and best practices in 


teaching the topic. 


 


3b.2  


Analyze and consider research in 


planning for and leading 


Lesson plan incorporates 


ideas from mathematics 


education references, such 


as,  NCTM, MAA, and/or 


Lesson plan includes 


mathematics education 


references, such as,  


Lesson plan lacks any 


mathematics education 


research. 







students in rich mathematical 


learning experiences. 
(Lesson Plan 1) 


Illustrative Mathematics, 


that lead to rich 


mathematical learning 


experiences.  


NCTM, MAA, and/or 


Illustrative Mathematics.  


3b.3 


Analyze and consider research in 


planning for and leading 


students in rich mathematical 


learning experiences. 
(Lesson Plan 2) 


Lesson plan incorporates 


ideas from mathematics 


education references, such 


as,  NCTM, MAA, and/or 


Illustrative Mathematics, 


that lead to rich 


mathematical learning 


experiences.  


Lesson plan includes 


mathematics education 


references, such as,  


NCTM, MAA, and/or 


Illustrative Mathematics.  


Lesson plan lacks any 


mathematics education 


research. 


3b.4 


Analyze and consider research in 


planning for and leading 


students in rich mathematical 


learning experiences. 
(Textbook Analysis) 


Textbook analysis 


demonstrates a high degree 


of analysis and 


consideration. 


Textbook analysis 


demonstrates an 


acceptable degree of 


analysis and 


consideration. 


Textbook analysis lacks 


evidence of an acceptable 


degree of analysis and 


consideration. 


3b.5 


Analyze and consider research in 


planning for and leading 


students in rich mathematical 


learning experiences. 
(Reflection on coop’s assessment 


strategies and technology) 


The candidate expresses a 


high degree of 


understanding about the 


how and why of the 


cooperating teachers’ 


assessment strategies.  


The candidate expresses 


an acceptable degree of 


understanding about the 


how and why of the 


cooperating teachers’ 


assessment strategies. 


The candidate fails to 


express an acceptable 


degree of understanding 


about the how and why of 


the cooperating teachers’ 


assessment strategies. 


3b.6 


Analyze and consider research in 


planning for and leading 


students in rich mathematical 


learning experiences. 
(Knowledge of Students Research 


Project) 


The candidate 


demonstrates a high degree 


of knowledge of content 


and students from 


investigating high level 


tasks through interviews 


and analysis.  


The candidate 


demonstrates an 


acceptable degree of 


knowledge of content and 


students from 


investigating high level 


tasks through interviews 


and analysis. 


The candidate lacks an 


acceptable degree of 


knowledge of content and 


students from 


investigating high level 


tasks through interviews 


and analysis. 


    


3c.1 


Plan lessons and units that 


incorporate a variety of 


strategies, differentiated 


instruction for diverse 


populations, and mathematics-


specific and instructional 


technologies in building all 


students’ conceptual 


understanding and procedural 


proficiency. 
(Lesson Plan 1) 


Lesson plan includes 


variety of instructional 


strategies differentiated for 


diverse populations. 


Lesson plan includes 


more than one 


instructional strategy that 


could be differentiated for 


diverse populations. 


Lesson plan does not 


include a variety of 


instructional strategies. 


3c.2 


Plan lessons and units that 


incorporate a variety of 


strategies, differentiated 


instruction for diverse 


populations, and mathematics-


specific and instructional 


technologies in building all 


students’ conceptual 


understanding and procedural 


proficiency. 
(Lesson Plan 2) 


Lesson plan includes 


variety of instructional 


strategies differentiated for 


diverse populations. 


Lesson plan includes 


more than one 


instructional strategy that 


could be differentiated for 


diverse populations. 


Lesson plan does not 


include a variety of 


instructional strategies. 


    


3d.1 Lesson plan includes in 


depth descriptions of 


Lesson plan includes 


strategies that allow 


Lesson plan lacks 


strategies that allow 







Provide students with 


opportunities to communicate 


about mathematics and make 


connections among 


mathematics, other content 


areas, everyday life, and the 


workplace. 
(Lesson Plan 1) 


strategies and questions 


that allow students to make 


connections among 


mathematics, other content 


areas, everyday life and the 


workplace. 


students to make 


connections among 


mathematics, other 


content areas, everyday 


life and the workplace. 


students to make 


connections among 


mathematics, other 


content areas, everyday 


life and the workplace. 


3d.2 


Provide students with 


opportunities to communicate 


about mathematics and make 


connections among 


mathematics, other content 


areas, everyday life, and the 


workplace. 
(Lesson Plan 2) 


Lesson plan includes 


strategies and questions 


that support orchestrating 


class discussions. 


Lesson plan includes 


strategies that support 


orchestrating class 


discussions. 


Lesson plan lacks 


strategies and questions 


that support orchestrating 


class discussions. 


    


3e.1 


Implement techniques related to 


student engagement and 


communication including 


selecting high quality tasks, 


guiding mathematical 


discussions, identifying key 


mathematical ideas, identifying 


and addressing student 


misconceptions, and employing 


a range of questioning strategies. 
(Lesson Plan 1) 


Lesson plan includes 


strategies and questions 


that support orchestrating 


class discussions. 


Lesson plan includes 


strategies that support 


orchestrating class 


discussions. 


Lesson plan lacks 


strategies and questions 


that support orchestrating 


class discussions. 


3e.2 


Implement techniques related to 


student engagement and 


communication including 


selecting high quality tasks, 


guiding mathematical 


discussions, identifying key 


mathematical ideas, identifying 


and addressing student 


misconceptions, and employing 


a range of questioning strategies. 
(Lesson Plan 2) 


Lesson plan includes 


strategies and questions 


that support orchestrating 


class discussions. 


Lesson plan includes 


strategies that support 


orchestrating class 


discussions. 


Lesson plan lacks 


strategies and questions 


that support orchestrating 


class discussions. 


    


3f.1 


Plan, select, implement, 


interpret, and use formative and 


summative assessments to 


inform instruction by reflecting 


on mathematical proficiencies 


essential for all students. 
(Worksheet and Quiz) 


Candidate uses both 


formative and summative 


assessments to effectively 


measure student 


proficiencies associated to 


all student learning 


outcomes.  


Questioning strategies 


(written) include a variety 


of strategies focusing on 


understanding the ways 


students think about 


mathematics as well as 


varying levels of thinking 


and difficulty. 


Candidate uses both 


formative and summative 


assessments to effectively 


measure student 


proficiencies associated to 


all student learning 


outcomes.  


Questioning strategies 


(written) focus on 


understanding the ways 


student think about 


mathematics but with 


limited strategies or 


skewed with regard to 


level of thinking or 


difficulty. 


Assessments do not 


measure student 


proficiencies associated to 


the student learning 


outcomes.  


OR  


Questioning strategies 


(written) focus on student 


recall of facts and 


algorithms with no 


evidence of interest in 


understanding the ways 


students think about 


mathematics and skewed 


with regard to level of 


thinking and difficulty. 


3f.2 Candidate uses both 


formative and summative 


Candidate uses both 


formative and summative 


Assessments do not 


measure student 







Plan, select, implement, 


interpret, and use formative and 


summative assessments to 


inform instruction by reflecting 


on mathematical proficiencies 


essential for all students. 
(Lesson Plan 1) 


assessments to effectively 


measure student 


proficiencies associated to 


all student learning 


outcomes.  


Questioning strategies 


(written and verbal) 


include a variety of 


strategies focusing on 


understanding the ways 


students think about 


mathematics as well as 


varying levels of thinking 


and difficulty. Evidence is 


reflected in journal and 


cooperating teacher’s 


lesson critique. 


assessments to effectively 


measure student 


proficiencies associated to 


all student learning 


outcomes.  


Questioning strategies 


(written and verbal) focus 


on understanding the 


ways student think about 


mathematics but with 


limited strategies or 


skewed with regard to 


level of thinking or 


difficulty. Evidence is 


reflected in journal and 


cooperating teacher’s 


lesson critique. 


proficiencies associated to 


the student learning 


outcomes.  


OR  


Questioning strategies 


(written and verbal) focus 


on student recall of facts 


and algorithms with no 


evidence of interest in 


understanding the ways 


students think about 


mathematics and skewed 


with regard to level of 


thinking and difficulty. 


Evidence is reflected in 


journal and cooperating 


teacher’s lesson critique. 


3f.3 


Plan, select, implement, 


interpret, and use formative and 


summative assessments to 


inform instruction by reflecting 


on mathematical proficiencies 


essential for all students. 
(Lesson Plan 2) 


Candidate uses both 


formative and summative 


assessments to effectively 


measure student 


proficiencies associated to 


all student learning 


outcomes.  


Questioning strategies 


(written and verbal) 


include a variety of 


strategies focusing on 


understanding the ways 


students think about 


mathematics as well as 


varying levels of thinking 


and difficulty. Evidence is 


reflected in journal and 


cooperating teacher’s 


lesson critique. 


Candidate uses both 


formative and summative 


assessments to effectively 


measure student 


proficiencies associated to 


all student learning 


outcomes.  


Questioning strategies 


(written and verbal) focus 


on understanding the 


ways student think about 


mathematics but with 


limited strategies or 


skewed with regard to 


level of thinking or 


difficulty. Evidence is 


reflected in journal and 


cooperating teacher’s 


lesson critique. 


Assessments do not 


measure student 


proficiencies associated to 


the student learning 


outcomes.  


OR  


Questioning strategies 


(written and verbal) focus 


on student recall of facts 


and algorithms with no 


evidence of interest in 


understanding the ways 


students think about 


mathematics and skewed 


with regard to level of 


thinking and difficulty. 


Evidence is reflected in 


journal and cooperating 


teacher’s lesson critique. 


    


3g.1 


Monitor students’ progress, 


make instructional decisions, 


and measure students’ 


mathematical understanding and 


ability using formative and 


summative assessments 
(Lesson Plan 1) 


In the lesson plan critique, 


the cooperating teacher 


expresses a high degree of 


the candidate’s ability to 


monitor students’ progress 


and make productive 


instructional decisions.  


In the lesson plan critique, 


the cooperating teacher 


expresses an acceptable 


degree of the candidate’s 


ability to monitor 


students’ progress and 


make productive 


instructional decisions. 


In the lesson plan critique, 


the cooperating teacher 


expresses a lack in the 


candidate’s ability to 


monitor students’ progress 


and make productive 


instructional decisions. 


3g.2 


Monitor students’ progress, 


make instructional decisions, 


and measure students’ 


mathematical understanding and 


ability using formative and 


summative assessments 
(Lesson Plan 2) 


In the lesson plan critique, 


the cooperating teacher 


expresses a high degree of 


the candidate’s ability to 


monitor students’ progress 


and make productive 


instructional decisions.  


In the lesson plan critique, 


the cooperating teacher 


expresses an acceptable 


degree of the candidate’s 


ability to monitor 


students’ progress and 


make productive 


instructional decisions. 


In the lesson plan critique, 


the cooperating teacher 


expresses a lack in the 


candidate’s ability to 


monitor students’ progress 


and make productive 


instructional decisions. 


 


NCTM/CAEP 


 Element Alignment 


 


Target (3) Acceptable (2) Unacceptable (1) 


Standard 4: Effective teachers of secondary mathematics exhibit knowledge of adolescent learning, 


development, and behavior. They use this knowledge to plan and create sequential learning 


opportunities grounded in mathematics education research where students are actively engaged in the 
mathematics they are learning and building from prior knowledge and skills. They demonstrate a 


positive disposition toward mathematical practices and learning, include culturally relevant 







perspectives in teaching, and demonstrate equitable and ethical treatment of and high expectations for 


all students. They use instructional tools such as manipulatives, digital tools, and virtual resources to 


enhance learning while recognizing the possible limitations of such tools.  
4a.1 


Exhibit knowledge of adolescent 


learning, development, and 


behavior and demonstrate a 


positive disposition toward 


mathematical processes and 


learning. 
(Knowledge of Students Research 


Project) 


The project is well 


designed to create 


challenging learning 


opportunities that are 


developmentally 


appropriate. 


The project provides 


learning opportunities that 


are developmentally 


appropriate but either too 


challenging or not 


challenging enough. 


The project does not 


create challenging 


learning opportunities or 


are not developmentally 


appropriate. 


    


4b.1 


Plan and create developmentally 


appropriate, sequential, and 


challenging learning 


opportunities grounded in 


mathematics education research 


in which students are actively 


engaged in building new 


knowledge from prior 


knowledge and experiences. 
(Lesson Plan 1) 


Lesson is sequenced to 


create challenging learning 


opportunities that are 


developmentally 


appropriate. 


Lesson creates learning 


opportunities that are 


developmentally 


appropriate but either too 


challenging or not 


challenging enough. 


Lesson does not create 


challenging learning 


opportunities or are not 


developmentally 


appropriate. 


4b.2 


Plan and create developmentally 


appropriate, sequential, and 


challenging learning 


opportunities grounded in 


mathematics education research 


in which students are actively 


engaged in building new 


knowledge from prior 


knowledge and experiences. 
(Lesson Plan 2) 


Lesson is sequenced to 


create challenging learning 


opportunities that are 


developmentally 


appropriate. 


Lesson creates learning 


opportunities that are 


developmentally 


appropriate but either too 


challenging or not 


challenging enough. 


Lesson does not create 


challenging learning 


opportunities or are not 


developmentally 


appropriate. 


    


4c.1 


Incorporate knowledge of 


individual differences and the 


cultural and language diversity 


that exists within classrooms and 


include culturally relevant 


perspectives as a means to 


motivate and engage students. 
(Interactive Bulletin Board) 


The interactive Bulletin 


Board incorporates 


knowledge of individual 


student differences to 


motivate and engage the 


students with the content 


being displayed.  


The student reaction 


summary gives extensive 


details about how the 


bulletin board was received 


by the students. 


 
 


 


 


The interactive Bulletin 


Board incorporates 


knowledge of individual 


student differences to 


motivate and engage the 


students with the content 


being displayed.  


The student reaction 


summary gives details 


about how the bulletin 


board was received by the 


students. 


 


The interactive Bulletin 


Board incorporates 


knowledge of individual 


student differences to 


motivate and engage the 


students with the content 


being displayed.  


The student reaction 


summary gives lacks 


details about how the 


bulletin board was 


received by the students. 


 


    


4d.1 


Demonstrate equitable and 


ethical treatment of and high 


expectations for all students. 
(Knowledge of Students Research 


Project) 


The research project 


provides a high degree of 


evidence the candidate 


demonstrates equitable and 


ethical treatment of and 


high expectations for all 


students during the 


interview process. 


The research project 


provides an acceptable 


degree of evidence the 


candidate demonstrates 


equitable and ethical 


treatment of and high 


expectations for all 


The research project lacks 


evidence of equitable and 


ethical treatment of and 


high expectations for all 


students. 







students during the 


interview process. 


    


4e.1 


Apply mathematical content and 


pedagogical knowledge to select 


and use instructional tools such 


as manipulatives and physical 


models, drawings, virtual 


environments, spreadsheets, 


presentation tools, and 


mathematics-specific 


technologies (e.g., graphing 


tools, interactive geometry 


software, computer algebra 


systems, and statistical 


packages); and make sound 


decisions about when such tools 


enhance teaching and learning, 


recognizing both the insights to 


be gained and possible 


limitations of such tools. 
(Reflection on coop’s assessment 


strategies and technology) 


The reflection clarifies in 


great depth both the 


insights to be gained and 


possible limitations of 


instructional tools that are 


used to enhance teaching 


and learning, as well as the 


mathematics -specific 


technologies. 


The reflection clarifies 


both the insights to be 


gained and possible 


limitations of instructional 


tools that are used to 


enhance teaching and 


learning, as well as the 


mathematics -specific 


technologies. 


The reflection lacks 


clarification and/or the 


insights to be gained and 


possible limitations of 


instructional tools that are 


used to enhance teaching 


and learning, as well as 


the mathematics -specific 


technologies. 


 


NCTM/CAEP 


 Element Alignment 


 


Target (3) Acceptable (2) Unacceptable (1) 


Standard 5: Effective teachers of secondary mathematics provide evidence demonstrating that as a 


result of their instruction, secondary students’ conceptual understanding, procedural fluency, strategic 


competence, adaptive reasoning, and application of major mathematics concepts in varied contexts 


have increased. These teachers support the continual development of a productive disposition toward 


mathematics. They show that new student mathematical knowledge has been created as a consequence 


of their ability to engage students in mathematical experiences that are developmentally appropriate, 


require active engagement, and include mathematics-specific technology in building new knowledge. 
5c.1 


Collect, organize, analyze, and 


reflect on diagnostic, formative, 


and summative assessment 


evidence and determine the 


extent to which students’ 


mathematical proficiencies have 


increased as a result of their 


instruction. 
 (Worksheet and Quiz) 


Candidate accurately 


interprets assessment 


results, and describes how 


the assessment evidence 


will inform future 


instruction. 


Candidate accurately 


interprets assessment 


results. 


Assessment is flawed or 


assessment results are 


inaccurately interpreted.  


 


 


NCTM/CAEP 


 Element Alignment 


 


Target (3) Acceptable (2) Unacceptable (1) 


Standard 6: Effective teachers of secondary mathematics are lifelong learners and recognize that 


learning is often collaborative. They participate in professional development experiences specific to 


mathematics and mathematics education, draw upon mathematics education research to inform 


practice, continuously reflect on their practice, and utilize resources from professional mathematics 


organizations. 
6b.1 


Engage in continuous and 


collaborative learning that draws 


upon research in mathematics 


Candidate interviews 3 or 


4 mathematics professors 


throughout the semester to 


gain understanding of the 


Candidate interviews 1 or 


2 mathematics professors 


throughout the semester to 


gain understanding of the 


Candidate interviews 1 or 


no mathematics professors 


throughout the semester to 


gain understanding of the 







education to inform practice; 


enhance learning opportunities 


for all students’ mathematical 


knowledge development; 


involve colleagues, other school 


professionals, families, and 


various stakeholders; and 


advance their development as a 


reflective practitioner. 
(Competency Exam Reflection) 


concepts being assessed on 


the competency exams. 


concepts being assessed 


on the competency exams. 
concepts being assessed 


on the competency exams. 


6b.2 


Engage in continuous and 


collaborative learning that draws 


upon research in mathematics 


education to inform practice; 


enhance learning opportunities 


for all students’ mathematical 


knowledge development; 


involve colleagues, other school 


professionals, families, and 


various stakeholders; and 


advance their development as a 


reflective practitioner.. 
(Observations of at least two other 


teachers) 


Candidate observes two 


mathematics teachers and 


discusses the observation 


and connections to 


research with a detailed 


reflection. 


Candidate observes one or 


two mathematics teachers 


and discusses the 


observation and 


connections to research 


with a reflection.  


Candidate observes none, 


one or two mathematics 


teachers and discusses the 


observation and 


connections to research, 


and reflection, but lacks 


complete assignment. 


    


6c.1 


Use resources from professional 


mathematics education 


organizations such as print, 


digital, and virtual resources and 


collections 


 


The reflection provides a 


high degree of evidence 


the candidate used multiple 


resources to gain 


understanding of the 


concepts being assessed on 


the competency exams. 


The reflection provides an 


acceptable degree of 


evidence the candidate 


used multiple resources to 


gain understanding of the 


concepts being assessed 


on the competency exams. 


The reflection lacks an 


acceptable degree of 


evidence the candidate 


used multiple resources to 


gain understanding of the 


concepts being assessed 


on the competency exams. 


 


NCTM/CAEP 


 Element Alignment 


 


Target (3) Acceptable (2) Unacceptable (1) 


Standard 7: Effective teachers of secondary mathematics engage in a planned sequence of field 


experiences and clinical practice under the supervision of experienced and highly qualified 


mathematics teachers. They develop a broad experiential base of knowledge, skills, effective 


approaches to mathematics teaching and learning, and professional behaviors across both middle and 


high school settings that involve a diverse range and varied groupings of students. Candidates 


experience a full-time student teaching/internship in secondary mathematics directed by university or 


college faculty with secondary mathematics teaching experience or equivalent knowledge base. 
7a.1 


Engage in a sequence of planned 


field experiences and clinical 


practice prior to a full-time 


student teaching/internship 


experience that include 


observing and participating in 


both middle and high school 


mathematics classrooms and 


working with a diverse range of 


students individually, in small 


groups, and in large class 


settings under the supervision of 


experienced and highly qualified 


The journal reflections 


provide a high degree of 


evidence the candidate’s 


engagement in a sequenced 


of planned field 


experiences has included 


observing and participating 


in both middle and high 


school mathematics 


classrooms and working 


with a diverse range of 


students under the 


supervision of the 


cooperating teacher. 


The journal reflections 


provide an acceptable 


degree of evidence the 


candidate’s engagement in 


a sequenced of planned 


field experiences has 


included observing and 


participating in both 


middle and high school 


mathematics classrooms 


and working with a 


diverse range of students 


under the supervision of 


the cooperating teacher. 


The journal reflection lack 


an acceptable degree of 


evidence the candidate’s 


engagement in a 


sequenced of planned 


field experiences has 


included observing and 


participating in both 


middle and high school 


mathematics classrooms 


and working with a 


diverse range of students 


under the supervision of 


the cooperating teacher. 







mathematics teachers in varied 


settings that reflect cultural, 


ethnic, linguistic, gender, and 


learning differences 
(Journal) 


    


7c.1 


Develop knowledge, skills, and 


professional behaviors across 


both middle and high school 


settings; examine the nature of 


mathematics, how mathematics 


should be taught, and how 


students learn mathematics; and 


observe and analyze a range of 


approaches to mathematics 


teaching and learning, focusing 


on tasks, discourse, 


environment, and assessment. 
(Journal) 


The journal reflections 


provide a high degree of 


evidence the candidate has 


developed the knowledge, 


skills and professional 


behaviors necessary to 


examine the nature of 


mathematics, how 


mathematics should be 


taught, and how students 


learn mathematics. 


Evidence spans both 


middle and high school 


mathematics and 


documents specific ways in 


which candidate has drawn 


upon research in 


mathematics education and 


professional development 


to inform practice. 


The journal reflections 


provide evidence the 


teacher candidate has 


developed the knowledge, 


skills and professional 


behaviors necessary to 


examine the nature of 


mathematics, how 


mathematics should be 


taught, and how students 


learn mathematics. 


Evidence spans both 


middle and high school 


mathematics. 


The journal reflections do 


not provide evidence the 


teacher candidate has 


developed the knowledge, 


skills or professional 


behaviors necessary to 


examine the nature of 


mathematics, how 


mathematics should be 


taught, and how students 


learn mathematics. 


 


 


 
 


The Lesson Plan Template 
STAGE THREE (Learning Experiences: Daily Lesson Plan) 


Learning Experiences:  


What learning experiences and instruction will enable students to achieve the desired results? 


How will the design: 


W = Help the students know WHERE the unit is going and WHAT is expected? Help the teacher 


know where the students are coming from (prior knowledge, interests, and ability)? 


H = HOOK all the students and HOLD their interests to engage in the lesson? 


E = EQUIP students, help them EXPERIENCE the mathematical ideas and EXPLORE? 


R = Provide opportunities to RETHINK and REVISE their understanding and work? 


E = Allow students to EVALUATE their work and its implications? 


T = Be TAILORED (personalized) to the different needs, interests, and abilities of the students? 


O = Be ORGANIZED to maximize initial and sustained engagement as well as productive 


struggle? 
 


Title of Lesson: 


Grade Level(s): 


PA Common Core Academic Content Standards, and Assessment Anchors (where applicable): 


PA Common Core Practice Standards: 


NCTM Standards: 


Enduring Understanding(s): 


Essential Question(s): 


Content (Code) 


 


Objectives (Code) 


 


Formative Assessments (Code)  


 


Procedures (Include and Label ALL Components) 


   Lesson Beginning (Motivation, Review, Overview) 


   Lesson Development  







   Lesson Ending (Review, Preview, Closure) 


Meaningful Student Involvement (Indicate how the students will be meaningfully engaged in the lesson): 


Special Adaptations/Modifications: 


Anticipated Difficulties AND Modifications (Student Misconceptions with Mathematical Concepts): 


Physical Structure: 


Materials: 


References (2 minimum per lesson) 


          
 


g. Charts 


 


Chart 1: Data for Candidates Field Portfolio  
 


Fall 2017 Candidates    


Portfolio Data 1 2 3 4 


Common Core Reaction Paper (3a) 3 3 3 3 
Common Core Reaction Paper (6c) 3 3 3 3 
Competency Exam Reflection (2a) 3 3 3 3 
Competency Exam Reflection (2b) 3 3 3 3 
Competency Exam Reflection (3b) 3 2 3 3 
Competency Exam Reflection (6b) 3 2 3 3 
Competency Exam Reflection (6c) 3 2 3 3 
Journal (7a) 3 3 3 3 
Journal (7c) 3 3 3 3 
Interactive Bulletin Board (4c) 3 2 3 3 
Worksheet and quiz (3f) 3 3 3 2 
Worksheet and quiz (5c) 3 3 3 3 
Lesson plan 1 (3a, 3b, 3c, 3d, 3e, 3f, 3g) 3 2 3 2 
Lesson plan 1 (4b) 3 2 2 3 
Lesson plan 2 (3a, 3b, 3c, 3d, 3e, 3f, 3g) 3 3 3 3 
Lesson plan 2 (4b) 3 3 3 3 
Observations of at least two other teachers (6b) 3 3 3 3 
Textbook analysis report (3a) 3 3 3 3 
Textbook analysis report (3b) 3 3 3 3 
Reflection on coop’s assessment strategies and technology. (3a) 3 3 3 3 
Reflection on coop’s assessment strategies and technology. (3b) 3 3 3 3 
Reflection on coop’s assessment strategies and technology. (4e) 3 3 3 3 
Knowledge of Students Research Project (3a) 3 3 3 3 
Knowledge of Students Research Project (3b) 3 3 3 3 
Knowledge of Students Research Project (4a) 3 3 3 3 
Knowledge of Students Research Project (4d) 3 3 3 3 


 


 


Chart 2: Data for Overall Performance (Field Portfolio) of NCTM/CAEP standards 


Data Table A 


Unit Planning Rubric 


Undergraduate Program Candidates 


 


Rubric Criteria 2017-2018 







(NCTM CAEP Sub-


Element Alignment) 


Mean Criteria 


Score 


Number of 


Candidates 


% of Candidates 


Meeting 


Minimum 


Expectation 


(Acceptable 


Behavior) 


Mathematical 


Practices— (2a.1) 


3 4 100% 


 


Mathematical 


Practices—(2b.1) 


3 4 100% 


 


Content Pedagogy— 


(3a.1) 


3 4 100% 


Content Pedagogy— 


(3a.2) 


2.5 4 100% 


Content Pedagogy— 


(3a.3) 


3 4 100% 


Content Pedagogy— 


(3a.4) 


3 4 100% 


Content Pedagogy— 


(3a.5) 


3 4 100% 


Content Pedagogy— 


(3a.6) 


3 4 100% 


 


Content Pedagogy— 


(3b.1) 


2.75 4 100% 


Content Pedagogy— 


(3b.2) 


2.5 4 100% 


Content Pedagogy— 


(3b.3) 


3 4 100% 


Content Pedagogy— 


(3b.4) 


3 4 100% 


Content Pedagogy— 


(3b.5) 


3 4 100% 


Content Pedagogy— 


(3b.6) 


3 4 100% 


 


Content Pedagogy— 


(3c.1) 


2.5 4 100% 


Content Pedagogy— 


(3c.2) 


3 4 100% 


 


Content Pedagogy— 


(3d.1) 


2.5 4 100% 


Content Pedagogy— 


(3d.2) 


3 4 100% 


 







Content Pedagogy— 


(3e.1) 


2.5 4 100% 


Content Pedagogy— 


(3e.2) 


3 4 100% 


 


Content Pedagogy— 


(3f.1) 


2.75 4 100% 


Content Pedagogy— 


(3f.2) 


2.5 4 100% 


Content Pedagogy— 


(3f.2) 


3 4 100% 


 


Content Pedagogy— 


(3g.1) 


2.5 4 100% 


Content Pedagogy— 


(3g.2) 


3 4 100% 


 


Mathematical 


Learning 


Environment— 


(4a.1) 


3 4 100% 


 


Mathematical 


Learning 


Environment— 


(4b.1) 


2.5 4 100% 


Mathematical 


Learning 


Environment— 


(4b.2) 


3 4 100% 


 


Mathematical 


Learning 


Environment— 


(4c.1) 


2.75 4 100% 


 


Mathematical 


Learning 


Environment— 


(4d.1) 


3 4 100% 


 


Mathematical 


Learning 


Environment— 


(4e.1) 


3 4 100% 


 


Impact on Student 


Learning— (5c.1) 


3 4 100% 







 


Professional 


Knowledge and 


Skills—(6b.1) 


2.75 4 100% 


Professional 


Knowledge and 


Skills—(6b.2) 


3 4 100% 


 


Professional 


Knowledge and 


Skills—(6c.1) 


3 4 100% 


 


Field Experience—


(7a.1) 


3 4 100% 


 


Field Experience—


(7c.1) 


3 4 100% 


 





		ASSESSMENT #3:  Candidate Ability to Plan Instruction

		Mathematics Education Portfolio

		a. Description of the Assessment

		e. Rich Description of the Portfolio

		General Requirements Early Field Experience  (The following is given to the candidate for direction on their submission.)



ASSESSMENT #3-  Candidate Ability to Plan Instruction Mathematics Education Portfolio




` Assessment #4 – Student Teaching Observation 


 


a. Description of Assessment  


 


Each candidate is assigned to a junior high placement (grade 7 or 8) for half of their student 


teaching semester and a senior high placement (grade 9-12) for the another half.  The 


candidate is placed into a classroom under the direct supervision of a highly-qualified 


mathematics teacher who has taught a minimum of 3 years and acquired tenure from 


Pennsylvania and many times recommended by Clarion University of Pennsylvania 


mathematics education faculty member and principal at the school placement.  Each 


candidate has a university supervisor during his or her internship.  The supervisor is a highly-


qualified university supervisor with secondary mathematics teaching experience.  The 


supervisor organizes biweekly non-mandatory collaborative meetings for all candidates to get 


together for reflection, group support, and guidance.   


 


The supervisor and the cooperating teacher assess the candidate using a formative and 


summative rubric aligned with the NCTM/CAEP standards.  The university supervisor will 


visit the candidate a minimum of six times (three times at each placement: junior high and 


senior high).  Prior to each visit, the candidate will submit a lesson plan to be reviewed by the 


cooperating teacher and university supervisor.  Upon arrival at the school, the supervisor 


conducts a pre-observation conference with the candidate.  After observing the candidate 


teach the lesson, the supervisor meets with the cooperating teacher to discuss the candidate’s 


performance. Before leaving the site, the supervisor conducts a post-observation conference 


with the candidate.  The rubric is used as a formative assessment in each conference meeting 


to communicate strengths and weaknesses to the candidate. 


 


It is expected that each candidate earn an on target and/or acceptable evaluation for each 


rubric criteria over the course of the six observations.  


 


b. Alignment with NCTM/CAEP Standards 


 


Please see the Scoring Guide in part f for a more detailed alignment. 


 


Program Standard Elements 


Addressed 


Standard 2: Mathematical Practices 2a, 2b, 2c, 2d 


Standard 3: Content Pedagogy 3a, 3c, 3f 


Standard 4: Mathematical Learning Environment 4b, 4d, 4e 


Standard 5: Impact on Student Learning 5b, 5c 


Standard 7: Secondary Mathematics Field Experiences and Clinical Practice 7c 


 


c. Analysis of Data 


 


The data shows positive results for the candidate graduating in 2017-2018.  The program had one 


program completer during the time of this report submission who achieved scores of meeting 


requirements of on target and/or acceptable.  The candidate has only been observed three times  







in a senior high placement.   The candidate’s lowest scores were in the area of incorporating 


problems solving and modeling practices.  


 


 


d. Interpretation of how data provides evidence for meeting standards 


 


Overall, we believe that our data indicates our candidate met the 2012 NCTM CAEP standards 


with all components being on target and/or acceptable.  At this point the candidate has been 


observed three times and will be observed three more in their junior high placement. This is an 


assessment that has been used in previous years. The revised rubric that is aligned with the 


standards made the pre and post conferences more informative and productive for the supervisor 


and the candidate. 


 


e. Rich Description of the Observation 


 


The observation includes behaviors before, during and after the lesson including, but not limited 


to, submitted lesson plans, pre-observation and post-observation conferences. 


 


Documentation required for each observation: 


 


      a.   Photocopies of three lesson plans: yesterday, today, and tomorrow using the lesson plan  


            template (submitted at least 3 days prior to the observation) 


      b.   Class Summary Form and Seating chart of the observed class 


      c.   Textbook 


      d.   Handouts being used during the observed lesson 


      e.   Journal 


      f.   Materials File (Lesson Plan File, Critiques of Lessons, and Reflections) 


      g.   Homework Notebook 


      h.   Reflection (submitted within 2 days after the observation) 


The university supervisor observes the candidate a minimum of six times over the semester.  


 


The Lesson Plan Template 
STAGE THREE (Learning Experiences: Daily Lesson Plan) 


Learning Experiences:  


What learning experiences and instruction will enable students to achieve the desired results? 


How will the design: 


W = Help the students know WHERE the unit is going and WHAT is expected? Help the teacher 


know where the students are coming from (prior knowledge, interests, and ability)? 


H = HOOK all the students and HOLD their interests to engage in the lesson? 


E = EQUIP students, help them EXPERIENCE the mathematical ideas and EXPLORE? 


R = Provide opportunities to RETHINK and REVISE their understanding and work? 


E = Allow students to EVALUATE their work and its implications? 







T = Be TAILORED (personalized) to the different needs, interests, and abilities of the students? 


O = Be ORGANIZED to maximize initial and sustained engagement as well as productive 


struggle? 
 


Title of Lesson: 


Grade Level(s): 


PA Common Core Academic Content Standards, and Assessment Anchors (where applicable): 


PA Common Core Practice Standards: 


NCTM Standards: 


Enduring Understanding(s): 


Essential Question(s): 


Content (Code) 


 


Objectives (Code) 


 


Formative Assessments (Code)  


 


Procedures (Include and Label ALL Components) 


   Lesson Beginning (Motivation, Review, Overview) 


   Lesson Development  


   Lesson Ending (Review, Preview, Closure) 


Meaningful Student Involvement (Indicate how the students will be meaningfully engaged in the lesson): 


Special Adaptations/Modifications: 


Anticipated Difficulties AND Modifications (Student Misconceptions with Mathematical Concepts): 


Physical Structure: 


Materials: 


References (2 minimum per lesson) 


 


 


Clarion University Supervisor – Visitation Report 


Office of Field Services / College of Education & Human Services 
 


 


Today’s Date_________________________ Time___________________ Next Visit Date__________________________ 


School __________________________________________________________ Check: ___Journal   ___Curriculum Unit 


School District _____________________________Grade/Subject ____________ Check: ___Lesson Plan ___Material File 


 


        Signatures 


Student Name ________________________________________      __________________________________________ 


Cooperating Teacher ___________________________________                      __________________________________________ 


University Supervisor __________________________________                    _____________________________________ 
 


 


Observation Notes: 


____________________________________________________________________________ 


____________________________________________________________________________ 


____________________________________________________________________________ 


____________________________________________________________________________ 


____________________________________________________________________________ 


___________________________________________________________________________ 


____________________________________________________________________________ 


 


Planning and Preparation 


____________________________________________________________________________ 


____________________________________________________________________________ 


____________________________________________________________________________ 


____________________________________________________________________________ 







 


Instruction 


____________________________________________________________________________ 


____________________________________________________________________________ 


____________________________________________________________________________ 


____________________________________________________________________________ 


 


Classroom Environment 


____________________________________________________________________________ 


____________________________________________________________________________ 


____________________________________________________________________________ 


____________________________________________________________________________ 


 


Professional Responsibilities 


____________________________________________________________________________ 


____________________________________________________________________________ 


____________________________________________________________________________ 


____________________________________________________________________________ 


 
 


Recommendations / Opportunities for Growth / Conference Notes 


______________________________________________________________________________


______________________________________________________________________________


______________________________________________________________________________


______________________________________________________________________________ 


 


f. Scoring Guide Observation 


 


(NCTM 


CAEP Sub-


Element 


Alignment) 


 


 


Target (3) 


  


 


Acceptable (2) 


 


 


Unacceptable (1) 


Mathematical Practices – Problem Solving.  Effective teachers solve problems.  Candidate can 


design and use a variety of stimulating curricula that provide experiences that 


• Use problem solving to develop conceptual understanding. 


• Make sense of a wide variety of problems an persevere in solving them. 


• Apply and adapt a variety of strategies in solving problems confronted within the filed of 


mathematics and other contexts. 


• Formulate and test conjectures in order to frame generalizations. 
2a.1 Mathematical activities and 


investigations provide 


students with opportunities to 


use problem solving to 


develop conceptual 


understanding.  


Mathematical activities and 


investigations use problem 


solving to develop conceptual 


understanding.  


 


Use of problem solving to 


develop conceptual 


understanding is limited or 


unclear  


 


2a.2 Students are engaged in 


problem solving activities 


Students participate in 


problem solving activities 


Students are not engaged in 


problem solving activities or 







within the field of 


mathematics and making 


connections to real world 


contexts.  


 


within the field of 


mathematics. Candidate 


illustrates (provides) 


examples of connections to 


real world contexts.  


 


the activities only include 


context within the field of 


mathematics.  


 


2a.3 Creates opportunities to 


showcase a variety of 


students’ problem solving 


strategies and encourages 


students to make sense of 


problems and persevere in 


solving them.  


 


Encourages a variety of 


problem solving strategies 


and encourages students to 


make sense of problems and 


persevere in solving them but 


does not showcase students’ 


strategies.  


 


Communication of problem 


solving strategies is limited or 


unclear. Does not encourage 


students to make sense of 


problems and persevere in 


solving them.  


 


2a.4 Mathematical activities and 


investigations allow for 


students to formulate and test 


conjectures in order to frame 


generalizations.  


Includes experiences that 


allow for student discovery 


but lacks the proper 


foundation for students to 


frame generalizations.  


Does not design experiences 


that allow for students to 


formulate and test conjectures 


in order to frame 


generalizations.  


Mathematical Practices – Reasoning. Effective teachers reason abstractly. Intern can design and use 


a variety of stimulating curricula that provide experiences that require  


• Abstract, reflective and quantitative reasoning with attention to units, constructing viable 


arguments and proofs and critiquing the reasoning of others; 


• Representing and modeling generalizations using mathematics; recognizing structure and 


expressing regularity in patterns of mathematical reasoning; 


• Using multiple representations to model and describe mathematics; and 


• Utilizing appropriate mathematical vocabulary and symbols to communicate mathematical 


ideas to others. 
2b.1 Reasons abstractly, 


reflectively and quantitatively 


with attention to units, 


constructing viable arguments 


and proofs. 


Communicates mathematical 


reasoning with clarity, 


precision, and logical order. 


Communicates mathematical 


reasoning using inappropriate 


strategies or flawed 


arguments that are vague or 


imprecise. 


2b.2 Able to understand, critique, 


and respond coherently to the 


mathematical reasoning and 


strategies of others. Able to 


understand correct 


components of student 


thinking and offers guidance 


as needed. 


Attempts to understand, 


critique, and respond 


coherently to the 


mathematical reasoning and 


strategies of others. 


Inconsistently understands 


correct components of student 


thinking or guidance offered 


do not encourage student 


perseverance. 


No evidence of understanding 


the mathematical reasoning 


and strategies of others.  


 


2b.3 Represents and models 


generalizations using 


mathematics while providing 


opportunities for students to 


recognize patterns of 


mathematical reasoning. 


Represents and models 


generalizations using 


mathematics while 


recognizing patterns of 


mathematical reasoning. 


Neither represents nor models 


generalizations using 


mathematics. 


2b.4 Communicates mathematical 


ideas using a variety of 


representations and 


recognizes and clarifies the 


connections between the 


Communicates mathematical 


ideas using more than one 


type of representation but 


with no attempt to recognize 


the connections between the 


Communicates mathematical 


ideas using a single 


representation. 







representations. representations. 


2b.5 Uses appropriate vocabulary 


and symbols to communicate 


mathematical ideas to others, 


and clearly communicates to 


students that they are 


expected to communicate 


their reasoning precisely. 


Uses appropriate vocabulary 


and symbols to communicate 


mathematical ideas to others. 


Does not use appropriate 


vocabulary and symbols to 


communicate mathematical 


ideas to others. 


Mathematical Practices – Modeling. Effective teachers formulate, represent, analyze, and interpret 


mathematical models derived from real world contexts or mathematical problems.  


 
2c.1 Designs experiences that 


allow students to formulate 


and represent mathematical 


models derived from variety 


of real world contexts to build 


mathematical understanding. 


Motivates or illustrates the 


formulation and 


representation of 


mathematical models derived 


from variety of real world 


contexts. 


Does not recognize 


mathematical models derived 


from variety of real world 


contexts.  


 


2c.2 Designs experiences that 


allow students to analyze and 


interpret mathematical 


models derived from variety 


of real world contexts to build 


mathematical understanding. 


Motivates and illustrates the 


analysis and interpretation of 


mathematical models derived 


from variety of real world 


contexts. 


Does not recognize 


mathematical models derived 


from variety of real world 


contexts. 


Mathematical Practices – Communication. Effective teachers organize mathematical thinking and 


use the language of mathematics to express ideas precisely, both orally and in writing to multiple 


audiences. 
2d Organizes mathematical 


thinking and uses the 


language of mathematics to 


express ideas precisely to 


multiple audiences. 


Organizes mathematical 


thinking and uses the 


language of mathematics to 


express ideas precisely. 


Mathematical thinking is not 


organized and mathematical 


ideas are imprecise. 


Content Pedagogy – Curriculum Standards. Effective teachers apply knowledge of curriculum 


standards for secondary mathematics and their relationship to student learning within and across 


mathematical domains.  


 
3a Instruction engages students 


in developmentally 


appropriate mathematical 


investigations and clearly 


communicates student 


learning outcomes based on 


common core standards. 


Instruction is 


developmentally appropriate 


and clearly communicates 


student  learning outcomes 


based on common core 


standards. 


Goals of instruction vague, 


unclear or not quite 


appropriate. 


Content Pedagogy – Lesson Planning. Effective teachers plan lessons and units that incorporate a 


variety of strategies, differentiated for diverse populations, and mathematics specific and instructional 


technologies in building all students’ conceptual understanding and procedural proficiency. 
3c.1 Lesson plan includes variety 


of instructional strategies 


differentiated for diverse 


populations. 


Lesson plan includes more 


than one instructional strategy 


that could be differentiated 


for diverse populations. 


Lesson plan does not include 


a variety of instructional 


strategies. 


3c.2 Lesson plan appropriately 


incorporates mathematics  


specific technologies to 


effectively build all students’ 


conceptual understanding and 


Lesson plan appropriately 


incorporates mathematics  


specific technology in an 


attempt to build students’ 


conceptual understanding and 


Lesson plan inappropriately 


incorporates mathematics  


specific technology or fails to 


build students’ conceptual 


understanding and procedural 







procedural proficiency. procedural proficiency. proficiency. 


Content Pedagogy – Assessment Plan. Effective teachers plan select, implement, interpret, and use 


formative and summative assessments to inform instruction by reflecting on mathematical proficiencies 


for all students. (All assessments should be intern created and use precise language and notation.) 
3f.1 Candidate uses both 


formative and summative 


assessments to effectively 


measure student proficiencies 


associated to all student 


learning outcomes.  


Questioning strategies 


(written and verbal) include a 


variety of strategies focusing 


on understanding the ways 


students think about 


mathematics as well as 


varying levels of thinking and 


difficulty. 


Candidate uses both 


formative and summative 


assessments to effectively 


measure student proficiencies 


associated to all student 


learning outcomes.  


Questioning strategies 


(written and verbal) focus on 


understanding the ways 


student think about 


mathematics but with limited 


strategies or skewed with 


regard to level of thinking or 


difficulty. 


Assessments do not measure 


student proficiencies 


associated to the student 


learning outcomes.  


OR  


Questioning strategies 


(written and verbal) focus on 


student recall of facts and 


algorithms with no evidence 


of interest in understanding 


the ways students think about 


mathematics and skewed with 


regard to level of thinking 


and difficulty. 


3f.2 Post-observation conference: 


Candidate is able to describe 


how assessment results were 


used to inform instruction 


includes specific examples. 


Post-observation conference: 


Candidate is able to 


generically describe how 


assessment results were used 


to inform instruction. 


Post-observation conference:  


Candidate is unable to 


describe how assessment 


results were used to inform 


instruction.  


 


Mathematical Learning Environment – Lesson Planning. Effective teachers plan and create 


developmentally appropriate sequential, and challenging learning opportunities grounded in 


mathematics education research in which students are actively engage in building new knowledge for 


prior knowledge experiences. 
4b.1 Lesson is sequenced to create 


challenging learning 


opportunities that are 


developmentally appropriate. 


Lesson creates learning 


opportunities that are 


developmentally appropriate 


but either too challenging or 


not challenging enough. 


Lesson does not create 


challenging learning 


opportunities or are not 


developmentally appropriate. 


4b.2 Instructional strategies are 


grounded in mathematics 


education research in which 


students are actively engaged. 


Instructional strategies are 


grounded in mathematics 


education research. (5E 


instruction model, Marzano’s 


Best Practices, etc.) 


Lesson plans are not 


grounded in mathematics 


education research. 


4b.3 Lesson actively engages 


students in building new 


knowledge from prior 


knowledge and experiences. 


Lesson builds new knowledge 


from prior knowledge and 


experiences. 


Lesson does not build new 


knowledge from prior 


knowledge and experiences. 


Mathematical Learning Environment. Effective teachers demonstrate equitable and ethical treatment 


of and high expectations for all students.  
4d Equitable and ethical 


treatment of and high 


expectations for all students is 


demonstrated during lesson 


and observed by cooperating 


teacher during internship. 


Equitable and ethical 


treatment of and high 


expectations for all students is 


demonstrated during lesson or 


observed by cooperating 


teacher during internship. 


No evidence of equitable and 


ethical treatment of and high 


expectations for all students. 


Mathematical Learning Environment – Instructional Tools and Mathematics-Specific 


Technologies. Effective teachers apply mathematical content and pedagogical knowledge to select and 


use instructional tools such as manipulatives and physical models, drawings, virtual environments, 


spreadsheets, presentation tools, and mathematics-specific technologies (e.g., graphing tools, 







interactive geometry software, computer algebra systems, and statistical packages); and make sound 


decisions about when such tools enhance teaching and learning, recognizing both the insights to be 


gained and possible limitations of such tools. 
4e.1 Instructional tools are used 


to enhance teaching and 


learning, lesson plan clarifies 


both the insights to be gained 


and possible limitations of 


such tools. 


Instructional tools are used 


to enhance the teaching and 


learning. 


No attempt to use 


instructional tools and no 


reasonable explanation why 


the limitations of the tools do 


not enhance learning. 


4e.2 Mathematics-specific 


technologies are used to 


enhance teaching and 


learning, lesson plan clarifies 


the insights to be gained.  


 


Mathematics-specific 


technologies are used to 


enhance teaching and 


learning, OR lesson plan 


explains possible limitations 


of technologies.  


 


No attempt to use  


mathematics-specific 


technologies and no 


reasonable explanation 


regarding the possible 


limitations of technologies.  


 


Impact on Student Learning – Student Engagement. Effective teachers show that new student 


knowledge has been created as a consequence of their ability to engage students in mathematical 


experiences that are developmentally appropriate, require active engagement, and include mathematics 


specific technology. 
5b.1 Students are engaged in 


developmentally appropriate 


mathematical investigations. 


Documentation includes 


evidence that  


• Pacing is appropriate, 


• Lesson captures 


complexity by 


following the Three-


Act Math Tasks (Dan 


Meyer) or similar 


engagement 


methodology, and 


Students are given an 


opportunity for 


reflection. 


Documentation that students are 


engaged in developmentally 


appropriate mathematical 


investigations. Documentation 


includes evidence that  


• Pacing is mostly 


appropriate, 


• Lesson attempts to 


capture complexity but 


missing a key 


component, and 


Students are given an 


opportunity for 


reflection. 


There is no documentation 


addressing the engagement of 


students in developmentally 


appropriate mathematical 


investigations.  


 


5b.2 Students use mathematics 


specific technologies appropriate 


to the learning objective. 


Students use mathematics 


specific technologies but it does 


not connect to the learning 


objective in a meaningful way. 


Students do not use mathematics 


specific technologies appropriate 


and explanation for lack of use 


not based in sound pedagogy. 
Impact on Student Learning – Assessment Results. Effective teachers collect, organize, analyze and 


reflect on diagnostic, formative, and summative assessment evidence and determine the extent to which 


students’ mathematical proficiencies have increased as a result of their instruction. At the conclusion of 


the lesson, students should be given the opportunity to reflect. Assessments might include an exit 


ticket, a concept of definition map or other graphic organizer, a quiz, etc.  
5c.1 Post-observation Interview: 


Candidate accurately interprets 


assessment results, and describes 


how the assessment evidence 


will inform future instruction. 


Post-observation Interview: 


Candidate accurately interprets 


assessment results. 


Post-observation Interview: 


Assessment is flawed or 


assessment results are 


inaccurately interpreted.  


 


5c.2 Assessment evidence 


demonstrates a positive impact 


on student learning for each 


student-learning outcome of the 


lesson. 


Assessment evidence 


demonstrates a positive impact 


on student learning on most o the 


lesson’s student learning 


outcomes. 


Assessment does not provide 


evidence demonstrating a 


positive impact on student 


learning on most of the student 


learning outcomes. 


Secondary Mathematics Field Experiences and Clinical Practice – Effective teachers develop a 


broad experiential base of knowledge, skills, effective approaches to mathematics teaching and 







learning, and professional behaviors across both middle and high school settings that involve a diverse 


range and varied groupings of students. Both content observations, conferences associated to the 


observation (with candidate and cooperating teacher), and all supporting documents will inform the 


below ratings. This rating will be scores only on the summative observation.  


 
7c.1 Observations provide 


evidence the teacher 


candidate has developed the 


knowledge, skills and 


professional behaviors 


necessary to examine the 


nature of mathematics, how 


mathematics should be 


taught, and how students 


learn mathematics. Evidence 


spans both middle and high 


school mathematics and 


documents specific ways in 


which candidate has drawn 


upon research in mathematics 


education and professional 


development to inform 


practice. 


Observations provide 


evidence the teacher 


candidate has developed the 


knowledge, skills and 


professional behaviors 


necessary to examine the 


nature of mathematics, how 


mathematics should be 


taught, and how students 


learn mathematics. Evidence 


spans both middle and high 


school mathematics. 


Observations do not provide 


evidence the teacher 


candidate has developed the 


knowledge, skills or 


professional behaviors 


necessary to examine the 


nature of mathematics, how 


mathematics should be 


taught, and how students 


learn mathematics. 


7c.2 Observations provide 


evidence the teacher 
candidate has developed the 


knowledge, skills and 


professional behaviors 


necessary to analyze a range 


of approaches to mathematics 


teaching and learning, 


focusing on tasks, discourse, 


environment, and assessment. 


Candidate documents specific 


collaborations with 


cooperating teacher, peers, 


and university supervisors. 


Observations provide 


evidence the teacher 
candidate has developed the 


knowledge, skills and 


professional behaviors 


necessary to analyze a range 


of approaches to mathematics 


teaching and learning, 


focusing on tasks, discourse, 


environment, and assessment. 


Observations do not provide 


evidence that the candidate 
has developed the knowledge, 


skills or professional 


behaviors necessary to 


analyze approaches to 


mathematics teaching and 


learning, tasks, discourse, 


environment, or assessment. 


 


g. Charts 


 


Chart 1: Data for Observations 
 


Data Table A 


Secondary Mathematics Observation Rubric 


Undergraduate Program Completers 


*Each indicator is rated as:  target (3), acceptable (2), or unacceptable (1). 


Rubric Criteria 


(NCTM CAEP Sub-


Element Alignment) 


2017 - 2018 


Candidate Score Candidate Meets Minimum 


Expectation or Fails 


to Meet 







Mathematical 


Practices – Problem 


Solving (2a.1) 


3 1 Met 


Mathematical 


Practices – Problem 


Solving (2a.2) 


2 1 Met 


Mathematical 


Practices – Problem 


Solving (2a.3) 


3 1 Met 


Mathematical 


Practices – Problem 


Solving (2a.4) 


2 1 Met 


 


Mathematical 


Practices – 


Reasoning (2b.1) 


3 1 Met 


Mathematical 


Practices – 


Reasoning (2b.2) 


3 1 Met 


Mathematical 


Practices – Reasoing 


(2b.3) 


3 1 Met 


Mathematical 


Practices – 


Reasoning (2b.4) 


3 1 Met 


Mathematical 


Practices – 


Reasoning (2b.5) 


3 1 Met 


 


Mathematical 


Practices – Modeling 


(2c.1) 


2 1 Met 


Mathematical 


Practices – Modeling 


(2c.2) 


2 1 Met 


 


Mathematical 


Practices – 


Communication (2d) 


3 1 Met 


 


Mathematical 


Practices – 


Curriculum Standards 


(3a) 


3 1 Met 


 







Mathematical 


Practices – Lesson 


Planning (3c.1) 


2 1 Met 


Mathematical 


Practices – Lesson 


Planning  (3c.2) 


2 1 Met 


 


Mathematical 


Practices – 


Assessment Plan 


(3f.1) 


3 1 Met 


Mathematical 


Practices – 


Assessment Plan 


(3f.2) 


3 1 Met 


 


Mathematical 


Learning 


Environment – 


Lesson Planning 


(4b.1) 


3 1 Met 


Mathematical 


Learning 


Environment – 


Lesson Planning 


(4b.2) 


3 1 Met 


Mathematical 


Learning 


Environment – 


Lesson Planning 


(4b.3) 


3 1 Met 


 


Mathematical 


Learning 


Environment (4d) 


3 1 Met 


 


Mathematical 


Learning 


Environment – 


Instructional Tools 


and Mathematics 


Specific 


Technologies (4e.1) 


3 1 Met 


Mathematical 


Learning 


Environment – 


3 1 Met 







Instructional Tools 


and Mathematics 


Specific 


Technologies (4e.2) 


 


Impact on Student 


Learning – Student 


Engagement (5b.1) 


3 1 Met 


Impact on Student 


Learning – Student 


Engagement (5b.2) 


3 1 Met 


 


Impact on Student 


Learning – 


Assessment Results 


(5c.1) 


3 1 Met 


Impact on Student 


Learning – 


Assessment Results 


(5c.2) 


3 1 Met 


 


Secondary 


Mathematics Clinical 


Practice (7c.1) 


3 1 Met 


Secondary 


Mathematics Clinical 


Practice (7c.1) 


3 1 Met 


 





		e. Rich Description of the Observation



Assessment #4 Student Teaching



    (1) e.g. 7-12, 9-12
9.   Program Type

First teaching license
10.   Degree or award level

Baccalaureate
Post Baccalaureate
Master's

11.   Is this program offered at more than one site?

Yes
No

12.   If your answer is "yes" to above question, list the sites at which the program is offered

 
13.   Title of the state license for which candidates are prepared

PA Instructional Level I Certification in 7-12 Grade Mathematics
14.   Program report status:

Initial Review
Response to One of the Following Decisions: Further Development Required 
or Recognition with Probation
Response to National Recognition with Conditions

15.   Is your Educator Preparation provider (EPP) seeking

CAEP accreditation for the first time (initial accreditation)
Continuing CAEP accreditation

16.   State Licensure data requirement on program completers disaggregated by specialty area with sub-area 
scores:
CAEP requires programs to provide completer performance data on state licensure examinations for 
completers who take the examination for the content field, if the state has a licensure testing 
requirement. Test information and data must be reported in Section IV. Does your state require such a 
test?

Yes
No



SECTION I - CONTEXT

1.   Description of any state or institutional policies that may influence the application of NCTM standards. 
(Response limited to 4,000 characters INCLUDING SPACES)

Clarion University of Pennsylvania (CUP) is one of the 14 state universities in 
the Pennsylvania State System of Higher Education (PASSHE). Members of the 
PASSHE system are governed by the Chancellor and Board of Governors of the 
PASSHE and must align with their policies. The PASSHE policy placing an upper 
limit of 120 credit hours for any bachelor's degree programs influences how 
CUP's teacher education programs integrate the NCTM/CAEP standards for the 
secondary mathematics education program. 

The Pennsylvania Department of Education (PDE) is the governing body in 
Pennsylvania for all teacher certification programs. CUP must align with 
Pennsylvania law and PDE regulations. There are six major PDE regulations 
that influence the teacher certification programs at CUP. PDE requires that all 
candidates to pass the PAPA/PRAXIS core, exit GPA, PDE form #430, PRAXIS 
II, SPED and ELL requirements, early field experience hours and alignment 
with the INTASC principles.

1. Candidates must pass PAPA/PRAXIS Core exams (Reading, Writing, and 
Mathematics) with a combined score of 522 to remain in the certification 
program. 
2. Candidates must earn at least a 3.0 overall GPA at the time of application 
for certification, and earn a passing score on the PDE form #430 student 
teaching evaluation in each of the four categories: Planning, Classroom 
Environment, Instructional Delivery, and Professionalism.
3. The PDE requires that all teacher certification programs include early field 
experience hours in four stages: 40 hours of Observation and Exploration 
(Stages 1 & 2), 150 hours of Pre-student teaching (Stage 3) and a minimum of 
12 weeks of full-time student teaching (Stage 4).
4. The PDE requires that all teacher certification programs in Pennsylvania 
include at least 9 credits of English Language Learner coursework (or hourly 
equivalent of integrated coursework).
5. Candidates must also pass their PRAXIS II content exam before 
certification.
6. The PDE uses the 10 INTASC principles as the standards for professional 
competency. These INTASC standards serve as benchmarks for teacher 
preparation programs in Pennsylvania, and align with CUP's conceptual 
framework.

2.   Description of the field and clinical experiences required for the program, including the number of hours 
for early field experiences and the number of hours/weeks for student teaching or internships. 
(Response limited to 8,000 characters INCLUDING SPACES)

The Pennsylvania Department of Education (PDE) requires expanded hours of 
field experience throughout the four-year teacher certification programs. This 
means that teacher candidates must spend more hours in public school 
classrooms than previously required. The four stages of PDE field experience 
requirements are Observation Stage 1 (minimum of 20 hours), Exploration 



Stage 2 (minimum of 20 hours), Pre-Student Teaching Stage 3 (minimum of 
150 hours) and Student Teaching Stage 4 (minimum of 12 weeks). Many of the 
field experiences exceed these minimum hours. Clarion University of 
Pennsylvania requires a full semester of student teaching or 15 to 17 weeks. 

Each stage is progressively more intensive, requiring the candidate to gradually 
assume more responsibility. Throughout the stages, a cooperating teacher 
must have a teaching certificate and at least 3 years of satisfactory teaching 
experience within the certification. During stages 3 and 4, the cooperating 
teacher must be certified to teach secondary mathematics, have taught for at 
least 3 years in a 7 - 12 mathematics classroom and acquired tenure. In the 
Observation Stage 1, the candidate acquires observation skills and knowledge 
of child development. In the Exploration Stage 2, the candidate acquires 
observation and assessment skills, knowledge of child development and 
Pennsylvania academic standards, skill in planning based on observations and 
standards, knowledge of child environments and ability to assess them, 
knowledge of community agencies and skill of advocacy, interacting and 
communicating with parents. Required assignments include maintaining 
observation logs signed by the cooperating teacher(s) and completing 
observation reports. The university professors give feedback on the 
assignments to assess and advance the candidates knowledge and skills and 
connect theory to practice. 

The following courses are involved in Stage 1 and 2 (ED 110 Foundations of 
Education, ED 122 Educational Psychology, ED 350 English Language 
Learners). In Stage 3, the candidates acquire knowledge of the mathematical 
practices and gain understanding that these practices intersect with 
mathematical content and the understanding relies on the ability to 
demonstrate these practices within and among mathematical domains and in 
their teaching. Additionally, in Stage 3, the candidates incorporate research-
based mathematical experiences, multiple instructional strategies, and 
technology in their teaching to develop students' understanding and 
proficiency. The candidates acquire knowledge in planning, selecting, 
implementing, interpreting, and using formative and summative assessments. 
The candidates gain knowledge of adolescent learning, development and 
behavior and use the knowledge to plan and create sequential learning 
opportunities. 

Over two semesters prior to student teaching, the Stage 3 courses include ED 
327 (Instructional Strategies and Management), ED 350 (English Language 
Learners), SPED 418 (Exceptionalities in the Regular Classroom), SPED 441 
(Teaching Secondary students with Disabilities), SPED 442 (Differentiated 
Instruction), ED 339 (Teaching and Evaluation of Mathematics), ED 329 
(Educational Assessment) and ED 417 (Technology Instruction for Educators). 
The field experience during Stage 3 includes a 4-week, one-half day field 
experience in the 7 - 12 grade mathematics classroom. After learning the 
theory incorporated in each of the courses, the candidates are assigned to a 



specific classroom for "mornings only" during the 4-week experience. In the 
afternoons, the candidates return to campus for mathematics content courses. 
It is anticipated that the candidates will spend a minimum of 20 hours per 
week in the secondary classroom. Both university supervisors and cooperating 
professionals provide supervision that is paramount to the candidate's 
achievement. The cooperating teachers must have significant experience in 
teaching mathematics and be successful in their practice. The university 
supervisors represent faculty who teach courses in the blocked courses and 
hence, provide supervision that is aligned not only to the individual course but 
to the secondary mathematics program. Teacher candidates are evaluated 
using the Clarion University of Pennsylvania Competency Evaluation: Field 
Experience in Secondary Education. The overall performance indicators are as 
follows: Planning and Preparation (demonstrates knowledge of content, sets 
clear objectives for each instructional episode, collaborates with others as 
instructional partners, and develops developmentally appropriate and effective 
instructional plans); Classroom Environment (demonstrates and encourages a 
positive attitude for learning, handles discipline problems effectively, exhibits 
respect for individual differences); Instruction (demonstrates ability to explain 
content clearly, expresses appropriate language, grammar, and voice qualities, 
motivates learners effectively, exhibits enthusiasm) and Professionalism 
(communicates professionally and effectively with learners, meets professional 
responsibilities, accepts and responds to constructive feedback professionally). 
During stage 3, cooperating teachers are included in activity planning with 
university faculty prior to the beginning of the pre-student teaching 
experience. They are also responsible for completing candidate evaluation 
forms and providing productive candidate performance feedback. 

Pre-requisites to student teaching include the completion of 90 semester hours, 
satisfactory standing in admission and retention standards, completion of all 
required professional courses in the certification areas with a minimum grade 
of "C" and 3.0 GPA. During Student Teaching stage 4, the candidate acquires 
the ability to use skills and knowledge gained in stages one through three. The 
student teaching courses provide candidates with 16 weeks of student teaching 
in various grade levels 7 - 12. Each candidate will have a junior high and senior 
high experience. A teacher work sample will be assessed in the junior high 
placement and senior high placement. ED 424/425 Secondary Student 
Teaching, the professional practicum requires integration and application of 
planning, instructional and professional knowledge and competencies in 
secondary schools. During the first two weeks, the teacher candidate 
progresses through the orientation phase of student teaching by developing a 
familiarity with the students, classrooms, school organizations, and 
community, and by observing, team teaching, and teaching several lessons. 
After an orientation to the high school classroom, teacher candidates fulfill the 
requirements under the direction of a cooperating teacher and university 
supervisor. Teacher candidates gradually teach two to five subjects or classes 
continually between the third and seventh week. They are required to teach 
the cooperating teachers' full time schedule for a minimum of one week during 



the final weeks of the experience. Two field assignments offer diversity in 
grade levels, ability levels of the students, content areas, school and 
community size, multicultural settings, and /or cooperating professionals. 

3.   A program of study that outlines the courses and experiences required for candidates to complete the 
program. The program of study must include course titles and numbers. (This information may be 
provided as an attachment from the college catalog or as a student advisement sheet.) For post 
baccalaureate or master’s programs include a graduate advising form or transcript analysis form 
showing undergraduate mathematics content course requirements aligned to NCTM Mathematics 
Content for Secondary.

Secondary Mathematics Education Course Descriptions Secondary Mathematics Education Program of Study

Long Range Program Planning Advisement  

See the Attachment panel.

4.   This system will not permit you to include tables or graphics in text fields. Therefore any tables or 
charts must be attached as files here. The title of the file should clearly indicate the content of the file. 
Word documents, pdf files, and other commonly used file formats are acceptable.

5.   Candidate Information
Directions: Provide three years of data on candidates enrolled in the program and completing the 
program, beginning with the most recent academic year for which numbers have been tabulated. Report 
the data separately for the levels/tracks (e.g., baccalaureate, post-baccalaureate, alternate routes, 
master's, doctorate) being addressed in this report. Data must also be reported separately for programs 
offered at multiple sites. Update academic years (column 1) as appropriate for your data span. Create 
additional tables as necessary.

    (2) CAEP uses the Title II definition for program completers. Program completers are persons who have met 
all the requirements of a state-approved teacher preparation program. Program completers include all those who are 
documented as having met such requirements. Documentation may take the form of a degree, institutional certificate, 
program credential, transcript, or other written proof of having met the program's requirements.

Program:
BSED Secondary Mathematics

Academic Year
# of Candidates
Enrolled in the

Program

# of Program
Completers(2)

2017 - 2018 24 1

6.   Faculty Information
Directions: Complete the following information for each faculty member responsible for professional 
coursework, clinical supervision, or administration in this program.

Faculty Member Name Marcella McConnell

Highest Degree, Field, & 
University(3)

PhD, Curriculum & Instruction Mathematics Education Concentration, Kent 
State University

Assignment: Indicate the 
role of the faculty member
(4)

Teaches ED 339 (Teaching and Evaluation of Mathematics Methods Course), 
ED 122 (Educational Psychology), Teaching Faculty, Student Teacher 
Supervisor, Assessment Coordinator

Faculty Rank(5) Full-time Instructor

Tenure Track YESgfedc

Scholarship(6), Leadership in 
Professional Associations, 

1. (Article) McConnell, M., & Caniglia, J. (2016). Math Rocks. Mathematics 
Teaching in the Middle School, 21(6), 384-385. 2. (PDE Grant work) 
Improving Elementary Mathematics Instruction, PDE MSP Title IIB grant 
awarded to Allegheny Intermediate Unit Mathematics & Science 



and Service(7):List up to 3 
major contributions in the 
past 3 years(8)

Collaborative, Pittsburgh, PA, June 2016 to September 2018. 3. (Session 
Presentation) Technology Usage to Promote Mathematical Thinkers, 30th 
Annual International Conference on Technology in Collegiate Mathematics, 
Washington DC, March 2018. 

Teaching or other 
professional experience in 
P-12 schools(9)

Certification: Pennsylvania Mathematics 7-12 Public School Experience: 
Karns City High School (August 2004 - 2010) Taught Calculus, Pre-Calculus, 
Algebra I, Pre-Algebra, Fundamental Algebra, Integrated Mathematics I & II, 
and Math 7 Keystone High School (August 2001 - May 2004) Taught AP 
Calculus, Integrated Mathematics I, Advanced Mathematics, Mathematics 
Essentials II, PSSA Prep, Algebra I, Pre-Algebra, Math 7 Professional 
Experience: Cooperating teacher partnered with Clarion University (2007, 
2009), partnered with Slippery Rock University (2008) Partnered with the 
Allegheny Intermediate Unit Math & Science Collaborative (AIU MSC) to 
address the needs of 34 public schools. Planned and facilitated mathematics 
professional development for elementary teachers, K - 5 grade level. (June 
2016 to September 2018) 

Faculty Member Name John McCullough

Highest Degree, Field, & 
University(3) EdD, Curriculum & Instruction, Indiana University of Pennsylvania

Assignment: Indicate the 
role of the faculty member
(4)

Teaches ED 417 (Technology Integration for Educators), Education 
Department Chair, Teaching Faculty, Student Teacher Supervisor

Faculty Rank(5) Full Professor

Tenure Track YESgfedcb

Scholarship(6), Leadership in 
Professional Associations, 
and Service(7):List up to 3 
major contributions in the 
past 3 years(8)

1. Clarion University of Pennsylvania School of Education Social Media 
director (Facebook, Twitter, and Instagram) 2. Webmaster for the Clarion 
University's Electronic Assessment Evidence website 3. Coordinator of Clarion 
University of Pennsylvania Instructional Technology Specialist Certification 
Program

Teaching or other 
professional experience in 
P-12 schools(9)

Certification: Pennsylvania Mathematics 7-12 Public School Experience: 
Cranberry High School (1985 - 1989) Taught Math 7, 8 and Pre-Algebra 

Faculty Member Name Michael McConnell

Highest Degree, Field, & 
University(3) PhD, Mathematics, Kent State University

Assignment: Indicate the 
role of the faculty member
(4)

Teaches MATH 270 (Calculus I), MATH 451 (Modern Algebra I), MATH 390 
(Junior Seminar) and MATH 490 (Senior Seminar), Teaching faculty, 
Assessment Coordinator

Faculty Rank(5) Full Professor

Tenure Track YESgfedcb

Scholarship(6), Leadership in 
Professional Associations, 
and Service(7):List up to 3 
major contributions in the 
past 3 years(8)

1. (Session Presentation) Desmos and Geogebra: Teaching Calculus 
Conceptually. 30th Annual International Conference on Technology in 
Collegiate Mathematics, Washington DC, March 2018. 2. (Textbook) 
McConnell, M.K., & McConnell, M.J. (2016). Algebra and Trigonometry for 
Middle School Teachers. NY: Linus Learning. 3. (Session Presentation) 
Preparing Teachers for Differentiated Algebra Instruction. 66th Annual 
Meeting of Pennsylvania Council of Teachers of Mathematics. Seven Springs, 
PA, August 2016. 



    (3) For example, PhD in Curriculum & Instruction, University of Nebraska.
    (4) For example, faculty, clinical supervisor, department chair, administrator
    (5) For example, professor, associate professor, assistant professor, adjunct professor, instructor
    (6) Scholarship is defined by CAEP as a systematic inquiry into the areas related to teaching, learning, and the 
education of teachers and other school personnel.
    Scholarship includes traditional research and publication as well as the rigorous and systematic study of pedagogy, and 
the application of current research findings in new settings. Scholarship further presupposes submission of one's work for 
professional review and evaluation.
    (7) Service includes faculty contributions to college or university activities, schools, communities, and professional 
associations in ways that are consistent with the institution and unit's mission.
    (8) For example, officer of a state or national association, article published in a specific journal, and an evaluation of a 
local school program.
    (9) Briefly describe the nature of recent experience in P-12 schools (e.g. clinical supervision, in-service training, 
teaching in a PDS) indicating the discipline and grade level of the assignment(s). List current P-12 licensure or certification
(s) held, if any.

Teaching or other 
professional experience in 
P-12 schools(9)

Certification: Pennsylvania Mathematics 7-12, Ohio English 7-12 Grand River 
Academy, Austinberg, Ohio (1998-1999) Taught English grades 8-12 and 
tutored mathematics during study halls. Professional Experience: Organized, 
Designed, and Presented Mathematics Activities for local high schools (7-12) 
mathematically talent students, Clarion HS, April 2016, Keystone HS, May 
2016 & 2017, and November 2017, North Clarion HS May 2017, Cranberry 
HS, November 2017, New Day Charter School, January 2018, Kiski HS, 
March 2018 



SECTION II - LIST OF ASSESSMENTS

    In this section, list the 6-8 assessments that are being submitted as evidence for meeting the NCTM standards. All 
programs must provide a minimum of six assessments. If your state does not require a state licensure test in the 
content area, you must substitute an assessment that documents candidate attainment of content knowledge in #1 
below. For each assessment, indicate the type or form of the assessment and when it is administered in the program.

1.   Please provide following assessment information (Response limited to 250 characters each field)

Type and Number of 
Assessment

Name of Assessment 
(10)

Type or Form of 
Assessment (11)

When the Assessment Is 
Administered (12)

Assessment #1: 
Licensure 
assessment, or 
other content-
based assessment 
aligned to NCTM 
Mathematics 
Content for 
Secondary
(required)

PRAXIS II
Mathematics 

Content Knowledge 
(5161)

State Licensure 
Test

Content Knowledge

Candidates are 
encouraged to take 

this during their 
junior year prior to 
student teaching. 

Assessment #2: 
Content knowledge 
in secondary 
mathematics 
aligned to NCTM 
Mathematics 
Content for 
Secondary
(required)

Mathematics 
Content Course 

Grades

Mathematics 
Content Courses

Performance 
Assessment

Content Knowledge

Candidates must 
pass these courses 
with a "C" or better 

prior to student 
teaching.

Assessment #3: 
Candidate ability to 
plan instruction
(required)

Mathematics 
Education Portfolio

Performance 
Assessment
Planning for 
Instruction

Completed during 
Stage 3 (Pre-

student teaching) 
during ED 339 

course as part of 
their field 

experience.

Assessment #4: 
Student teaching 
(required)

Student Teaching 
Performance Profile

Performance 
Assessment

Completed during 
Stage 4 (Student 
Teaching) in ED 
424/425. The 

candidates will be 
evaluated with this 
assessment twice. 
One completed in a 
8 week junior high 
placement and the 

another in a 8 
week senior high 

placement. 

Assessment #5: 
Candidate effect on 
student leaning 
(required)

Field Based Unit 
Plan

Performance 
Assessment

Impact on Student 
Learning



    (11) Identify assessment by title used in the program; refer to Section IV for further information on 
appropriate assessment to include.
    (12) Identify the type of assessment (e.g., essay, case study, project, comprehensive exam, reflection, state licensure 
test, portfolio).
    (13) Indicate the point in the program when the assessment is administered (e.g., admission to the program, 
admission to student teaching/internship, required courses [specify course title and numbers], or completion of the 
program).

Completed during 
Stage 4 (Student 
Teaching) in ED 
424/425. The 
candidates will 
create one unit 
plan for each 

placement. One 
junior high content 
unit plan and the 

other a senior high 
content unit plan.

Assessment #6: 
Content knowledge 
in secondary 
mathematics 
aligned to NCTM 
Mathematics 
Content for 
Secondary

Comprehensive 
Exams

Comprehensive 
Exams

Content Knowledge

Completed as a 
component of ED 

339. The 
candidates take the 
exams throughout 

the semester 
during the ED 339 
professor's office 

hours.
(required) 
Assessment #7: 
Additional 
assessment that 
addresses NCTM 
standards 
(optional)
Assessment #8: 
Additional 
assessment that 
addresses NCTM 
standards 
(optional)



SECTION III - RELATIONSHIP OF ASSESSMENT TO STANDARDS

1.   Standard 1: Content Knowledge

  #1 #2 #3 #4 #5 #6 #7 #8
Effective teachers of secondary mathematics 
demonstrate and apply knowledge of major 
mathematics concepts, algorithms, 
procedures, connections, and applications 
within and among mathematical content 
domains. 

Preservice teacher candidates: 
1a) Demonstrate and apply knowledge of major 
mathematics concepts, algorithms, procedures, 
applications in varied contexts, and connections 
within and among mathematical domains (Number, 
Algebra, Geometry, Trigonometry, Statistics, 
Probability, Calculus, and Discrete Mathematics) as 
outlined in the NCTM Mathematics Content for 
Secondary.

2.   Standard 2: Mathematical Practices

  #1 #2 #3 #4 #5 #6 #7 #8

Effective teachers of secondary mathematics 
solve problems, represent mathematical ideas, 
reason, prove, use mathematical models, 
attend to precision, identify elements of 
structure, generalize, engage in mathematical 
communication, and make connections as 
essential mathematical practices. They 
understand that these practices intersect with 
mathematical content and that understanding 
relies on the ability to demonstrate these 
practices within and among mathematical 
domains and in their teaching.

Preservice teacher candidates: 
2a) Use problem solving to develop conceptual 
understanding, make sense of a wide variety of 
problems and persevere in solving them, apply and 
adapt a variety of strategies in solving problems 
confronted within the field of mathematics and other 
contexts, and formulate and test conjectures in 
order to frame generalizations.
2b) Reason abstractly, reflectively, and 
quantitatively with attention to units, constructing 
viable arguments and proofs, and critiquing the 



reasoning of others; represent and model 
generalizations using mathematics; recognize 
structure and express regularity in patterns of 
mathematical reasoning; use multiple 
representations to model and describe 
mathematics; and utilize appropriate mathematical 
vocabulary and symbols to communicate 
mathematical ideas to others.
2c) Formulate, represent, analyze, and interpret 
mathematical models derived from real-world 
contexts or mathematical problems.
2d) Organize mathematical thinking and use the 
language of mathematics to express ideas precisely, 
both orally and in writing to multiple audiences.
2e) Demonstrate the interconnectedness of 
mathematical ideas and how they build on one 
another and recognize and apply mathematical 
connections among mathematical ideas and across 
various content areas and real-world contexts.
2f) Model how the development of mathematical 
understanding within and among mathematical 
domains intersects with the mathematical practices 
of problem solving, reasoning, communicating, 
connecting, and representing.

3.   Standard 3: Content Pedagogy

  #1 #2 #3 #4 #5 #6 #7 #8

Effective teachers of secondary mathematics 
apply knowledge of curriculum standards for 
mathematics and their relationship to student 
learning within and across mathematical 
domains. They incorporate research-based 
mathematical experiences and include multiple 
instructional strategies and mathematics-
specific technological tools in their teaching to 
develop all students’ mathematical 
understanding and proficiency. They provide 
students with opportunities to do mathematics 
– talking about it and connecting it to both 
theoretical and real-world contexts. They plan, 
select, implement, interpret, and use formative 
and summative assessments for monitoring 
student learning, measuring student 
mathematical understanding, and informing 
practice. 

Preservice teacher candidates:



3a) Apply knowledge of curriculum standards for 
secondary mathematics and their relationship to 
student learning within and across mathematical 
domains.
3b) Analyze and consider research in planning for 
and leading students in rich mathematical learning 
experiences. 
3c) Plan lessons and units that incorporate a variety 
of strategies, differentiated instruction for diverse 
populations, and mathematics-specific and 
instructional technologies in building all students’
conceptual understanding and procedural 
proficiency.
3d) Provide students with opportunities to 
communicate about mathematics and make 
connections among mathematics, other content 
areas, everyday life, and the workplace. 
3e) Implement techniques related to student 
engagement and communication including selecting 
high quality tasks, guiding mathematical 
discussions, identifying key mathematical ideas, 
identifying and addressing student misconceptions, 
and employing a range of questioning strategies. 
3f) Plan, select, implement, interpret, and use 
formative and summative assessments to inform 
instruction by reflecting on mathematical 
proficiencies essential for all students. 
3g) Monitor students’ progress, make instructional 
decisions, and measure students’ mathematical 
understanding and ability using formative and 
summative assessments.

4.   Standard 4: Mathematical Learning Environment

  #1 #2 #3 #4 #5 #6 #7 #8

Effective teachers of secondary mathematics 
exhibit knowledge of adolescent learning, 
development, and behavior. They use this 
knowledge to plan and create sequential 
learning opportunities grounded in 
mathematics education research where 
students are actively engaged in the 
mathematics they are learning and building 
from prior knowledge and skills. They 
demonstrate a positive disposition toward 
mathematical practices and learning, include 
culturally relevant perspectives in teaching, 
and demonstrate equitable and ethical 



treatment of and high expectations for all 
students. They use instructional tools such as 
manipulatives, digital tools, and virtual 
resources to enhance learning while 
recognizing the possible limitations of such 
tools. 

Preservice teacher candidates:
4a) Exhibit knowledge of adolescent learning, 
development, and behavior and demonstrate a 
positive disposition toward mathematical processes 
and learning.
4b) Plan and create developmentally appropriate, 
sequential, and challenging learning opportunities 
grounded in mathematics education research in 
which students are actively engaged in building new 
knowledge from prior knowledge and experiences.
4c) Incorporate knowledge of individual differences 
and the cultural and language diversity that exists 
within classrooms and include culturally relevant 
perspectives as a means to motivate and engage 
students.
4d) Demonstrate equitable and ethical treatment of 
and high expectations for all students.
4e) Apply mathematical content and pedagogical 
knowledge to select and use instructional tools such 
as manipulatives and physical models, drawings, 
virtual environments, spreadsheets, presentation 
tools, and mathematics-specific technologies (e.g., 
graphing tools, interactive geometry software, 
computer algebra systems, and statistical 
packages); and make sound decisions about when 
such tools enhance teaching and learning, 
recognizing both the insights to be gained and 
possible limitations of such tools.

5.   Standard 5: Impact on Student Learning

  #1 #2 #3 #4 #5 #6 #7 #8

Effective teachers of secondary mathematics 
provide evidence demonstrating that as a 
result of their instruction, secondary students’
conceptual understanding, procedural fluency, 
strategic competence, adaptive reasoning, and 
application of major mathematics concepts in 
varied contexts have increased. These 
teachers support the continual development of 
a productive disposition toward mathematics. 



They show that new student mathematical 
knowledge has been created as a consequence 
of their ability to engage students in 
mathematical experiences that are 
developmentally appropriate, require active 
engagement, and include mathematics-specific 
technology in building new knowledge. 

Preservice teacher candidates: 
5a) Verify that secondary students demonstrate 
conceptual understanding; procedural fluency; the 
ability to formulate, represent, and solve problems; 
logical reasoning and continuous reflection on that 
reasoning; productive disposition toward 
mathematics; and the application of mathematics in 
a variety of contexts within major mathematical 
domains. 
5b) Engage students in developmentally appropriate 
mathematical activities and investigations that 
require active engagement and include 
mathematics-specific technology in building new 
knowledge.
5c) Collect, organize, analyze, and reflect on 
diagnostic, formative, and summative assessment 
evidence and determine the extent to which 
students’ mathematical proficiencies have increased 
as a result of their instruction.

6.   Standard 6: Professional Knowledge and Skills

  #1 #2 #3 #4 #5 #6 #7 #8

Effective teachers of secondary mathematics 
are lifelong learners and recognize that 
learning is often collaborative. They 
participate in professional development 
experiences specific to mathematics and 
mathematics education, draw upon 
mathematics education research to inform 
practice, continuously reflect on their practice, 
and utilize resources from professional 
mathematics organizations.

Preservice teacher candidates:
6a) Take an active role in their professional growth 
by participating in professional development 
experiences that directly relate to the learning and 
teaching of mathematics.
6b) Engage in continuous and collaborative learning 



that draws upon research in mathematics education 
to inform practice; enhance learning opportunities 
for all students’ mathematical knowledge 
development; involve colleagues, other school 
professionals, families, and various stakeholders; 
and advance their development as a reflective 
practitioner.
6c) Utilize resources from professional mathematics 
education organizations such as print, digital, and 
virtual resources/collections.

7.   Standard 7: Secondary Mathematics Field Experiences and Clinical Practice

  #1 #2 #3 #4 #5 #6 #7 #8

Effective teachers of secondary mathematics 
engage in a planned sequence of field 
experiences and clinical practice under the 
supervision of experienced and highly qualified 
mathematics teachers. They develop a broad 
experiential base of knowledge, skills, 
effective approaches to mathematics teaching 
and learning, and professional behaviors 
across both middle and high school settings 
that involve a diverse range and varied 
groupings of students. Candidates experience 
a full-time student teaching/internship in 
secondary mathematics directed by university 
or college faculty with secondary mathematics 
teaching experience or equivalent knowledge 
base.

Preservice teacher candidates:
7a) Engage in a sequence of planned field 
experiences and clinical practice prior to a full-time 
student teaching/internship experience that include 
observing and participating in both middle and high 
school mathematics classrooms and working with a 
diverse range of students individually, in small 
groups, and in large class settings under the 
supervision of experienced and highly qualified 
mathematics teachers in varied settings that reflect 
cultural, ethnic, linguistic, gender, and learning 
differences.
7b) Experience full-time student teaching/internship 
in secondary mathematics that is supervised by a 
highly qualified mathematics teacher and a 
university or college supervisor with secondary 
mathematics teaching experience or equivalent 



knowledge base. 
7c) Develop knowledge, skills, and professional 
behaviors across both middle and high school 
settings; examine the nature of mathematics, how 
mathematics should be taught, and how students 
learn mathematics; and observe and analyze a 
range of approaches to mathematics teaching and 
learning, focusing on tasks, discourse, environment, 
and assessment. 



SECTION IV - EVIDENCE FOR MEETING STANDARDS

    DIRECTIONS: The 6-8 key assessments listed in Section II must be documented and discussed in Section IV. Taken 
as a whole, the assessments must demonstrate candidate mastery of the SPA standards. The key assessments should 
be required of all candidates. Assessments, scoring guides/rubrics and data charts should be aligned with the SPA 
standards. This means that the concepts in the SPA standards should be apparent in the assessments and in the 
scoring guides/rubrics to the same depth, breadth, and specificity as in the SPA standards. Data tables should also be 
aligned with the SPA standards. The data should be presented, in general, at the same level it is collected. For 
example, if a rubric collects data on 10 elements [each relating to specific SPA standard(s)], then the data chart 
should report the data on each of the elements rather that reporting a cumulative score.

In the description of each assessment below, the SPA has identified potential assessments that would be appropriate. 
Assessments have been organized into the following three areas to be aligned with the elements in CAEP Standard 1:
• Content knowledge (Assessments 1, 2 and 6)
• Pedagogical and professional knowledge, skills and dispositions (Assessments 3 and 4)
• Focus on student learning (Assessment 5)

Note that in some disciplines, content knowledge may include or be inextricable from professional knowledge. If this 
is the case, assessments that combine content and professional knowledge may be considered "content knowledge" 
assessments for the purpose of this report.

For each assessment, the compiler should prepare one document that includes the following items: 

(1) A two-page narrative that includes the following:
a. A brief description of the assessment and its use in the program (one sentence may be sufficient);
b. A description of how this assessment specifically aligns with the standards it is cited for in Section III. Cite SPA 
standards by number, title, and/or standard wording.
c. A brief analysis of the data findings;
d. An interpretation of how that data provide evidence for meeting standards, indicating the specific SPA standards 
by number, title, and/or standard wording; 
and

(2) Assessment Documentation
e. The assessment tool itself or a rich description of the assessment (often the directions given to candidates);
f. The scoring guide/rubric for the assessment; and
g. Charts that provide candidate data derived from the assessment.

The responses for e, f, and g (above) should be limited to the equivalent of five text pages each, however in some 
cases assessment instruments or scoring guides/rubrics may go beyond five pages. 

Note: As much as possible, combine all of the files for one assessment into a single file. That is, create one file for 
Assessment #4 that includes the two-page narrative (items a – d above), the assessment itself (item e above), the 
scoring guide (item f above), and the data chart (item g above). Each attachment should be no larger than 2 mb. Do 
not include candidate work or syllabi. There is a limit of 20 attachments for the entire report so it is crucial that you 
combine files as much as possible. 

1.   State licensure test(s) or professional examinations of content knowledge. NCTM standards addressed 
in this entry could include Standards 1-2. If your state does not require licensure tests or professional 
examinations in the content area, data from another assessment aligned to NCTM Mathematics Content 
for Secondary must be presented to document candidate attainment of content knowledge. (Assessment 
Required)

Provide assessment information as outlined in the directions for Section IV

Assessment #1 - PRAXIS II (5161) Licensure Exam

See the Attachment panel.

2.   Assessment of content knowledge in mathematics. NCTM standards addressed in this assessment that is 
aligned to NCTM Mathematics Content for Secondary could include but are not limited to Standards 1-2. 
Examples of assessments include comprehensive examinations, GPAs or grades, and portfolio tasks(13). 
For post-baccalaureate teacher preparation, include an assessment used to determine that candidates 
have adequate content backgroud in the subject to be taught. (Assessment Required)

Provide assessment information as outlined in the directions for Section IV

Assessment #2: Content Knowledge in Mathematics (Mathematics Course Grades)



    (14) For program review purposes, there are two ways to list a portfolio as an assessment. In some programs 
a portfolio is considered a single assessment and scoring criteria (usually rubrics) have been developed for the contents of 
the portfolio as a whole. In this instance, the portfolio would be considered a single assessment. However, in many 
programs a portfolio is a collection of candidate work—and the artifacts included.

See the Attachment panel.

3.   Assessment that demonstrates candidates can effectively plan classroom-based instruction. NCTM 
standards that could be addressed in this assessment include but are not limited to Standard 3. 
Examples of assessments include the evaluation of candidates' abilities to develop leasson or unit plans, 
individualized educational plans, needs assessments, or intervention plans. (Assessment Required)

Provide assessment information as outlined in the directions for Section IV

ASSESSMENT #3- Candidate Ability to Plan Instruction 
Mathematics Education Portfolio

Research Project Investigating the 
Knowledge of Students

Common Core Standards Reaction Paper  

See the Attachment panel.

4.   Assessment that demonstrates candidates' knowledge, skills, and dispositions are applied effectively in 
practice. NCTM standards that could be addressed in this assessment include but are not limited to 
Standards 3, 4, 6, and 7. An assessment instrument used in student teaching or an internship should be 
submitted. (Assessment Required)

Provide assessment information as outlined in the directions for Section IV

Assessment #4 Student Teaching

See the Attachment panel.

5.   Assessment that demonstrates candidate effect on student learning. NCTM standards that could be 
addressed in this assessment include but are not limited to Standard 5. Examples of assessments 
include those based on student work samples, portfolio tasks, case studies, follow-up studies, and 
employer surveys. (Assessment Required)

Provide assessment information as outlined in the directions for Section IV

Assessment #5 - (Unit Plan: Impact on Student Learning Assignment)

See the Attachment panel.

6.   Assessment of content knowledge in mathematics. NCTM standards addressed in this assessment that is 
aligned to NCTM CAEP Mathematics Content for Secondary could include but are not limited to Standards 
1-2. Examples of assessments include comprehensive examinations, GPAs or grades, and portfolio tasks.

Provide assessment information as outlined in the directions for Section IV

Assessment #6 – Content Comprehensive Exams

See the Attachment panel.

7.   Additional assessment that addresses NCTM standards. Examples of assessments include evaluations of 
field experiences, case studies, portfolio tasks, licensure tests not reported in #1, and follow-up studies. 
(Optional) 

Provide assessment information as outlined in the directions for Section IV

8.   Additional assessment that addresses NCTM standards. Examples of assessments include evaluations of 
field experiences, case studies, portfolio tasks, licensure tests not reported in #1, and follow-up studies. 
(Optional) 

Provide assessment information as outlined in the directions for Section IV



SECTION V - USE OF ASSESSMENT RESULTS TO IMPROVE PROGRAM

1.   Evidence must be presented in this section that assessment results have been analyzed and have been 
or will be used to improve candidate performance and strengthen the program. This description should 
not link improvements to individual assessments but, rather, it should summarize principal findings 
from the evidence, the faculty's interpretation of those findings, and changes made in (or planned for) 
the program as a result. Describe the steps program faculty have taken to use information from 
assessments for improvement of both candidate performance and the program. This information should 
be organized around (1) content knowledge, (2) professional and pedagogical knowledge, skill, and 
dispositions, and (3) student learning. 

(Response limited to 12,000 characters INCLUDING SPACES)

While the number of students completing Assessment #1 (Praxis II scores), 
and Assessment #6 (Competency Exams) in the ED 339 course were quite 
small, there were some overriding themes, which also matched with data 
procured from Assessment #2 (Course Grades), and the analysis of the 
standards alignment that went into Assessment #2.

At present our students struggle with probability and statistics. The required 
course that covers probability and statistics, MATH 321 Intermediate Applied 
Statistics I, is a difficult course for all students across all mathematics 
programs. It requires students to have a strong background in Calculus, and 
Algebra, while at the same time having them extend that knowledge to a new 
area that does not appear elsewhere in the curriculum. It is also a largely 
theoretical course focused on probability, and less on applied topics such as 
inference. The mathematics faculty will likely recommend to Education 
Department (which formally houses the BSED Secondary Education 
Mathematics program) to require the course MATH 221 Elementary Applied 
Statistics, and have that requirement replace an elective course. This should 
improve the program in a number of ways. First, this will ensure that the 
program meets standard A.4.2 that concerns statistical inference. MATH 321 
does not cover statistical inference in any great detail, and the more rigorous 
review of the standards versus our more detailed course descriptions reveals 
an obvious deficiency here. Second, there is significant overlap between MATH 
221 and MATH 321, however MATH 221 approaches those topics at lower, 
more approachable level. Students in MATH 321 can find themselves setting up 
complex integrals without understanding the purpose of the integral, or the 
application in which they are working. Requiring the elementary class should 
afford the students a beginning understanding of probability and statistics prior 
to taking a higher level, more theoretical course. The belief is that this change 
will improve student learning in the MATH 321 class. Finally, Praxis II scores 
indicate that there is room for improvement in teacher candidates' knowledge 
of probability and statistics. An analysis of the types of questions asked of 
students on Praxis II in this area indicate a mixture of the type of material 
covered in MATH 221 and MATH 321. Requiring MATH 221 should significantly 
improve teacher candidate performance on Praxis II, due to enhanced student 
learning as a result of requiring the MATH 221 content.

The program change would codify and make clearer an option many students 
already take. Students already have an option of taking MATH 221 as an 



elective in the BSED Secondary Education Mathematics program. As it is an 
elective some students elect not to take it, and others take the course after, or 
concurrent with MATH 321. Requiring it as part of the program would not allow 
students to take other options, less aligned with standards. MATH 221 will also 
no longer "compete" with upper division options as an elective, and it will be 
taken earlier in the program so that it can aide students when completing 
MATH 321.

The other major change under consideration is to require MATH 111 
Mathematical Concepts in Grades K-8. Like MATH 221 course, this course is 
already an optional elective that many students choose to take. In reviewing 
the alignment of course descriptions to the standards in completing the report 
on Assessment #2 the mathematics faculty came to the conclusion that while 
MATH 451 Modern Algebra I is satisfying all of the standards listed in a 
technical sense, it does not appear to be satisfying all of those standards in the 
spirit in which the standards are written. Requiring MATH 111 should have the 
teacher candidates improve content knowledge in Praxis II, and Competency 
Exam scores. It should also have a less tangible impact related to the 
assessments. Most of the teacher candidates have not thought about 
elementary and middle level mathematics instruction, since being elementary 
and middle school students themselves. It seems obvious that having a course 
that discusses current approaches to those topics will only serve to benefit the 
teacher candidates as they will better understand the background their future 
students will come to them with. Finally, just like with MATH 221, requiring the 
course instead of having it listed as an elective will allow the course to be 
taken earlier in the program. This should improve student learning by helping 
to pave the way for courses such as MATH 451, and being of a greater benefit 
when taking Praxis II.

The two above changes would be major curricular changes that eliminate 
program electives, and replace them with requirements. Another change is far 
less drastic, but will serve to improve alignment with the standards. In aligning 
the standards for the report of Assessment #2 it became clear to the 
mathematics faculty that the BSED Secondary Education Mathematics program 
could do a better job on satisfying the standards concerning history in each 
content area. Numerous options have been discussed. The first, and perhaps 
most straightforward, would have been to write a mathematics history course 
that focused on historical development and perspectives of various content 
areas including contributions of significant figures and diverse cultures. There 
was reluctance of the mathematics faculty to eliminate the upper level 
mathematics elective in favor of such a course. An option was also discussed 
where such a course would be written, and a request would be made to count 
the course as a Social and Behavioral Sciences class in Clarion University's 
general education program (as history classes currently satisfy this 
requirement). The political climate within the university makes it unlikely that 
this request would be approved through the curricular process. After 
abandoning the writing of a new course to satisfy this standard the 



mathematics faculty came to the conclusion that it would make more sense to 
incorporate into existing content courses, material related to historical 
development and perspectives of various content areas including contributions 
of significant figures and diverse cultures. This seems to be in better keeping 
with the intent of the standards (in that history is not its own standard, but 
instead included within each of the existing content standards), and would not 
force the students to study the historical concepts in a vacuum devoid of the 
relevant content material. The mathematics faculty are currently working to 
find ways to include this content as a unit in the relevant content courses, that 
would have assessment such as reflection papers written on historical articles, 
reports written on historical figures or events, or exam questions that include 
historical content. This change would significantly improve student learning 
related to historical development and perspectives of various content areas 
including contributions of significant figures and diverse cultures, as this 
material would now be woven throughout the entire program.

The biggest change to the program will be the anticipated hire of a tenure track 
Mathematics Educator to begin in fall 2018. The failure of the BSED Secondary 
Education Mathematics program to be reaccredited in the summer of 2017 lead 
the chairs of the Departments of Education, and Chemistry, Mathematics and 
Physics to make a joint request to the Dean of Arts, Education and Sciences for 
a tenure track position in Mathematics Education. The Dean in turn made this 
position a top priority in his advocacy to the Provost for positions within the 
College of Arts, Education and Sciences. Clarion University currently has 
serious budget issues, and the President and Provost have been very 
conservative in recent years with the addition of tenure track faculty. Clarion 
University is only conducting 13 tenure track searches this academic year, and 
only 3 within the College of Arts, Education and Sciences. The failure of this 
program to be fully reaccredited was a wakeup call to the departments 
overseeing the program, and to the university administration that this program 
could no longer be placed on the back burner.

The addition of this position should serve to improve this program in a number 
of ways. It will improve communication between the Education Department, 
and the Department of Chemistry, Mathematics and Physics. It will provide a 
steady influence in the program that will allow for the newly developed 
Competency Exams to be fully integrated in the ED 339 Methods in Teaching & 
Evaluating Mathematics. It will also allow a the assessment loop to be closed 
as the new Mathematics Educator (who will be housed within the Department 
of Chemistry, Mathematics and Physics) will be able to bring data from those 
Competency Exams to regular department meetings, and will be able to share 
anecdotal information also on a more regular basis. As a tenure track position 
the person hired will be expected to teach courses in the program other than 
the ED 339 which will give the position, and hence the departments, a better 
understanding of how best to prepare the teacher candidates. Having a tenure 
track position in Mathematics Education will improve student learning, as the 
person can fully "take ownership" over the ED 339 course as opposed to simply 



being hired to teach an existing course. Modifications to the course can be 
made that are both small, and large. The tenure track Mathematics Education 
can make recommendations on changes to the course description, outcomes, 
and further refine assessments administered in the course.

Assessment #3, #4, and #5 had limited data to analyze with one completer in 
the 2017 - 2018 timeframe and 3 other candidates during the fall 2017 
semester taking the ED 339 course. Since these assessments were revised 
and/or changed, the mathematics educator welcomed and sought out 
feedback. The small number of candidates allowed for interviews and 
reflections that lead to insights into how the candidates felt the program 
prepared them for student teaching. Candidates expressed difficulties in 
implementing high level tasks because of a lack of prior experiences for them 
and the students they were teaching. Overall, the candidates expressed a need 
to gain more skill in using prior knowledge to build conceptual understanding. 
The revised rubrics with each assessment emphasized the importance of the 
NCTM/CAEP standards and clarified expectations to deal with the deficiencies in 
the previous rubrics, which did not represent the program and/or provide 
evidence to the candidates on their performance.



SECTION VI - FOR REVISED REPORTS OR RESPONSE TO CONDITIONS REPORTS ONLY

1.   For Revised Reports: Describe what changes or additions have been made to address the standards that 
were not met in the original submission. Provide new responses to questions and/or new documents to 
verify the changes described in this section. Specific instructions for preparing a Revised Report are 
available on the CAEP website at http://caepnet.org/accreditation/caep-accreditation/spa-program-
review-policies-and-procedur 

For Response to Conditions Reports: Describe what changes or additions have been made to address the 
conditions cited in the original recognition report. Provide new responses to questions and/or new 
documents to verify the changes described in this section. Specific instructions for preparing a Response 
to Conditions Report are available on the CAEP website at http://caepnet.org/accreditation/caep-
accreditation/spa-program-review-policies-and-procedur 

(Response limited to 24,000 characters. INCLUDING SPACES)

The BSED Secondary Education Mathematics faculty took to heart the findings 
in the SPA's decision of "Further Development Required" or "National 
Recognition with Probation." Assessment #2 has been significantly improved. 
Typos and omissions of course names have been corrected. Part 2 of 
Assessment #2 has been significantly improved to include a "Detailed 
Description Demonstrating Alignment" in addition to the catalog course 
descriptions. These descriptions should make clear that the standards are 
satisfied in the courses listed in the alignment table. 

Assessment #6 has been completely redone to address the SPA decision. The 
MATH 490 Senior Seminar class was never designed for students to 
demonstrate diverse content knowledge across a range of mathematical 
material. It was designed for students to do an in depth study in one area of 
mathematics (perhaps even as local as a single problem), write a paper on 
that area, and give a presentation. The SPA decision made clear that utilizing 
this course (and its primary assignment of the above paper/presentation) to 
assess content knowledge throughout the program was inappropriate.

The mathematics faculty in conjunction with the temporary mathematics 
education faculty member developed a series of content knowledge 
assessments that are to be delivered in the ED 339 Methods in Teaching & 
Evaluating Mathematics course. The ED 339 course is the immediate 
preparation for student teaching where teacher candidates will be utilizing their 
content knowledge on a daily basis. The teacher candidate has little control 
over whether the student teaching will be in the area of pre-algebra, algebra, 
geometry, trigonometry, pre-calculus, statistics, or calculus. Given this 
uncertainly built into the student teaching assignment, it seems appropriate for 
teacher candidates to review this diverse content knowledge in the ED 339 
course so that they can reflect on their strengths, and weakness (in fact a 
formal part of the assignment), and take steps to improve weakness. 

The exams were created to align with the NCTM standards, and can be used by 
the teacher candidates to help prepare for the Praxis II exam. For each exam a 
detailed rubric was created, and applied by multiple faculty. While the teacher 



candidates in ED 339 "dreaded" each upcoming content exam, to a person, 
they all found the exams to be useful and instructive.

Assessment 3 and 5 rubrics were clarified and more specifically aligned to the 
standards. Assessment #4 was replaced with an assessment that was more 
appropriately aligned with the standards rather than a more general education 
assessment. 

An analysis of the SPA decision and of the new assessments have convinced 
program faculty of the need to require MATH 111 Mathematical Concepts in 
Grades K-8 and MATH 221 Elementary Applied Statistics in the program 
instead of listing these courses as optional electives. As stated above this 
should improve content alignment with the standards, improve student 
learning, and better prepare teacher candidates future coursework (MATH 321 
and MATH 451), and for the Praxis II exam. 

The SPA decision was also a call to action that resulted in a search being 
approved for a tenure track Mathematics Education position. The search is 
ongoing, however the Search Committee currently reports the existence of a 
viable pool, with the anticipation that with the successful completion of the 
search, the tenure track Mathematics Educator will begin with the fall 2018 
semester. This position will be housed within the Department of Chemistry, 
Mathematics and Physics. The position will serve as a liaison between the 
departments of Education and Chemistry, Mathematics and Physics while also 
serving as the program coordinator for the Secondary Education Mathematics 
program. This should be the most impactful change relative to the overall 
success of this program with a focus on student learning. This position will 
have standing in both of the relevant academic departments to recommend 
program changes to keep the program in alignment with accreditation 
standards in the future, and to be making constant recommendations to 
improve student learning.
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